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In Chapter 6) the modes and the frequencies obtained earlier are 
employed in a modal analysis of the elastic response of the shell to realistic 
side-on transient pressure pulses resulting from a blast wave. The effects of 
reflection of the pulse on the windward face) clearing of the reflected pres-
sure, theoretical overpressure and dynamic-pressure decay) and drag force are 
considered in the loading function employed, 
1.2 Historical Background 
The first attempts at a study of the general problem of vibrating 
shells, aimed at .deducing the vibrations of bells) were made even prior to the 
discovery of the general equations of elasticity [2]. Later} Lord Rayleigh [3] 
concluded from physical reasoning that the middle surface of a vibrating shell 
with a free edge remains unstretched) and determined the character of the dis-
placement of a point of the middle surface in accordance with this condition. 
A general treatment of the dynamic theory of thin elastic shells or "an attempt 
to· construct a theory of the vibra tions of bells" was made by Love in his. 
epoch-making paper [4J. His simultaneous consideration of the effects of both 
flexural and extensional deformation resulted in the classical bending theory 
of shells now known as Lovels first approximation. Lord Rayleigh!s work as 
well as Lamb's treatment of the extensional vibration of a complete sphere [5J 
became merely speci.al cases of his general theory. In his paper Love included 
an analysis of the extensional vibration} and in particular treated the purely 
tangential vibration and purely transverse vibration completely. 
Following,the work of Love) the problem of the vibrations of spherical 
shells was not intensively studied until Federhofer [6J in 1937 deduced a 
system of differential equations of motion from Van der Neut's static system 
specially derived for stability considerations of spherical shell segments, 
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By the use of these equations) he obtained an approximate solution for the 
axisymmetric vibra ti.on of clamped shallow spherical shell segments u 
In 1946 Eo Reissner [7] obtained similar results in a solution in 
terms of Bessel functions for the equations of axisymmetric vibration of shallow 
spherical shells with clamped edges. In this paper) he also obtained an 
approximate solution of an upper bound for the lowest frequency by Rayleigh-
Rj.tz method. In 1955 Reissner made another attempt [8J in which he neglected 
the longitudinal inertia terms) which he proved to be of lower order than the 
transverse inertia 0 In this paper he considered the axisy:rrL.'lletric vi.brations 
of a shell segment with free edge as well as forced vibration due to apex loads, 
Later) i.n 1958) Johnson and Reissner obtained the solution of transverse 
vibrati.on of shallow spherical shell segments without axial symmetry [9J. 
The "exact" solution for torsionless axisymmetJ;'ical vibrations of 
shal101.v spherical shell segments with various edge conditons was obtained by 
Kalnins and Naghdi [10J) and Kalnins [llJ, Explicit solutions for the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of the asymmetrical vibration with the use of the 
classical theory of shallow shells were obtained by Kalnins [12Jo Later in 
1962) K..alni.ns and Naghdi [13J considered the non-shallow case as well as the 
extens ional vibrations of spherical shells 'wi th free edges 0 
An attempt to establish a dynamic theory of spherical shells that can 
treat problems of shallow and non-shallow shells in all modes of vibrations was 
mad.e by McDonald [14 J in 19590 HOift!ever) this analysis did not yield correct 
res'.llts for the asymmetrical vibrations because of incorrect conditions at the 
apex, The conditions that eliminate the existence of a singular disturbance 
at the apex were deri.ved by Jennings [15J, He obtained solutions of free and 
forced vibration of spherical shells with clamped edges by means of Culerkin 
approximation method, Solutions of equations of nonshallow spherical shells 
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are presented in terms of associated Legendre functions by Prasad [16]. 
However) since the associated LEgendre functions are not easily available) 
the solutions obtained do not lend. themselves readily to numerical evaluation, 
1.3 Nomenclature 
Each symbol is explained when it is introduced in the text. The 
following is presented for the convEnience of the reader, 
a shell radius 
c 
E 
F (t) 
r 
IT (t) 
r 
h 
h 
cp 
H 
I ) I ,I 
u v w 
k 
coefficients in Taylor series expansion of the meridional 
displacement function 
coefficients i.n Taylor series expansion of the circumferential 
displacement function 
coefficients in Taylor series expansion of the transverse 
displacement function 
k -1/4 
local drag coefficient 
sound velocity in reflected overpressure region 
modulus of elasticity 
principal coordinate of rth natural mode 
phF (t) 
r 
shell thicl<..ness 
increment size 
shell rise 
internal res istance of shell defi.ned by Eqs. (64). 
internal resistance corresponding to the rth mode 
n 
p 
p 
p 
r 
p 
so 
Q (t) 
r 
r 
r 
R 
Re 
s 
t 
t 
c 
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moment stres,s resultants 
normal stress resultants 
modal wave number in circumferential direction 
2( 2, 
dimensionless natural frequency parameter = pa El - v ) w2 
coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of p 
I . \ overpressure,pSl) 
peak reflected pressure 
peak overpressure (psi) 
overpressure after clearing time t 
c 
dynamic pressure 
peak dynamic pressure 
components of the external p~essure 
components of the external pressure corresponding to the 
value of n, Eqsc (2,3) 
shear stress resultants 
the component of the external load corresponding to the 
rth mode shape 
a+z) when used in the derivation of the equations 
subs cript indicating the rt,h mode 
some neighborhood of the apex 
Reynolds numb er 
coefficient in the asymptotic expansion; determined to be 
equal to 1/4 
time coordinate (sec) measured from instant blast wave hits 
the leading point of the shell 
time for the reflected pressure wave to clear the shell 
time for the blast pulse to reach any given point on the 
shell 
t 
o 
T 
o 
u)v)w 
u)v)w 
un)vn,Wn 
un)vn)Wn 
u .yV .,w . 
nl nl III 
u .;v .,w . 
nl nl III 
u 
o 
x 
z 
;1 )' y 
, cpr Jer J • ~e 
v 
p 
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duration of the pulse (sec) 
breathing period 
components of the displacement vector of the middle surface 
in the meri.dic:!1a.l. ci.rcumferential) and normal directions, 
respectively 
components of the displacement vector of any arbitrary point 
in the shell) not necessarily on the middle surface 
di.splacement function of the middle surface defined 
by ECl s 0 ( 2 0 1 ) 
displacement function of the middle surface of a freely 
vibrating shell, defined by Eq. (3.1) 
the ith perturbation of the dynamic edge effect 
the ith asymptotic solution in the internal region 
rth mode shape 
velocity of propagation of blast wave (ft/sec) 
horizontal position vector from the leading edge of the 
shell in the direction of propagation (ft) 
thickness coordinate measured positive outward from the 
middle surface of the shell 
angle of incidence) the angle between the normal to the 
mi.ddle surface and the direction of the propagation of 
blast wave 
intensity coeffJ.cients 
determinant of the coefficient of the linear, homogeneous 
equations of the boundary conditions at the base of the shell 
shear strains 
strains 
Poisson1s ratio 
mass density of shell material 
stresses 
(J 
o 
. n, / n\ 
\ fJ ) ) (Oe J 
.. cp'r \ . r 
(f\ (f') 
r] I )' 0e 
'. cP' r '. . r 
'T )"T. B)T e 
rcp r cP 
w 
w 
o 
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static membrane stress in a complete sphere su'bjected 
to uni.form radial pressure) P 
so 
stress components due to the membrane forces related to the 
rth normalized mode 
stress components due to the flexural forces related to the 
rth normalized mode 
shear stresses 
geometric coordinates., colatitude and azimuth angle, locating 
points on the middle surface of the shell 
half opening angle 
natural frequency (rad/sec) 
reference frequency = ~ 2 E 2 
pa (l-V ) 
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. .;.. u~ coscp + nv + 2W s incP] - k[nv -nv cotcp 
n n n _ nJcpcp n)cp 
? u 
",' 1- n,-). '" n 2 CP ( 2 2 ) + -nv (2 + + u s i.ncp - 2u coscp - n + cos CP. 
n' . 2 n)cpcpcp n)~ sincp 
Sln cp 
? 
+ u. cosep (2 
n 
1 - n-\ ,...., 
+ j - w si.ncp 
, 2 n~ cpcpcpcp 
Sln cp 
,...., wn .If')(f). 2 2 
2w coscp + ~ (1+2n +vsin cp) 
n., cp~ s lncp 
o 
where U 
n"cpcp 
In the above system of equations the external loads are 
assumed to be expandable in the variable e as follows: 
J~ co qncp cos ne I qne sin ne (2.3) l qz n=O cos ne ~z 
These equations will be employed in the determination of the natural modes and 
frequenci.es) and in the timewise response of the shell to transient pressure 
pulses 0 
2 Q 2 Boundary Cond.i tions for a Rigidly Clamped 81:.ell 
The existence of a uni.que solution for the problem of vibrations of 
a spherical shell segment subjected to a time varying forcing function depends 
upon the boundary conditions at the base) the conditions at the apex) and 
ini.tial conditions at tLme t 00 Since the total order of the governing 
system of' partial differential equ.ations, Eqs 0 (2.2) y in variable cp is eight) 
eight ·bound3.ry condi tiens are required for the existence of lJ11ique solution 0 
=l~~· 
ma thema tical spec ifica tim:ls c.f the intended type of support 0 The conditions 5:'[; 
t!:le apex of t~e oshell are established tc elimi:n3. te the existence of s ing-llar 
d.~.st:L..i.rb5.nces of the apex 0 :I;he.s·2~ 2ond.:i.ticDE are differe:::lt for different values 
:Jf n 0 Without 103s of gene:rali ty it can be assumed that the shell is 
originally at rest" 
20201 Q :Bounc.a.ry Condi tiolls at the Base. The shell is assQrned to 
'be rigidly clamped at the support 0 The methods which are developed and 
appl:i.ed to a ri.gidly clamped shell in this investigation are adaptable to any 
type of support which is cons istent \rli th the existence of a potential energy 0 
In the case of a rigidly clamped shell" the components of the displacement 
vector of the mi.ddle surface and the meridional derivati.ve of the radial 
component must vani.sh) i 0 eo 
~ (cp )t) 0 
n 0 
u o and) therefore 
v o II vn(cpoJ t ) 0 
wn(cpoJ t ) 0 w o II 
o IY dW 
)..n n ( cp t):= 0 V+' . oJ 
202,20 Conditions at the Apexo For a spherical shell segment which 
is continuous at the apex and is subjected to a piecewise-continuous loading 
fUnction) the apex does not exhibit any s.i.ngular behavior which di.ffers from 
the behavior of any other point of the shell Q ~'he existence of a singular 
point at cp = 0 is merely caused. by the fact that the coordinate system adopted 
is not regular at the apex; that is) the coordinate system is such that there 
does not exist a one-to-one correspondence between the physi.cal points on the 
middle surface of the shell and the points (cp)e) at cp = O. 
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In this sectioc ve vish to establish condi.tions that elim.inB.te those 
solutions of the system of differential equations which correspond to the exist-
ence of s ingLllar disturbances at the apex, Since eight conditions in the varia-
'tIe cp are required., and there are four boundary conditions at the base of the 
2hell~ we expect to obta in four such cond:i.tions at the apex for every value of n. 
Let the solution functions be analytical functions of cp in some 
neighborhood R of the apex; that is) all the meridional derivatives of the 
solution flincttons are continuous in R) and the solution functions are expanda-
ble :in Taylor series about the apexo The conditi.ons at the apex of the shell 
can be partially determined by the requirement that the stress resultants assume 
fi.ni.te va.lues at the apexo ~Ihis requirement was employed by Fl'ugge [17] to 
establish conditions at the apex of a spherical shell for the extensional 
deforma.tion problem 0 If the solution (2.1) is applied to any of the equations 
of the stress resultants (A,14)) corresponding to each value of n a component 
of the stress resultant will be obtained that also must satisfy the finiteness 
requ.i.rementQ Owing to the analyticity of the displacement functions un) 
and '" w ) 
n 
the following relations are obtained~ 
U (o)t) = vo(o)t) 
dWo(O)t) 
0 
0 6:P 
v ) 
n 
ul(o)t) + vl(oJ t ) wl(o)t) 0 , ') (20,5/ 
o n > 1 
Thus) the fini.teness criterion yields three conditions for the axisymmetrical 
case n = A., two conditions for the skew-sym.rnetrical case n = 1) and four 
conditions for the other cases n > 10 Since these requirements do not seem 
to supply the sufficient n"~nber of conditions in the axisym.metrical and 
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skew-symmetrical cases) J'ennings [15] attempted to establish further conditions 
by considering the virtual work of the apex element, He sought the behavior 
of the stress resultants corresponding to a virtual radial displacement ow in 
the axi.symmetrical case) and. the virtual tangential displacement ou and the 
virtual rotation ow in the skew-symmetrical case. The following apex condi-
er 
tions were obtained~ 
(j~f"V I ) (j2f"V I ') 
'-wolo)t U ,0,1:; 
0 0 
exp3 2lcp2 
2(j111 (jvl 
2", 
3 (j wI 
(2.6) dq)' + (2-V) ~ - '2 exp2 0 
oUl [3+V _ 
2lcp _ 2 
l-V] k2" o~ [ + (jV V cp - - k(l-V)] 
In the next chapter) a special version of the method. of Frobenius 
(see Chapter XVI of Reference [19J)) in which the displacement functions are 
ass-wmed to be analytic) is employed to obtain solutions in some neighborhood 
of the apex for the system of ordinary'differential equations of the free 
vibrations of the spherical shell segments 'J The solutions obtained sati.sfy 
all the conditions at the apex 'which are presented in thi,s subsectionQ This 
is., in effect) caused by the assumption of the analyticity of the displacement 
functions in some neighborhood of the apexo Since this assumption would not 
hold when there exists some singular disturbance at the apex) it may be 
concluded that it is the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of no solution corresponding to a singular disturbance of the apex. 
30 FREE VIBRATIONS OF MODERATELY THIN SPHERICAL SHELLS 
3,10 Introduction 
For the determination of the natural frequencies and the mode shapes 
of a vibrating spherical shell) all the external forces (q ) q e) q ) are 
ncp n LlZ 
set to zero in the governing system of the parti.al differential equations of 
motion) Eqso (2,2)J and harmonic displacements are assumed: 
r un (cp, t) un(cp) 
vn(cp) iwt (301) < v (cp)t) e n 
w (cp)t) 
n 
w (cp) 
n 
Thus Eqs. (2,2) reduce to the following system of homogeneous ordinary dif-
ferential equations: 
(l+k) [l;V n v~ 3- V n v cotcp + u 2 n n u • • ..$ n (co,,2cp slncp + u coscp - ~ n sincp 
o I-v 2, () ] + V sin'-cp + "2 n ) + l+v wn sincp 
2 
+ w' (2 _ 1+ n 
n . 2 Sln cp 
sincp + 2n2w coscp 
n . 2 
. s ln cp 
sincp + w 
n 
sincp u 
n 
o 
(l+k) [l;V (v~' sincp + vn coscp) - v" (s~:cp l;V (1-cot2cp)sincp) 
- l;V nu~ - 3;V nUn cotcp - (l+V) nWnJ + 1m [W~'+ wn cotcp 
o 
(l+k) (l+V) [u~ sincp + un coscp + n vn + 2w
n 
sincpJ - k [ nv~' . 
-14-
coscp 
where u 
n 
u coscp(2 + 
n 
? 1- n-
I) 
s :i.n-cp 
2 
_ w·(l - v + 1+2n 
n 0 2 
- p sincp w 
n 
Sl.n cp 
o 
-15-
. 2 
1- n \ 
+ 2,' 
sin cp 
- w 
"n 
+ 'U. 
n 
sincp 
u 
n (2 2 \ 
coscp - sincp ,n +cos cpj 
w 
2w· 'coscp + ~ (1 
n s l.ncp 
)coscp 2 3-v+4cot
2
cp 
+ wn (2(1+v)si.ncp + n sincp 
Since no exact solution is avai.laboe for 
the eigenvalue problem in the case of boundary conditions of interest, two 
numerical methods of analysis have been adopted and are examined in the present 
chapter and the following one. 
The method employed in thi.s chapter for the determination of the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes is a generalization of the Holzer method [lJo 
l'hebasic idea of the method is to choose a value of frequency parameter p and 
test to find out whether there exists a solution of the system of ordinary 
di.fferential equations (3.2) with homogeneous boundary conditions, Eqso (2.4), 
(205)" and (2.6), In general there will not exist a non-trivial solution of 
this problem; however, for each natural frequency parameter a family of solu-
tions that differ only by a multiplicative constant does exist. In testing a 
frequency, it is necessary to solve a two-po:int boundary-value problem, For 
reasons of accuracy and eB.se of computation, the two-point boundary-vB.lue 
problem i.s converted into a set of initial-value problems, for which many 
methods are available [20 J . Frequencies are tested by computing a certain 
d.eterminant des cr:ibed below" Since the elements of the determinant are COD-
tinuous fu...nctions of the frequency parameter (see 30602)) the presence of 
opposi te signs of the determ.inant for two values of the frequency parameter 
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n n n 2 
u == a + alCP + a 2CP + n 0 
== bn n n 2 v + blCP + b2cp + n 0 
n n n 2 (3.3) w c + clCP + c2CP + n 0 
In view of this) a simplified version of the Frobenius method of obtaining 
solutions of a system of differential equations in some neighborhood of a 
regular singular point is employed. 
The coefficients of system (3.2) would become analytic in R if the 
fi.rst and the second equations of the system (3.2) are multiplied by sin2cp 
and the last equation by sin3cp. The Taylor series expansion of the resulting 
coefficients a~e as follows~ 
sincp cP ~+ ~ + 120 
. 2 2 4 llcp6 
- ~ + Sln cP - cP 3 180 + 
sin3cp cp3 s2 2 + \ + . 
4 4 2 6 7g?8 
sin cP cp ~+ + . 3 30 
2 4 
coscp 1 :L ~ 2 + 24 + 
2 2 4 1 ~ (3.4) cos cP cP + 3 + 
If the Taylor series expansion of the displacement functions) 
Eqs. (3.3») and the analytic coefficients of system (3.2)) Eqs. (3.4)) are 
substituted back into the system" the vanishing of the coefficients of all 
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n n n ( powers cf ~ results in a set of relationships among ai' b.) and ck \i, j, k J 
are any non-nega ti.ve interger) 0 They are 
o 
~l+k) _ (1 + 2 n a
o 
+ 2 nb
o 
+ k n -1 c1 0 
r 
J • [. I-V 2) n 3-v nJ (2) n 
~ (l+k) [(3-V)n a~ + (2n2 + l - v) b~J + 2kn(n2-l) c~ l (l_n2) -[a~ + b~ n - c~J o o 
kcn 
.- '.(l+k) [l-V 2 n (1 ) b n] 0 2 ~ n a l + -v n. 1 - ~ n = 0 
"\ (l+k) r 2na~ + n2b; + (l+v)nc= l - knf (4-n2)c~ + L ~ ~ uJ L ~ 2 ( n, \2 - -:;-) J c~l o uJ 
The soluti.ons of these systems yield the conditions tha t must be satisfied by 
the coefficients of expansion of the displacement functions 0 They are listed 
below for the different values of n~ 
n O~ 
o 
a 
3 
o 
c 
o (n 
- 16 ~ 
o 
o 
c2 + 2V - p) - 13 (1 + 2k + v) 
1 
a 1 
1 
b 
c 
1 
8. 2 
1 
n > 1~ 
n 
a o 
1. 
n 
c, 
l 
n 
.-
8. l n+_ 
:1 
b 1 b 1 a 3 'I ~ ./ 
1 
-a 
0 
,l-3V (1-, 1 
,+ . .\-. 
5+V "~'2 
o 
o 
'1 
.L 
c 
0 
.1 .. 
b ! 
0' 
1 
- a 
o 
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i 
o 
C),1"2,,, 0 0 "n-2"n 
1 [_nbn (l+V n-l+v)+an . (3- V (n2 +2n) + I _ v) 
l+V 2 _ n+l 2 n-l' 12 
-2 n +2n 
-() 
n 
pa . 'lJ D-. 
l·-l-k 
In the axisymmetrical case" all the coefficients of expansion of the 
displa.cement functions could be determ:i.ned l.f some values are assigned tc the 
o 0 - 0 
coefficJ.eLts a l ., co' and. c2 ' Once all the coefficients of expansion of u o 
o 0 
and w'
o 
up to a 3 and c 4 are obtained) the coefficients of higher powers of cp 
can be determined from the appropriate nonhomogeneous set of equations in 
systems (3.5) 0 For points suffici.ently close to the apex, we need not compute 
the higher coefficients; the condi ti.ons (3060 l) can yield a unique approxima-
ti.en of the solutj.on cf the sy stem (302) for n = 00 
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Since the coefficients of expansion of the displacement functions 
are the deri.vati ves of the displacement functions eva11.la ted at the apex t,:] 
within a IITu.ltiplicative constant.s the conditions (3,601) may be considered 
anC1~ +he -·'nk·10"i-.Jn cOPI"r"'i cl pntc:; a O cO and- CO ay b 
-- v -- u __ ,.1_ " '~, ._, - --- h.. , 'l)) ~ ill, ,e 
o c 
conBidered as the unkl1ol,vn derivati.ves of the displacement functi,ons at the 
apex. The system of differential equationB (3,2) for n = 0 subject to the 
bcundary conditions at the apex and at the base of the shell may be solved 
as a two point boundary-value problem. This requires that a set of ini.tial-
value problems be formed by assuming values of the unknown derivatives at the 
apexo Since three i.nd,ependent sets of values may be a.ssigned to the unknown 
derivat:ives) three independent solutions of the resulting initial value 
problems can be obtained, These three solutions are combi,ned linearly to 
satisfy the three boundary conditions at the base of the shell, Similar pro-
c edures may be employed in the asymmetrical cases n 
303, Method of Integration 
The governing system of ordinary differential equations of motion 
(302) subject to certai,n :initial conditions at the apex must be solved 
num.ericallyo In this secti.:Jn the numerical method of integration employed is 
bri,efly discussecl J and so:ne consideration is given to discretization error and 
round-off error, 
In the system of Eqso (302) the highest derivatives of each displace-
ment function is expressed in terms of CP.' the displacement functions} and their 
lower derivatives, Since the highest derivative of u and w occur i.n the 
n n 
same eq.uati,on) Eqc (3u201) is di.fferentiated and un is eliminated from 
Eqo (302,.3) a This system is now adaptable to nl)Jnerical solutiono 
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E~e numerical approach to thi.s problem consists in discretizing 
the system of the differential equati.ons in the variable cp. The numeri.cal 
method employed for the integration of the system is known as the trapezoi.dal 
Tl'le ~l ~'l ] _ LL _. 0 However;; tl:is method l.s not appli.c.3.ble in some nei.ghborhood. R of 
the apex" 
3 0 3010 Method of Integration in Neighborhood of the Apex 0 The 
solution of the problem defined by the system (302) i.n some neighborhood R 
of the apex can be exactly determined from the series expans i.on of the dis-
placement functions in RiA/here all the coefficients of the expansi.ons can be 
determined once a set of values are assumed for the set of the unYillOWn 
coeffi.cientso However) si.nce the exact solution is not finite in nature) we 
may obtain an approxi.mate solution 'by assuming the first few terms of the 
series expansion, The number of the terms of the series expansion of each 
displacement function must be such that none of the unknown coefficients are 
omitted in the approxi'mating solution" It was observed that the approximation 
afforded by considering only those therms that appear in Eqs, (3,6) yi.elds 
accurate results i.f we employ the method of i.ntegra tion described as follows ~ 
1. Let us consider the highest coefficient of expansion of the 
di.splacement functions, u ) v . and w presented. in Eqs a (3 n 6). 
. . n n.' n . 
These coefficients may be considered as the values of the 
corresponding derivatives at the apex multiplied by a known 
"m 
1 d wn 
constant} eogO) em ~ -_. Let us assume that the next 0-ighest, 
n m~ dcpm 
non-zero derivative is constant throughout the first interval 0 
2 a From the l laylor series expansion of the displacement functions) the 
lower derivatives including the displacement fQDctions themselves 
can be approxL~ated at a point CPl in Ro 
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30 The values of the solution functions and their derivatives obtained 
can now be substituted in the system of differential equations.? tha t 
1i' a (cp~ 
n . fl(CPlJ un (CP1) J u~ (CP1) J " 0 0 
V~(CP1) f 2 (CP1) un (CP1).1 u~(CP1))0" (3 0 7) 
-. 
woo(m \ T (m . (en ) . l1.~ (Pl ) } , , , ) 1'1 n 'T 11 -3'Tl.7 -"n" T 11 J 
4, The latter values., ~~. (CP1)) v~· (CP1)) and w~' (CP1)) may be compared 
with the corresponding values obtained from step 2, If the con-
vergence requirements are not satisfied) a new value of the assQmed 
derivatives can be obtained on the basis of the values of u~0(CP1)) 
v~· (CPl) J and w~ 0 (CP1) and the process may be repeated by returning 
to step 2. 
3.302. Trapezoidal Method of Integration. The integration of the 
system (3.2) in some neighborhood of the apex was presented in 3.3,1. For 
points suffi.ciently far from the apex, the fo.llowing, simpler) method of 
integration of the system (3.2) was adopted. 
Let us assume that the functional values of the displacement 
functions and their derivatives are known at cp ; we wish to approximate them 
's 
at CPs+l by the trapezoidal rule. The algorithm used in the integrati.on of 
the system of ordinary differential equations of motions in propagating the 
solution functions through an increment is as follows: 
1. A value for u"(cp 1)) v··(cp 1)' and w··(cp 1) is assumed. 
n s+ n' s+ n . s+ 
2. The approximate method used for the evaluation of the u'(cp 1)' 
n s+ 
u (cp 1), v· (cp 1)' etc.) is to i.ntegrate the values of u·· (cp)) 
n s+ n s+ n 
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v 0 0 (CD '), and w 0 , (cp) thrGJ.gh the interval [cp m ] If astra ight 
n ",.I n " F s''t's+1 0 
:liD8 is assmneC to b'2 the interpolating function of the derivatives 
between any twc adjacent points; then the integration can be 
perfcrmeci eaE 
",O(m > 
'-'. \ 't' '1 i n s+ 
8+1) 
sy L·ne f.::::l1owing fo.r:nulas ~ 
-+ eu 0 • (ep ') + '0. 0 n (cp ) 1 (ep 
, n " sin '. s+1 I \ s+l - cp_)/2 b 
u (cp ~ 
n' :s" 
3 ' 'ila:lues of u~ 0 (cp s+l ) J v~' (ep s+l) and w ~ ~ (cp s+1) may 'be computed from 
th.e system of the differential equations., ioeo 
li O , rep 1 
n \ 8.+-1 1 
If the eompi;,ted va..l'u.es of the h.ighest derivatives; that is J IT" 0 (cp 1), 
n s+ 
v~ 0 (cp s+l),'i and. w~ 0 (cp 8+1) J agree essenti,a11y with the corresponding 
assumed v9"1',,le3_~ the process is complete; otherwise;! the computed values 
are to be cons:idered as the new a:ssu::ned values of the highest deriva-
tives and the proceas is repeated by returning to step 2. 
Por f'I].rther discu.ss:icm of thIs mett.od y see References [21J gnd. [22J 0 
It is important to note that step 2 a'bove differs from the corresponding step 
in 303,1 ,,)'here con:Slstent T6.ylor series approxL'1lations are requiredo 
303030 Errors 0 The error of a numerical step-by-step method similar 
to the trapezoiclal method fer solving a differential eq:uation or a system of 
differential eq:uations arise from two sources ° The first source is the fa,ct 
that the value of the solution f'cmct:ions ftiTnished by the method T1ith a fixed 
step size \.~ even if calculated to an infinj,te m.I . 'riber of decimal places; 'idill 
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only rarely agree with corresponding values of the true solution. This dis-
crepancy must be expected., since a nurnerical alogri thm is finite in nature.9 
·whereas the solutions of even very simple differential equations such as 
y = yl are transcendental functions and cannot be calculated with a finite 
number of rational operations. The difference between the values obtained 
from the numeri.cal method and the corresponding values of the true solution is 
called d.iscretization error 0 In the case of the trapezoi.dal method it is 
given by 
where'! is some value of ep in the closed interval [ep yep lJ. We note that) 
s s+ 
while the error in one step i.s of order h 3) the total error over a fixed range 
ep 
is of order h 2 since the nluriber of steps l.S ep /h . 
ep a ep 
The second source of error is the fact that in most cases the 
theoreti.cal approximations gi.ven by the numerical method cannot be calculated 
with infinite precision because of the limi.ted accuracy of any computi.ng 
equipment 0 'llhe numbers computed by the machine are called. the numerical 
approximations) and the difference between these values and the theoretical 
approximations are called the round-off errora The round-off errors are not 
determ:i.ned by the mathematical fOrrrlulati.on of the method 0 They depend) for 
instance) on the number of digits carried) on the m.llYlber system employed by 
the machine) on whether fixed or floating operations are used) and on the 
sequence in which the operations are arranged. 'Ilhus) the round-off error does 
not lend itself easily to mathematical analysis 0 The usual method of anlaysis 
of the round-off error contains the assumption of the randomness 0 A more 
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detailed d~scussion of round-off error is not given in this investigation 
(see Reference [20J). 
3040 ?l.:;ppreesion::;;f the Extraneous Scl"G,tion for Steep Shell 
The problem of grmvth of extraneous solutions in the Holzer method 
and a means of avoiding the attendant numerical di,fficulties may be explained 
in the simpler context of 3. semi-infini.te beam on elastic foundation" 
In the case of a semi-infinite beam on elastic foundation there are 
t~!O bO;.1.ndary cond:i,tions at the end of the beam,; furthermore, the deflection and 
~he slope of the beam are to vanish at infini,tye The governing equilibri,um 
equati,on for this structure can be solved by a numerical integration method 
simi,lar to the one used in this investigationo For arbitrary initial conditions) 
the solution function will contain exponentially decayi,ng solutions as well as 
the extraneous solutions of the growing type 0 One method of analysis of a 
semi-':Lnfini.te beam on elastic foundation might be to assume a finite length 
for the beam anc_ to force the deformation and. its first derivative to vanish 
at the imaginary end pointe It is expected that the solutions obtained in this 
manner approach the true solution of the semi-infi,nite beam on elastic founda-
tion. as the length of the finite beam grows large wi thout bound. HOT,;jever) as 
the length of tr.l.e finite beam increases the extraneous solution rend,ers the 
prolJlem nUIIleri,c3.lly errone01),s,J because relatively small values must be obtained 
by linear combination of extremely large oneso 
The method suggested in this investigation for the suppression of the 
extraneous solutions consists of the following steps~ 
l 
..La A set of points of suppression are introduced in the finite beam. 
T!he numerical integration is carried out through the first interval) 
thue o'btaining t~TO pg.rtial solutions 0 
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3, T..h.e parti.al Eolutions are cO:1lbined to satisfy a pair of independent 
sets of arbItrary cendi ti.ons at the point of suppre ss ion, 
4, ~11ese bvo solutions a.re prGpagated through the next interval and 
step 3 applied at the next point of supfression. 
5. 'rhe actual condi ticns at the end) vanishing of the deflection and 
i.ts first deri.va ti ve} are applied to the partial solutions after 
the last suppression 0 
The suppression performed in step 3 selects partial solutions which 
conta in only small con trfbuti.ons from the exponentially growing solut:i.ons u If 
this were dcne several times) the solutions remaining would di.ffer only slightly 
from the correct solution which has only the decaying functionso The actual 
form of the bounda:ry condition at the far end) provided it is far enough a\~Tay y 
has very little influence on the solu.tion at the near end, Thus) we have 
o'btai.ned an approxi!J:B te solution to the fini. te beam on elastic foundation 
problem which converges to the true solution as the ass11i!ied length of the 
fi.nite beam increasesu 
The bending deformati.on of a spherical shell behaves very 'much like 
a beam on elastic fotmdation 0 Thi.s l.S easIly observed in. the edge correction 
of the membrane solution) o'btainecJ.. 'by the Geck.eler method of analysl.s of a 
static8.1ly loaded. dome.? idhich 1s :i.n the form of a ~'Jeam on elastic foundation 
solutiono For a freely vi.brat:Lng shell J the bending vibration is expected 
to behave in the same manner -' f-u.rthermore) it is demonstrated in the next 
chapter that the governing equations of the 'bending vibration of the shell is 
in fact in the form of the equation of a beam on elastic foundation 0 
The numerical analysis of a steep shell even in the static case is 
usually faced with the problem of the grO'ilTth of the extraneous solut-ions 
siTLl.lar to that cf a 'beam c·n elastic foundation 0 This growth renders the 
Bystem of linear equa ti.onB of bcmndary cc,ndi tions ill-conditioned 0 The proces s 
of suppre2sion of the extraneous sclutions descri.bed for a beam on elastic 
fuu.nda tiOD can be applied here to the parti,5.1 soh.i.tions, A set of points of 
su.ppression are introduced in the meri.dional direction of the steep shell, 
The set of the m parti.al solutions is obtained in the first intervale T1hese 
pa.rti.al sOlutions g.re conibined Ii.nearly to satisfy m independent sets of 
arbitrary conditions at the point of suppression, The obtained solutions are 
propagated numerically to a new point and again the process of suppression is 
repeated, 
In the above process) the points of suppression or the arbitrary 
conditi,ons must be chosen in such a way that the determinant of the coefficients 
of the equ.a tions of the ar'bi trary conditions at the point of suppres s ion be 
nOD-zer:)0 T.tis i.8 reg:J":i.:~ed so that it is always possible to satisfy the 
ar·bitr3.ry cond.i.ticns ·wh:i.ch are to be imposed at the point of suppression, Only 
rarely;- ancl t'JJ.en only for higher modes _, can this requirement cause difficulty. 
In this section a discussion of the accuracy of the Holzer method 
and the effect cf the suppression of the extraneous solution is presentedo 
can 'be useo_ to o'btain the zeros of the determinant of the coefficients of the 
linear homogeneous equations of the base boundary conditions with any desired 
accuracy, the accuracy of the method is governed only by the accuracy of the 
method of integration 0 
It has been seen that the discretization error is of the order of 
? 
h~,; therefore J this source of error can be reduced as small as desired. by 
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:making the increment size h sufficiently small 0 The round-off error., on the 
cp 
other hand., increases in magni.tude as the size of the increments decreases J 
because the number of arithmetic operations increases with an increase in the 
nl.Ll1iber of ::i.ncrements. It must be mentioned here tha t relatively large 
increment sizes cannot be used due to the oscillatory nature of the partial 
solutions which renders the method numerically unstable [21J. Since this 
oscillation becomes more rapid as the shell becomes thinner, the Holzer method 
ceases to be a feasible computational scheme for an extremely thin shell due 
to the large number of increments and suppressions involved. An asymptotic 
method. of analysis is developed in the next chapter for this class of shells. 
The following is a table of computed values of the dimensionless 
natural fre<1uency parameter p for a hemispherical shell with h/a = 1/100" which 
is vibrating in the lowest axi.symmetrical mode" for various values of h . 
cp 
h 
-L p 
20 0.527496 
1 0 0,527506 
4.5 ! 005275110 
30 1 0·5275114 
It can be observed that the variation of the size of the increments has only 
a small effect on the natural frequency obtained and is likewise found to 
have very little effect on the mode shapes. It is also of interest to note 
that the above values of the parameter p vary approximately linearly with the 
2 
corresponding values of h. In fact the ordinate of the regression line" 
cp 
computed for a given increment h (in degrees)., is estimated by the following 
cp 
equation~ 
p = 0.5275061 - 0.409 x 10 -5 (h~ -10453) + 0,862 j h2 - 1.453 x 10 - 6 A 1 + -cp'""'-----2,233 
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.30502. Effect of Suppres s lon of the Extraneous Solut lon. The 
factors that control the reqtd.red num~ber of suppressi.ons are the opening angle 
of the shell and the thick.ness-to-radius rati.o h/a 0 As a steep shell becomes 
thi.nner,1 vIe expect that the edge dlsturbances to die out more rapidly J and in 
the beam on elasti.c foundation analogy this corresponds to a more flexible 
beamQ It is 8.pparent from the soluti.ons of the beam on the elastic foundation 
equation that the extraneous solutions grow more rapidly since the solutions 
o2ci.lla te more rapi.dlyo 
Ih order to demonstrate the effect of suppression) let us consid.er 
a very thin, shallow.~ spherical shell) CPo 180 and h/a = 1/400. Let us 
cons.ider the variati.on of the determinant 6. of the boundary conditions at the 
support with the dimensionless parameter p near a natural frequency of the 
shell" which is vibrating in the lowest skew-symmetrical mode) and compare the 
correspond:ing values of the unsuppressed 6. and the :suppressed one 0 
P D. 6. 
(without sup. ) (with sup 0) 
"900 73920 157·6 
·925 3888. 11208 
·950 15152" 6807 
·975 17,568. 34.8 
10000 7040 5000 
100048 41504. 0028 
100050 274830 0.04 
This shows how suppression of the extraneous solution can help to smoothen 
this variation. For steep shells the growth of extraneous solution is so 
precipitous that no comparison as in the last table is meaningful. It has 
been found that suppression at 180 intervals yields accurate results for a 
shell 'fp7hich is not extremely thin) ioeo) h/a > 1/200. 
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3060 Some Mathematical Considerations of the Holzer Method 
In this section the regularity of the apex singular point and the 
continuity of the partial solutions with respect to the dimensionless frequency 
parameter p are demonstrated, These facts are employed to arrive at some use-
ful conclusions concerning the behavior of the Holzer method. 
3,6.10 Regularity of the Apex Singular Point 0 Let us establish the 
regularity of the a.pex singular point which has been employed to produce 
i,ndependent solutions in some nei,ghborhood of the apex, The necessary and 
sufficient condition that a point ~ = 0 should be a regular singular point of 
the system of equations 
w +"Y' (cp lu 0 ,..I..."Y' ('cp '"u -+ S (cp)' v' + R (m 'hr + t3l ('m ';)'I'ln' . + t (cp )T,':[ 0 0 
n .... 31 ) 'n ' .l. 32 . I -n' 3-1 n u 32 \ 't' / v n 't' ,32 ' n 
i.s that 
r . . (cp) lJ 
o 
s, .(cp) l,J 
j, ) ~ S .. (cp lJ CPjTij(~) 
(3,10) 
where Rij(CP), Sij(CP)) and Tij(cp) are analytic in some neighborhood of the apex 
(see Se ction 1503 of Reference [19]), In vield of the fact that the system of 
equations (302) can be written in the above form and the coefficients of the 
system obtained satisfy the corresponding requirements., then the singular 
point of the apex is regular, 
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3,602. Cont~,nu:i,ty of Partial Solutions with po Let us consider the 
Ilnear systETf.i. c,f ordlna.ry cii,fferenti8..l equations of motion in the form of 
Eqe" ,) ~ 9) . FtJ.rt,herllore) let liS employ the FrDbenilJ.s method to obtain solu-
t:L::;n,= in SC>']i.e .1J.e:lgh'borhood H of ths s.psx n Since E . . (OJ ~ s, ,(0), and m ('0\) l J " l J' '. .1., i j ) 
the 3rlalyt:i.cal cOeffi,cients d.efi.ned by (3,lC) evaluated at the apex) are 
~nde'pendent of the parameter P.9 the coefficients :i.n the indicial equations and 
all t.he coeff:i.cients in t~e Frobeniue systems of linear equations that 
d.ster(!~:i.ne 5. 'b j} and ck (i) j -' and k are non-negative integers) are also 
i.ndepenciect of .p" T'herefo:re y t.he parameter p can on.ly appear in the temlS 
that are known In the Fro'benins equations 0 
Since the variati,on,s of R12 ) S22" and T34J the only terms containing 
p} are c.::mti,nuous and. smooth in p, for a,11 p) the coefficient.s aiJ b jJ and ck 
otta,i,ned from the system of equat:ions whose known terms are linear functions 
of Rl2J S22'~ 9.nd. T3-4 also vary ccnti,nuously and smoothly with po Therefore J 
the solution.s o'bta:ined in R are continuous functions of p and the variation 
},S S::rlcot'.h for allp" 
The region R \,rhere a solution of the system (309) may be o'btained 
C)/ the F'r6benius method is actually the largest region in which the functions 
'R.:i.j(CP)y Si.j(CP)y and. Tij(cp) remain analyti.c (see Section 16.2 of Reference [19J)0 
Si.nce HiJ,(cp).; Sl"J,(CpL and Tl" ~(cp) are analytic in [OJrT;)y the solution obtained. _. " tJ 
"by t,ne Frobenius method converges to the true solution for all cp in [0 ,cp ] 0 
o 
Therefore} the partial soluti.ons vary continuously and smoothly with the 
d,imens ionles s freq:uency parameter p at all points cp in [0 J cp ]. 
o 
Since the d.eterminant of the homogeneous equations of the boundary 
ccnd.i tions at the support is an analytic function of the displacement functions 
of the partial solutions.~ then the determinant must also vary continuously and 
8:m.s,ot~~ly with the frequency para::-neter p a 'Ille method of determining frequency 
"by tb.E Holzer methcd depend.s implicitly upon this continuity 0 
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In the early computations., before the method of suppression was 
perfected) calculated values raised some doubt concerning continuity of 6(p). 
The results using suppressi.on indicate, however) smooth variation of 6 with po 
4, ASYlflPTOTIC iYT.-ETHOD OF DETERMINING NATURAL 
FREQ~~TCIES AND MODE SEA_PES 
hoI, Introduction 
An aeymptoti.c method of determini.ng the eigenvalues and eigen-
functi.ons of a class of linear) self-adjoint operators defined over a 
rectangular regi.on has already been studied by Bolotin [23]. He later extended 
his study to self-adjoint partial differential operators with constant coef-
ficients [24Jo The class of problems studied occurs in the vibration of plates 
and shallow shells on a rectangu.lar planforIDo For steep shells the coefficients 
of the partial differential operator are not generally constant and, therefore) 
the approach adopted by Bolotin does not apply 0 
The following asymptotic method of determining the eigenvalues and 
the engenfunctions of 8. system of ordinary differential equations has been 
developed. for the study of the free vibrations of a steep spherical shell 
segment 0 In effect) this method is an extension of Gol'denveizer 1 s asymptotic 
." t ' ., . th d [2 r] t th p d l -p h 1'1 l.n egratlon me o. ) 0 . __ ~ _yna:rrLcs 0_ s __ e __ s 0 This method can be adapted 
to the study of the free vibration of the other steep shells of revolution 0 
The method is based on the representation of the natural frequency 
parameter p and the mode shapes of the system (302) in the form of series 
expans i.ons in terms of a small parameter 1/ c) which is related to the thiclLYles s-
to-radius ratio- of the she110 Although these series are not necessari.ly con-
vergent) the first fe'w terms of them provide a good approximation for a thin 
enough shello In most cases the terms of the seri.es at first decrease 
rapidly ( the more rapid is the decrease the thinner the shell becomes) but 
later they generally start increasing againo These series are of the type 
called asymptotic series [26J 0 
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If the asymptotic series expansions of the eigenvalue p) and the 
eigenfunctions u ) v ) and wn are substituted back in systems (3.2)) each 
n n 
equation of the system assumes the form L (A/ c i) ~ o. This set of equations 
can be satisf:ted by setting the coefficient of each pO"l;ver of 1/ c eClual to zero J 
thus producing recurrent systems of differential eCluations. The system corre-
sponding to the lowest power of .l/c is an eigenvalue problem related to the 
membrane vibration of the shell) and is of lower order than system (302). 
Therefore) the solution of this system cannot satisfy all the boundary 
conditions of the shello The deviation of this asymptotic solution near the 
boundary gives rise to a dynamic edge effect 0 
The correction solutions of the dynamic edge effect are obtained by 
means of a perturbation solution 0 Corresponding to every power of l/c) a 
correction solution is found such that the corrected terms in the asymptotic 
expansion satisfy all the boundary conditions. The correction solutions are 
. ( ) -cf(~) to be of boundary layer type) that lS, of the form q ~)c e . 0 
The first approximation to the dynamic edge effect, which constitutes 
the first perturbation in the edge solutions J is found to be simi.lar to the 
solution of the problem of a beam on elastic foundation 0 FUrthermore, it 
reduces to the Geckeler edge correction of the static membrane solution as the 
frequency vanisheso This correction function induces further disturbances 
near the boundary which have to be corrected by the second asymptotic solution 
in the internal region. The latter must be corrected again by anew boundary 
solution and the process can be repeated if desiredo 
In this chapter a perturbation solution of the dynamic edge effect 
is presented in Sec, 4020 An asymptotic solution of the system of differential 
equations of motion in the internal region is developed and discussed in 
Sec. 4030 The procedure for obtaining an approximate solution is described 
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i.n Sec 0 404. The last section is devoted to the discuss ion of the applica-
-oil:i.ty cf the asymptoti.c method and to a brief description of the method of 
C0.CrlpJ.tBtion eJ'lployed for the numerical evaluati.on of the natural frequency 
parameter p and the mode ehapeso 
402" The Dynamic Edge Effect 
The governing equations of free vibrations of a spherical shell 
segment may be written in the following form: 
r. (u ) .+ L (v) + L13 (wn ) + k [Nll(un ) + N12 (vn ) + N13 ('''n)] + p sincp u 0 -11\ n l 12 n n 
L (1-) + L22 (vn ) L23 (wn ) k [N21 (un ) 
. \ 
N23 (Wn ) ] sincp 0 + + + N22 (Vn ) + + p w , 21·.A.n.- n 
T <' '\ + 
T I _ \ 
+ 133 (''''n) + k [N3l (un ) + N32 (vn ) + N33 (wn )] sinep 0 .LJ.31 \Un ) .L!32 \V n ) - p w = n 
(401) 
vhere h
2 
2 is a constant parameter which is considered to be arbitrarily 12a' 
k = 
small) and L, , and N, , are linear differenti.al operators with variable 
lJ lJ 
coeffici.ents. 
:Let us introduce a variable 
(4.2) 
-8 r '\ / 
'where c = k 1,,8 > 0 J., and assu.me that the quanti.ty 1 s ffi.9.y only be an integer. 
Furthermore) we assume that there exists a perturbation solution to the system 
of Eqs 0 (40.1) :in the follo~iing form ~ 
M 
uni(\jr) ex I c i. 
i=O c 
M 
v . (\jr) B I nl (40.3 ) c· i 
i=O c 
"/ 
c 
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M 
L
.,--, ... I \ W .!,l!f) l1l .. 
i 
c 
We wish to determine the following quantities ~ u J i3 and /' J the 
indices of intensity; the value of c) and u oj v 0) and w 0) the solution 
nlnl nl 
functions of the ooundary layer type 0 Let us expand the coefficients of the 
differential operators L 0 • and No. in terms of 1jr as follows ~ 
lJ lJ 
sincp 
coscp 
cotcp 
1 
sincp 
o i 1jr2 
- + sin CPa + c cos~o - 2 
c 
2 + '00 
coscp + i s incp 
2 coscp 
+ 
L 0 2 2 + .oe o c 0 
C 
+ cotcp _ i 1 
o c . 2 Sln CPo 
1 coscp 
\jr2 cosCPo 
+ 2 + oe. 
. 3 
c sin cp 
o 
1 + 2 cos CPo 1jr2 i 0 + --= + sincp sincp 2 2 
sin3cp c 2 a sin cp c 
a 0 
+ •• 0 
Let u,s also assume that the ra tural frequency parameter p is expandable as 
follows ~ 
p 
where po) Pl' P2' 00. are independent of co It should be noted that the 
following relation among the differential operators holds: 
If the Eqso (403), (404)" (405), and (406) are applied to the system 
of Eqso (401)) for each equation a series expansion in terms of powers of llc 
is attained in the form I (A/cr ) ~ 0, A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the identity to be satisfied i.8 that the coefficient of each power of llc 
be eql~;:;J.l to zero 0 'TI."'lj.s results in a sequence of systems of equations ,,yhose 
sol'Jt1.ons aTe the correction functions cf the dy-namic edge effect, HOl,yever, 
"jE:fore 'we are able te' write out the systems of equations and attempt to solve 
the:2l, the indices of i.ntensity and the value of Sy which determines c) must 
te knOv,Til 0 
402.1" Values of Indices of Intensity and s a In the above expansion, 
let us retai.n the system of differenti.al equations vi th highest pO~TeT of co 
T~.:}.s sy ste::n is 
l+v 
2 
1+6 
nc ' v 
no 
I-v 2+6 
2 
c ' si,ncp 
'0 
+ v 
no 
, . (1) 1+), sln~ u + sln~ +v c w 
o no 0 no 
l+v 
2 
l·ta 
nc u 
no 
(l+v)nc F3 v 
no 
1 
- ~, +2+13 
s . v + c 1 -ret (' 1 + V ) simp 
- nc 
+- s incp (2+2V) cl ,!>; 
o . no 
no ' '0 
u 
no 
- p sin~ 
o 0 
+ c 
1 4 - ~ + y 
s 
1 
- - +3+)' 
s . 
- c Sln~ 
o 
w 
no 
+ nc 
1 
+ 2+), 
s 
1 3 - ~ + cx 
s 
- c 
sin in 
'1'0 w no 
w 
no 
sin~ 
o 
o 
o 
u 
no 
A non-trivial solut:i.on of U J v 9 and iN of the boundary layer 
no no' no 
type l,S des iredo The system of three differential equations whose solutions 
are: t~e d.es ~ired functi.ons ·.::rrc;.st be mIch that no equation be comes an identity 
and no variable dro:ps completely out of the eys tern, 
o 
':[1\;\10 of the indices of intensity cx} F3, and Y can be determined easily 
in terms of the third from the a'bove conditions 0 One of them remains aroi.trary 3 
siDce the originel system, Eqs 0 (401) J is ho:nogeneol1.s and the E:ol'U.tion integrals 
may 'be multi.plied 'by any factoro It is observed that only one combination of 
CX} (3) and! yj.elds the desired solution) that 1.s 
'II 
I 1 + CX 2 + 13 
Tb.is can easily be demonstrated. by the fact that if 13 < a. - 1 or 13 > cx + 19 
either v or u vanishes in all the equations of the system. If 13 = ex + 1, 
no no 
the u term drops from the second. equation9 and P. must satisfy either of the no - f-' 
concLl t ions 13 'I' - 2 or 13 1 I - ~ 
s 
This) however) is impossible) since 
1 for :..-, ~ 2., the first equation yields solutions which are not of the boundary 
s 
1 layer type) and for - = 2) the last equation yields W O 0 =. 0 which has poly-
s no 
nomial solutions 0 Similarly we can sho~T that 13 =: ex results i.n solut:ions not 
of the boundary-layer type 0 We have now to prove the relations among ex) 13) 
and 10 Let us f:i.rst determine the value of so This quantity will assu.me the 
value of 1/4.? since for the values less than 1/4" w = 0 is obtained, and for 
., no 
values of s greater than 1/4 the solutions obtained will not be of the ~'Jound.arj-
layer type 0 Since the value of s is known., I =: 1 + CX is the only value which 
can prba:u-ce-an-' equatj:on-who-se-~irrtegrar"is- of--the-b-oundary-iayer- type- func·ti:-ons-o 
/4 ' 4 r-;-;::;= / / \ 1/2 Since s =: 1. " the value of the small parameter c = '1/ 12 (a h)' 0 
This signifies that the dimensionless natural frequency parameter p and the 
mode shapes u J v ) and w vary with the square root of the thi.ckness-to-radius 
nn n 
ratio 0 It can be deduced. from this that any static or dynamic method of 
analysis which consists of a si.ngle edge correction to a related membrane 
soluti.on, such as the geckeler method) has an error of the order of (h/a)I/2 
even after the boundary correction is, made 0 
402020 Systems of :Ji.fferentialEqaations of the Dynam:i.cEdge Effecto 
Ll}e systems of linear ordina:nJ differential equations of the dynamic edge effect 
corre sponding to the values cf the ind.ices of intens i ty and the quant.i ty s 
determined in 40201 are as follows~ 
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I-V 
-- v si.nCD 2 no '0 
l+v 
-- n 'Li. - (l+v)n it! 2 no no o 
o 
U ,-i- (L-i-V)'wo = - cotcp (u 0' ,Ir + u + (l+V)w ) 
nl ' '." . nl 0 no 'l' no no 
I-+-V 0 0 l+v ° (1) (,l-V ,Ir ° U I-v 0 ) 3-V t T vnl sincpo - 2 nUnl - +v nWnl = - 2 'l'Vno + 2 vno cosCPo + '2 nunoco CPo 
(l+V)'Uo'l + W 1(2~2V-P ) + wnl ' n. n. ' 0 [ Cl+V)(UO Ijr + U + 2w Ijr) . no no no 
+ 'i~".7n'oo + 2W
n
o
o
o - PoWno~lrJ cotcp + P w 
'j'VV 'l' 0 1 no 
'\jJ2U 0 ° 2 
+ " 2no + u a Ijr + U (' V + (1-V ) n ) 
no no . 2' 2 
.Sln CPo 
l+v ,lr2 • 
+ --- 'l' W + W - Pouno 2 no no 
l+v nvno 
2 sincp 
o 
(3 - V1 nu 
1-V " 0 l-~ V ° ( \ 
-- v simp - -~ nu -' l+V lD\.v 2 n2 ", 0 2 n2 J 'n2 
• I nl 
2 s incp ) coscp 0 
o 
2 2 I-V a (00,.1,2 
-+- -~ Slncp V \jJ 
, 4 _._- o· nc + 2ljrv 0 ) + V (_n_ no no'sinep 
1 cos cp 
-V ( . 0) ) 2 s lncp 0 - S incp , 
(3- V)nu 
. no 
2 
,2 Sln cp 
o 
o o 
- nw - p sincp V 
no 0 0 no 
(l'-V )U~2 + w
n2 (2 + 2V - po) + wn2 [ (l+V) (u~l1[r + unl + 2wnl1[r) + 1jrw~i + 2w~i 
- P w Ijr - P W Ijr cotcp + P W + P W - P W 1- + ~ U O ] 
2 2 
o nl 0 no 0 2 no 1 nl 0 no 2 2 no 
where u 
no 
du 
no 
d1jf 
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'Ir2 
.4- l\ru 
no 
nv 
-.~+ 
s i.ncp 
't' 2/ 00 
+ uno + w no '""2 + VW no 
+ 
w 
no 
. 2 
Sln CPo 
o 
('1 ' 2 2 . 2 ) 
.' '~' n + V s In CPo' 
If the first equation of each system is integrated and the corre-
spondong value of u
ni ) i. = 0.91,2.l ., 00) is eliminated from the third equation 
of the same system.j an equation in one variable w is obtained which is of 
no 
the form 
2 w·: + (1 V p)w nl - - 0 ni i 
(4.10) 
The corresponding homogeneous equation has four independent solutions. For 
values of p 
o 
< 1 _ y2 
) two of these solutions are of the exponentially growing 
type, whi.ch are omitted, and the other two are of the decaying type and are 
retained. Furthermore, since f. (l\r) 
l' 
is a linear combination of the functions 
that are also of the boundary layer type) the particular solution of the 
Eq. (4010) belongs to the same class of functions 0 Thus, the solution of 
Eq. (4010) is of the boundary layer type and contains two ar'bitrary constants 
at .~. = 0 which are to be deteI111ined from the solutions lD the internal reglon. 
For values of p > 1 - y2 J this method d.oes not apply. o -
4030 Asymptotic Solution in the Internal Region 
Let us assume that the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the 
system (4.1) are expandable in the internal region of the shell as follows~ 
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M 
L pole i P l 
i=O 
M 
L - I i u uni C-n 
i=O 
M (4011) 
I v ,Ie i v n nl 
i=O 
M 
L w ./c i W n nl 
i=O 
If Egs. (4011) are substituted back in the system (401) and if the coefficients 
of all powers of 11 c are required to vanish) one then obtains the following 
recurrent systems of equations: 
L11 eu ) + L1" (v ) + 113 (Wno ) + Po u sinep ::::: 0 . - no c- no no 
L?l (u ) + L?2(V ) + 123 (wno ) + Po v sinep ::::: 0 _ no ~ no no 
L31(~no) + L Cv ) + L (w J - Po w sincp - 0 32 no 33 no' no 
111 (un1 ) + L12 (vn1 ) + L13 (Wn1 ) + Po un1 sincp -p1uno sincp 
T (u \ 
.LJ21 nl) + L22 (vn1 ) + L23 (wn1 ) + P 0 vn1 sincp -p1v no sinep 
131 (un.1 ) + L33 (vn1 ) + L33 (wn1 ) - Po w nl sincp = +P1w sinep no (4.1202.) 
Ll1 (Un2 ) + L'12(Vn2 ) + L13 (Wn2 ) + P u 2 o n sinep -(P2U + P 11 1) no 0 n 
L21 (un2 ) + L22 (Vn2 ) r- ) + Lr:2j\w 2 2.:,. n + P 0 vn2 sinep -(P2; + p1v ) ,no n 
L31 (Un2 ) + L32 (Vn2 ) + L33 (Wn2 ) - Po w sincp - P w + P1wn1 n2 - 2"no 
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The No. terms, which are associated with bendj.ng deformation of the lJ 
shell, will eventually appear in the fifth system of differential equations, 
However, they will be operating upon known functions (for example u in the 
no 
fifth system)" and thei.r contribution wi.ll on.ly add. an extra term in the 
right-hand side of the correspondi.ng equations 0 
In each of the above systems w 0' i 
nl 
O)l,2,oo .. ~ can be eliminated 
and a system of two differential equations in terms of two vari.ables) u . 
nl 
and v .) can be obtai. ned c 
nl 
4.40 Procedure for Determination of Mode Shapes and Natural Frequencies 
The bounda:ry conditions of the shell at the support separate into 
two different categories. The first category is composed of those conditions 
which can be satisfied by the: a$ymptot'ic solutions in the internal region of 
the shello However J it is clear that the class of solutions obtained i.s not 
sufficiently large to satisfy all the conditions, because the order of 
Eqs, (4.12) is lower than the order of Eqs. (401). This gives rise to a 
se condo category of bound.ary condit ions, those which are to be satisfied by the 
aid of the solutions related to the. dynamic edge effect. For a rigidly clamped 
shell, the conditions u = 0 and v = 0 are of the first category, whereas the 
n n 
conditions w 
n 
w' = 0 are to be satisfied by the edge correction solution, 
n 
and thus are of the second category 0 
Since the asymptotic solutions in the internal region does not 
satisfy the boundary conditions in the transverse displacement, we may set 
I = 0, and present the solution functions of the system (401) in the following 
form~ 
u 
n 
v 
n 
w 
n 
= 
u 
nl + 
u -+ 
no c 
v 1 n, 
v -+- --+ 
no c 
(w +w ) + 
no no 
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u u 
n2 + u nl no 
+ 2 + 
c 
v
n2 + v no (4013) 2 + 
c 
w 
nl + w nl w n2 + w n2 
+ + 
c 2 c 
The procedure used in the detennination of the mode shapes and the 
dimension:less natural freCluency parameter p is descrl,bed as follows: 
10 Let us consider the system of EClS. (401201)0 It was observed that 
l,t may be reduced to a system of two ordinary differential eCluati,ons 
i.n u. and. v 
no no 
The ei.genvalue problem o'btained. is solved 
numerically 'by the Holzer method subject to the condi.tions 
u (~) = 0 and v (~) = O. From the values of u and v 
no 0 no 0 no no 
obtained~ the value of w may be determined at any point. The 
. no 
function w does not generally satisfy the two boundary conditions 
no 
of the second category 0 
2, rr1he system of EClS. (409.1) is employed. to produce a correction 
solution in the vicinity of the boundary such that the corrected 
solution satisfies all the boundary conditions. The correction 
i.s of the form 
I_V2 _p 1/4 
where t-. = ( h 0) ) with tV negative as defined in (4.2). The 
values of the constants A and B can be chosen in such a manner that 
w + w satisfies all the conditions of the second category; 
no no 
that is) wn = 0 and wn = O. The values of the functions uno) v
no
) 
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and w + ware the first order approximations to the true eigen-
no no 
functions un} v
n
' and 'w
n
} and Po is considered as the first order 
approximation to the eigenvalue p of the system (4,1). The cor-
rection solution w introduces disturbances in the tangential 
no 
directions in the form of u and v which do not,? in general, 
no no 
vanish at the support, It is apparent from the Eqs. (4.13) that 
these disturbances must be corrected in the internal region by the 
functions u
n1 and vn2 . 
30 A solution of the system of Eqs 0 (4.1202) and a value of PI :i,s sought 
such that the boundary conditions) ~nl(~o) uno(O) and Vnl(~o) = 0, 
are satisfied. Therefore, a value of PI = 1 is assumed, and a 
particular solution of the system (4.12.2) with arbitrary values of 
the unknown derivatives at the apex is obtained. This solution is 
combined linearly with a partial solution of the corresponding homo-
geneous equation in such a manner that the following two equations 
are satisfied at the support~ 
(4.14) 
V l((TII ;1 = Pl(U
n
P
l : (m 1 + ,!::,,;: h(m 1/ ;) ;;;; 0 n '0 ~, \ TO I --, no TO 
where ~ and vPnl are the particular solutions corresponding to the 
nl 
-h -h 
value of p = 1) u and v are partial solutions of the correspond-1 no no 
inghomogeneous equation) and A is a constant to be determined. This 
system determines the values of Pl and A, and thus u
nl and vnl . The 
solutions obtained in the internal region may then be corrected near 
the boundary and the process repeated. 
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Let us examine the procedure for the computation of Pl in the axi-
symmetrical case J n :::: 0 a Since v :::: 0., the differential equation that 
n 
determi.nes U;l~ the particular solution corresponding to Pl :::: 1., is a single 
second-order differential equatj.on, whi.ch must satisfy certain conditions at 
the apex that guarantee no singular di.sturbance at cp 0, A solution in some 
neig!:lborhood of the apex can be obta ined by adopting a method similar to the 
one discussed in Section 302. The solution near the apex will be completely 
d -p d.etermined if a value of -d u'l is assumed at this point. This solution may _cp o. 
De propagated to the support by the same numerical integration method. used 
previously a The value of Pl can be determined by requiring that the relation 
uoo(O) hold at the support. -P (ep ) P'lu 1\ , 
. o. 0 
This procedure immediately raises two questions related to the 
uniqueness of the results~ (1) Do we obtain the same value of Pl by assuming 
d -p h 
ar'bitrary values of dep u
ol at t e apex? (2) Since by assrrming different 
values of the apex derivative, different u
ol functions will be obtained) what 
is the effect of this lack of uniqueness of U
ol on the following steps) and 
do 'y,!e expect to obtain a unique mode shape to wi.thin a multiplicative constant? 
In the following two subsections we shall demonstrate that Pl and the other 
successive corrections to the natural frequency parameter p are defined 
uniquely ,9 and that the mode shapes are unique 1.vithin a multiplicative constant, 
404010 Uni.queness of Pl' Let us assume that two values of Pl are 
1: 'I n n jj 
obtained, say Pl and Pl a The correspond:ing solution functions (u
nl ., vnlJ wnl ) 
and (u' lJ V'l) W!l) sati.sfy the system of Eqsu (4.12.2) and the corresponding 'n n n 
non-homogeneous boundary conditions. 
Furthermore) 
_ll _1 
since -J'
nl and unl satisfy the same non-homogeneous boundary condition) 
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~!1 
u
nl ,~u~l must assume the value of zero at the boundary 0 It is apparent 
from Eqso (4014) that PI can only aSEu..me the value of zero) that is pH = pI 0 1 1 
404.2, Uniqueness Property of u . v , and w 0 Although PI is 
n' n' n 
determined uniquely, the values of u
nl and vnl are not unique. In fact, any 
multi.ple of the eigenfunctions of the corresponding homogeneous equation, u 
no 
and v , can be added to them and the system of differential equation and the 
no 
boundary conditons will still be satisfi.ed. In the numerical procedure 
presented in this section for the computation of 11 1 and v l' thi.s lack of 
11. n 
uniqueness results from the fact that one of the derivatives of the displace-
ment functions at the apex always remains arbitrary. 
The lack of uniqueness of ~ 1 and ~ 1 in the sense that a multiple of 
n. n 
the corresponding membrane eigenfunctions maybe added to them does not produce 
* a nonunique value of P2 and the later corrections of the natural frequency, 
furthermore, if K i.s the multiplicative constant by which the membrane eigen-
functions must be multiplied to yield the difference between the two values of 
(~ l' V l' W I)' then all the following asymptotic solutions in the internal 
n n n. 
region and the related edge corrections obtained corresponding to the two 
values of (li
nl , vnl ' wnl ) differ only by the same multiple, K, of their 
previous asymptotic solutions or the edge corrections .' respectively. Therefore., 
the two sets of eigenfunctions u , v , and w obtained from Eqs. (4013) differ 
n n n 
only by a constant factor, namely (1 + ~)o 
* The uniqueness of P2 and other statements concerning the uniqueness property 
of eigenfunctions u ) v ) and w may be proved by assuming two values of 
n n n (u l' v I' W 1) that differ by a multiple of the membrane eigenfunctions, 
n 11. n 
and at each stage of computation examining the differential equations and 
the boundary conditions that the related difference solutions satisfieso 
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4050 Discussion 
The asymptotic method presented in this chapter is developed to 
study the free vi.bra ti.ons of very thin spherical shell segments c For steep 
:shells., th::Ls method as will be a-bserved. i.n Chapter 5} becomes an effective 
and. Sl.ccura te method. of analysts even for moderately thick shells) i 0 eo.? 
hla 1/25 (, 
It was observed in Sec 0 40'2 that the method is not applicable for 
> .2 values of Po 1 - V ,; therefore) the range of applicability of the method is 
determined. by the dimensi.onless extensional natural frequency parameter p 0 
o 
Knmvledge of the distri.button of the natural frequenc'ies of the extensional 
vibration of a spherical shell segment is then of interest; this matter is 
discussed belowo 
Distribution of p c Let us consider the axisymmetrical 
o 
extensi.onal vibration of a spherical shell segment. The governing differential 
equati.on in terms of the tangential displacement u is as follows ~ 
no 
du 
d ( 0 no.) 
. - s~ncp -dm ' dcp 't' 
u [ ~_~_a __ _ (I-V) (2+2V-po)sincp 
I-v -p 
o 
2 ( . 2 I-v -2 l+v)p +p J 
_ 0 0 
sincp o 
This self-adjaint differential equation along with the boundary conditions 
u (m) = 0(0 < -cp < cP ) and u (m) = 0 constitutes a Sturmian system of the no .. 't'.. 0 no ·'t'o 
form ~ {K ~} - Gy = 0 (see Section 10,6 of Reference [19]). For values of 
CPa :s ¥ .' the value of G in Eqo (4015) is a monotonically decreasing function 
. 2· 
of p in the open interval (O,l-V )) and is not identically zero in any finite 
o 
sub-interva~l of (Cj))CP ) 0 Let us designate the upper bound af the caefficient 
'. 0 
corresponding to K and K = -sinep and the one corresponding to G as 
1 [ I-V2-2(1+V)p +p2 ] 
G _(1+V)(2+2V-po)sin~ _ 0 0 
? sincp l-V--p 
o 
Furthermore) the ratio ~ G ~ co as the value of p approaches I _ v2 . 
K 0 
Therefore, according to Sturm! s first oscillation theorem (see Section 10,6 
of Reference [19J)) thi.s system has an infinite nu.ruber of real eigenvalues 
. . 2, 2 in (0" .l-v ) that have no limit point but I-v 
In some deleted neighborhood of the apex) let us establish in the 
meridi.onal direction points q;~ > CP2 > CP3 > , 0 0 such that the sequence [ep j J 
converges to zeroc Let us now define an elastic spherical shell continuous 
at the apex as the limit of a sequenc.e of elastic spherical shells with a 
rigid plug at the apex which has a half opening angle of cpo as j grows large, 
J 
The boundary conditions of the shells in the above sequence are the same as 
presented in the Sturmian system, 
Corresponding to each ~.) the related Sturmian system has an 
J 
infinite nUlllber of eigenvalues in the interval (0,I-V2 ) that have no limit 
2 point but I-v. Let us write the eigenvalues of each problem in an increasing 
order and consider the set formed by the ith eigenvalue of each problema 
Since this set is bounded by I_V2 in the interval (0" l'_V 2 )" then there exists 
at least one point in the interval· [0) I_V2 ] which i.s an accumulation point of 
the set (Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem) a Of course" the accumulation point 
can only correspond to the limiting case of a shell continuous at.the apex. 
Therefore" for a shell continuous at the apex, an 'infinite nQmber of eigen-
values exist in the interval [0 J l-v2 ] which have no limit point but 1-\? It 
is of interest to note that the eigenvalues of the system are not bounded 
for p > I - v2 [27Jo 
o 
Thus; we have succeeded in obtaining two infinite sequences of 
eigenvalues,; one which is bounded by I_V2." and another which grows '\,yithout 
bound 0 The nu.meri.cal values of extens ional frequency parameter Po of an 
axisymmetrical spherical shell are 
First Sequence 
Se cond Sequence 
1st Value 
0.4914 
1·3000*' 
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2nd Value 
0·7755 
7·4094 
3rd Value 
0.8455 
21.1375 
~imit 
co 
One must bear i~ mind the fact that for the values of the exten-
sional natural frequency parameter of the second sequ?nce, the correction 
functions of the asymptotic solutions are not of the boundary layer type. 
It can be deduced from this that the extraneous components of the partial 
solutions of the Holzer method do not grow exponentially. Therefore, the 
2 Holzer method of analysis should yield satisfactory results for p > 1 - V , 
o -
4.5.2. Numerical Results. The numerical evaluation of the natural 
frequency parameter p and the solution functions of the system of Eqs. (4.1) 
was performed for a rigidly clamped hemispherical shell. The computation 
was carried out for values of n = 0,1, and 2. In all cases the internal 
functions were evaluated approximately by the trapezoidal method of integra-
tion, while the correction functions were obtained exactly. The approximate 
values of p and the displacement functions u , v
n
' and w were obtained by 
. n n 
carrying the procedure through the computation of P3. 
The corresponding membrane problems, the first asymptotic solutions 
in the internal region, were solved by the Holzer method. The following is a 
list of the dimensionless extensional natural frequency parameters p : 
o 
1st Value 
2nd Value 
n = 0 
0.4914 
0·7755 
n = 1 
0.2795 
0.6984 
n = 2 
0·7309 
The discussion of the numerical results and the comparison of the 
results of the asymptotic method with those of the Holzer method are presented 
in the next chapter. 
* This value corresponds to the ilbreathing mode, 11 u 0, v 0, and w const. 
50 RESULTS OF FREE VIBRATIONS 
501. Introduction 
The numerical results of the two methods of analysis of freely 
vibrating spherical shell segments developed in this investigation are dis-
cussed in this chapter. The holzer method of analysis consists of repeatedly 
assuming a value of the dimensionless natural frequency parameter p and solving 
the resulting system of differential equations as a two-point boundary-value 
problem until all the boundary conditions can be satisfied, With the aid of 
a method of suppression of the extraneous solutions, this method was made 
applicable to steep shells and to fairly thin, but not extremely thin shells. 
It was observed that for the extremely thin,shells, this method is not suitable 
owing to the presence of the highly localized effect at the boundary. 
The asymptotic method was developed for extremely thin, steep shells. 
However, as will be shown later, this method yields excellent results for 
even'relatively thick shells (h/a ~ 1/25). The method consists of solving the 
corresponding membrane problem, and correcting the membrane solution obtained 
by a succession of edge corrections and the related internal corrections. 
This method was found to be applicable to all modes that have a membrane 
frequency parameter p 
o 
2 less than 1 - V • It was also demonstrated that there 
are an infinite number of membrane natural frequencies bounded by 1 - v2 . 
2 For those modes which have a membrane natural frequency greater than 1 - V , 
the edge effect is not of the boundary layer type, and the Holzer method is 
not subjected to any serious numerical difficulty unless the shell is ex-
tremely thin. For this special class of modes where the edge effect Qoes not 
die out near the edge, extreme thinness of the shell produces extremely rapid 
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oscillations of the edge corrections in the entire internal region of the 
shell. These modes fortunately cannot be excited significantly by a smooth 
loading function) similar to the one produced by a blast wave, 
The parameters that determine the natural frequencies and the 
related mode shapes are~ the half opening angle) ~ ; the thickness-to-radius 
o 
ratio h/a; the interger n) which determines the variation of the displacement 
functions in the c:i.rcu_mferential direction; and the material properties of 
the shell. The natural frequencies are presented in terms of the parameter 
Cd 
o ~ E \ - 2 2, which i.s proporti.onal to the circular frequency of the pa (l-v ) 
brea thing mode of a comp.lete sphere, The frequency parameter p is defined by 
2 p = (w/w ) , The value of V = 0,3 was used in all the numerical computations. 
o 
After the i.ntroduction of the parameter wand a fixed value of the Poisson Y s 
o 
rat10) only cP and h/a remain as parameters for the determination of natural 
o 
frequencies and mode shapes, The numerical computation was carried for a wide 
range of the half opening angles) 50 SCPo S 900 . Four different values of 
1 1 1 1 
the thickness-to-radius ratio; namely) 25) 50) 100) and 200 were considered) 
and the computations for values of the integer n = 1) 2) 3 were performed, 
5020 . Natural Frequencies 
The values of the dimensionless fundamental natural frequency ~) ioeo 
w 
1/2 p' , obta inedby the Holzer method are presented in Table 1. 
o 
This information 
is presented in a graphical form in Fig. 4) which indicates the variation of 
WW with half opening angle) cpo) for a shell with h/a = 1/25. Also presented 
o 
i.n this investiga tien is the varia tien of the dimens ionless natural frequency 
with the thickness of the shell) Figs 0 5 and 6, The discussion of the results 
obtained and the comparison of the results with the existing data are presented 
below for steep and shallO"w shells. 
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5.2 c 1 0 Steep Shells, Both methods of analys is., the Holzer method 
and the asymptotic method, are apI·.licab1e for steep spherica.l shells 0 The 
numerical results obtained by the asymptoti.c method for a hemispherical shell 
clamped at tt.e edge w:ith h/a ::::: 1/100 are compared. wi.th the corresponding 
values obtained. from the Holzer method in the following table. For the 
numerical i.ntegrati.ons used with the two methods) and. i.ncrement size of one 
degree was adoptedo Also i.ncluded in this table are the dimensionless natural 
frequenci.es obta ined by Jennings [1.5] using a Galerkj .. n-type solution and 
values obtained 'by McDonald [14] for the axisymrnetrical case 0 
TABLE OF DTI~TSIONLESS NATURAL FREQu~NCY w/w FOR ~ 900 
o 0 
h/a = 001) AND V = 0.3 
Present li{ork Present Work Jennings McDonald 
(Holzer Method) (Asymptoti.c Method) (V - 0.2) 
n=O 1st Value 00726.3 007264 007649 0·7593 2nd Value 0.894.3 0.8944 009275 
n:::::1 1st Value 0·5417 005418 004951 2nd Value 008.523 0.8519 
n=2 1st Value 0.8593 0.8594 0.8594 
n=3 1st Value 0·9041 1.0178 
It can 'be observed thB.t the agree:nent between the Holzer method and 
the asymptoti.c method is extremely geodo It is of interest to note that for a 
hemispherical shell vibra tingin the lowest ax:l.symmetrical mode) the dimension-
less membrane natural freq:uency parameter Po :::: 0049136 (w/w
o 
= 0.70097)) and 
the first asymptotic correction to the above membrane frequency is 
. / .1/2 0034375 (h. a) 0 This correction is large enough to ena'ble us to state that 
the agreement obtai.ned between the two methods results from the fact that the 
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asymptotic method yields accurate corrections to the membrane solution, Of 
course., the corrections grow larger for higher modes and also for shallower 
shells. 
The asymptotic method net only yields such accurate results for 
the thin shell 'wi th h/a = 1/100) but even for a moderately thi.ck hemispherical 
shell with h/a = 1/25, it yields a value of w/w = 0.7481 for the lowest 
o 
axi.syrmnet:rical mode 0 This value compares very well with the corresponding 
value obtai.ned by the Holzer method) w/w = 0.7479. We can now state that 
o 
the asymptoti.c method pres ented in this investigation is in fact an accurate 
method of analysis of the free vibrations of steep spherical shells; 
Good agreement with the McDonald solution and the Jennings' Galerkin 
solution have been obtained for the axisyrnmetrical modes. The Galerkin method 
should yield approxi.mate values of natural frequencies which are greater than 
the true natural frequencies of the system. However) the value presented by 
r~lennings for the skew-symmetrical case is even lower than the corresponding 
membrane frequency. It is, therefore) suspected that this value is not 
correctly obtained. For the higher modes) n > 1., a sizable discrepency 
exists between the values of the natural frequencies pregented in this investi-
gation and thos obtained by Jennings. This probably results from the fact 
that in the Galerkin solution, the number of approximating functions was not 
sufficiently large to yield realistic mode shapes for the class of approximating 
functions adopted. 
The variation of the dimensionless natural frequency as a function of 
(h/a)1/2 is presented in Fig. 5 for a hemispherical shell. It can be observed 
that the frequencies vary almost linearly with (h/a)1/2; therefore) the 
asymptotic method should be expected to yield an accurate approximation to the 
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natural frequency cf a thin) steep shell even if only a sing.Ie correction cf 
the membrane frequency is madeo 
5 c 2.20 Shallow Shell:s 0 In the shallow shell range) the Holzer 
method can be appl:i.ed straight fonvardly with less nlLmerical difficulty than 
for a steep shell, However) the asymptotic method is faced with the problem 
that the edge solutions do not always die out rapidly enough so tha-c they are 
negligi.ble near the apex, Although it may theoretically be possible to take 
all the solutions of the dynamic edge effect to the apex and try to satisfy 
the conditions at the apex, the computation becomes quite involved and the 
accuracy questionable 0 It should be emphasized again that when the Holzer 
method becomes unsatisfactory, as for very thin shallow shells, the asymptotic 
method will, for exactly the same reason, be easily applicable. 
In Heference [12J, Kalnins obtained explicit solutions for the 
freq:uency equations of a shallow spherical cap \iJl.th clamped edge. Owi.ng to 
the inclus ion of the longi.tudinal inertia terms, the Holutions o"btained by 
Kalni.ns are exact for the classical shallow shell theoDJ. The natural fre-
quencies obta ined by Kalnins are compared with the correspondi.ng values o"btained. 
by the Holzer method in the following table: 
CPo 
h/a 
n = 0 
n = 1 
n = 2 
n = 3 
TABLE OF DIMENSIONLESS FONnA.:MENTAL FREQUENCIES wi w FDR V 003 
o 
Holzer Method Kalni.ns Solution 
50 44.3 1 170 2705: 300 r O ") 4403 1 170 27·5! 
,01 .03 0025 .01 .0.3 
3·236 1.632 1.235 3·230 1.65.5 
6.237 20214 1.123 6.220 2.270 
10.172 30421 1·351 10.112 3·494 
14.843 4·901 1.673 14786 4·999 
300 
.025 
1.252 
10175 
10404 
1·773 
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Tihe agreement between the values of dimensionless natural frequencies obtained 
by the Holzer method and the corresponding values obtained by Kalnins is rela-
tively good, and it improves rapidly as the opening angle decreases) and the 
shell becomes ~ore shallow, The above results confirm Kalnins' analys is and 
indicate the range of applicability of dyna~ic shallow shell theory, 
The variation of the dimensionless natural frequency with h/a is 
demonstrated for a shell with cp = 180 in Fig, 6, It can be observed that 
o 
this variation is almost linear for moderately thick shells) and it deviates 
from a li.near relationship for low values of nand h/a, This varia tion tends 
to become parabolic (linear with (h/a)1/2) as the shell becomes steeper 
(or thinner) 0 
The mode shapes corresponding to the two lowest axisymmetrical modes) 
the two lowest skew-symmetrical modes (n I), and the fundamental mode for 
n = 2 are presented for spherical shells with half opening angles of 900 , 300 , 
and 100 and with h/a = 1/100 in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. The transverse displace-
ment of the fundamental modes corresponding to n > 2 are very much similar to 
the case n :=: 2 except for some increased flattening near the apex. 
The effect of thickness-to-radius ratio on the mode shapes is not 
significant except for moderately thick shells. The thicker shallow shells 
tend to have reduced the tangential displacements. As would be expected, 
the rapid variation of the transverse displacement near the edge of a steep 
shel.l produced by the edge correction becomes less pronounced for thicker 
shells, especially for the higher modes, n > 1, 
The motion of shallow shells is practically transverse. However, 
for steep shells.? the contribution of the tangential displacement to the 
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motion of the shell is significant 0 In particular) the motion of a steep shell 
in the lowest skew-symmetri.cal mode is composed mostly of the tangential dis-
placementso For the higher valueS of n) it was observed that even the motion 
of a steep shell tends to become mostly transverse 0 The same phenomenon was 
observed in the higher modes ofaxisym.rnetrical and skew-sym.metrical cases 0 
The mode shapes obtained by the Holzer method and by the asymptotic-
method for the hemispherical shell agree to such an extent that they cannot 
be distinguished on a graph of reasonable scaleo This is another indication 
of the accuracy of the two methods 0 
5040 Conclusion 
The results obtained from the two methods of analysis developed in 
this investigation were presented and discussed in this chapter 0 It was 
6bserved that the Holzer method of analysis i.8 a powerful tool in obtaini.ng 
solutions of the problems of linear vibrations of spherical shells except for 
extremely thin shells 0 The asymptotic method was found to be applicable when 
the shell is extremely thino In particular for steep shells) the asymptotic 
method is practical for accurate analysis of free vibrations of even modera.tely 
thick shells 0 
The results obtained for the steep shell) except for the axi-
symmetrical case., are } it is believed) the first correct ones presentedo 
The mode shapes and frequencies as well as the stresses corresponding 
to the mode shapes will be employed in the calculation of the dynamic response 
of spherical shells subjected to a blast ·wa.veo It is of interest to note that 
the stresses corresponding to the mode shapes may be obtained in the course of 
computations in the Holzer method since all derivatives re~uired are automatical-
ly computed 0 Therefore) no extra nQmerical differentiation is required in 
obtaining them 0 
6, MODA.L lflETHOD OF ANALYSIS OF THE FORCED VIBRA-TION 
601, Theoretical Development 
The eigenfunctions of a self-adjoint system of linear differential 
equations form a complete orthogonal set [28J; that is, any piecewise con-
tinuous function of bounded variation can be expanded in terms of the eigen-
functions) and this expansion converges in the mean to the function. Since 
the system (3.2) may also be derived from the Euler-Lagrange equations [15J 
and) therefore) is self adjoint) then its eigenfunctions form an orthogonal 
set) and this set is complete" 
On the basis of the above fact) the modal method of analysis for 
the elastic response of a spherical shell makes use of the expansion of the 
displacement function and the external load, which does not produce torsion 
i.n the shell) in terms of the mode shapes) i. e., 
u U 
00 r 
v I F (t) V r r (6.1) 
r=l W w 
r 
and 
{~ U 00 r == I Qr(t) V r r==l W 
r 
(6.2) 
where (U . V J W ) is the mode shape corresponding to the rth mode. The mode 
"r/ r r 
shapes are assQmed to be normalized by requiring that 
1 
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Let the equati.ons of motion be written in the form~ 
. (j2 a 2 (1_v2 ) 
Iu(U"VJw) slncp u sinep 0 - -- + Eh ~ 2 (j-L-2 W G 
0 
Iv(U"v,w) sinep (j2·v a
2 (1_v2 ) 
si.ncp 0 --+ Eh qe 
w
2 (jt2 
0 
(j2w 2 . 2, 
I (u,v,w) sinep a (l-v ) sincp 0 (604) - ----+ Eh qz w 
w
2 (jt2 
0 
where I , I , and I are linear differential operators related to the internal 
u v w 
resistances of the shell in terms of the components of the displacement vector 
of the middle surface (see Eqs. Ao14) and contain no partial differentiation 
wi.th respect to time to 
In a natural mode) the displacements are harmonic functions of time 
(seeEq. (301)), and the mode shapes satisfy the following equat:i.ons: 
2 
w 
I r + (2) sincp U 
u w r 
0 
2 
w 
I r + (2) sincp V v w r 
0 
2 
w 
I r ( r· sinep W + -) w w r 
0 
where I r = I (U ,V ,W ) and. does not vary with time. Similarly I r and IT can 
u u r r r v w 
be defined. 
Let us substitute Eqso (601) and (6.2) into (6.4). Equations (604) 
become 
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o (6.6.1) 
OJ 
\' [Fr(t) I r - sincp ~ V Fl! (t) + a 2(1_v2) sincp V Q (t)] L v 2 rr I Eh rr 
w 
o (6,6.2) 
r=l 0 
o 
If the corresponding values of I~, I~, and I~ of Eqs. (6.5) are sub-
stituted in system (6.6)) then this system assumes the form \' A X = 0 where L r r 
X is the rth mode shape vector (U ,V ,W). Since mode shapes form an 
r r r r 
independent set of functions; that is, no mode shape can be obtained as a 
linear combination of the other mode shapes, then A must vanish for all r. 
r 
Therefore) 
II 2 1 
F (t) + w F (t) = --h Q (t) 
r' r r p r 
2 E 
where w is replaced wi.th its corresponding value 
o a2p(1_v2) In Eq. (6.7) 
Qr(t) is obtained from the external loads by the equation 
Q (t) 
r 
2-rr cp [ [0 a 2 siru:p(ur 'lqJ + Vr<J.e + Wr'l.z )dcpd6 (6.8) 
Let us introduce a variable F (t) 
r 
phF (t) in Eq. (6.7); therefore, 
r 
this equation assumes the following form: 
where F is not directly dependent upon thickness of the shell. Equation (6.9) 
r 
ms.y be solved nUJnerically, and the values of the principal coordinates F (t) 
r 
may be obtained. 
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N 
6.1.1, Stresses. The value of the midplane stresses, a: ~ and 
Ne f 6M n 6Me 
h ) and the values of the bending stresses) a ~ and a~ = cp h 2 h 2 
corresponding to the normalized mode shapes can be obtained once the mode 
shapes are knmv-n, Since the displacement vector of the middle surface is 
expressed as a linear combination of the mode shapes) we can write 
f 
a 
cp 
00 
I 
r=l 
(a~)r 
F (t) 
r 
(6,10) 
where (am) , (arne) ) (a f ) ) and (aef ) are the values of the midplane and cp r r cp r r 
flexural stresses corresponding to the rth normalized mode, 
6,2. Nature of Loading Function 
The loading function adopted. in this investigation} which corre-
sponds to a transient pressure pulse wave resulting from a nuclear blast) has 
been obtained from a study of several unclassified documents. It was observed 
that the loading functions presented were quite similar in nature. The 
loading function finally adopted was the same as the one employed by 
Jennings [15]) except for some slight alterations. This function was found 
to be relatively convenient for programming and at the same time to be of 
sufficient generality to include all the facets of a loading function corre-
sponding to an aboveground air blast wave. 
Two major divisions of the air blast loading were considered: 
(1) the overpressure loading due to the greatly increased hydrostatic pressure 
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which occurs behind the shock front) and (2) the dynamic pressure due to the 
wind which is associated with the air blast. 
6.20.10 Overpressure 0 The factors of interest in regard with the 
aiT blast overpressure are the reflected pressure produced when a shock I,{ave 
Lmpinges upon a surface) the peak overpressure" and the variation of the 
overpressure with timeo 
The reflected pressure is a function of the peak overpressure P ) 
so 
which is related to the strength of the blast wave) and angle of incidence Q" 
which is defined as the angle between the normal to the surface in question 
and the directi.on of propagation of the shock front. Figure 10 , which is taken 
from Reference [29]" indicates the variation of the reflected pressure with the 
- a 
angle of incidence for values of a ~ 90. This differs from Fig. 11.12) from 
Reference [30] which has been employed by Jennings. The latter indicates a 
peak value in the reflection factor P IF at the critical angle of incidence 
r so 
('400 to 65° l'n th f 2 t 20 ') F t' 1 e overpressure range 0 a pSl. or prac lca uses, 
Reference [29] suggests that this sudden increase be omitted since it falls 
off rapidly with distance behind the shock front. These curves are approxi-
mated in Reference [31] by the following equations~ 
p 6p 
r 2 + so p 102·9 + P so so 
for o < IT < 400 ; (6.11.1) 
p [3 l50J[900-ar r 1 + P + P 100 
so - so -
for 40 < Ci < 90 (6.11.2) 
and no greater than the value obtained from (6.11.1)0 For values of a > 90" 
the reflected pressure is computed by 
P 
r (6.12) 
It is expected that the effects of the initial reflected pressure die out at 
the tUne t ) as given by the following equation~ 
c 
t .3h 
c c 
HEFL 
t ~ a 
c c 90 
:HEFL 
for a > 90 
where h = a(l-cos~ ) is the height of the shell above its base, and 
a 
P 2 + 70P + 720 
c = 422 REFL 
so so 
102.9 + 6.p 
so 
is the velocity of sound in the reflected 
regiono 
form 
where 
The time variation of the overpressure obtained from [30J is of the 
p 
t 
a 
p 
p 
so 
t - t -(t-t )/t 
(1 - t d)e d a 
a 
is the overpressure at any time t 
(6014) 
is the duration of the positive phase which may be obtained 
from Fig. 305J Reference [29J 
i.s the time required for the shock front to travel from the 
front face of the structure to the point under consideration 0 
602020 Uynamic Pressure 0 The dynamic pressure results from the 
winds associated with the air blast. Two factors are of importance in the 
evaluation of drag force on an object ~ (1) the dynamic pressure) which is a 
time dependent function of the blast; and (2) the influence of the object 
itself on the drag force} which is expressed in the form of a drag coefficient. 
The peak dynamic pressure q is defined by the following equation~ 
a 
205 9 P + 1020 
so 
for Pso < 100 psi (6.15) 
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The variation of the dynamic pressure with time is given by 
(1 t-t _d) 
t 
o 
where ~ is the dynamic pressure at any time to 
It is necessary to define the loadings that the dynamic pressure 
produces on the shell 0 These loadings are obtained by multiplying the dynamic 
pressure by an empirically developed drag coefficient a The most important 
single factor that influences the drag coefficient for a spherical shell is 
the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number defines the flow pattern about the 
shell; for low Reynolds numbers) smooth laminar flow occurs) and at high 
Reynolds numbers a turbulent wake forms behind the shella Since the turbulent 
boundary layer transmits less drag force than the laminar one) we expect that 
the value of the drag coefficient changes abruptly at the Reynolds number 
Re = 105) which corresponds to a change in the flow pattern about the shello 
Therefore) the value of the drag coefficient as a function of the angle of 
incidence is 
for Re >105 
and 
The ratio of the Reynolds number of the air blast wind to the diameter of the 
sphere can be expressed as a function of the peak overpressure and (t-td)/t
o 
by the following e~uation: 
[ 
t-t ] He = 105 P 1 _ __d 
2a so t 
- 0 
for (6018) 
For transonic and supersonic flows) which are associated with the values of 
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.p > 15 psi) the transiti.on from laminar to turbulent flow is less pro-
so 
nounced and) therefore) the above equations do not yield accurate results. 
The authors of Reference [30J state that the present method) with reservations 
as to its accuracy) for hi.gh pressures is recommended to be used until a more 
suitable procedure is evolved 0 
6.203. Computational Scheme of Loading Function. For computation 
of the loading function on the shell at any time t) the coordinates ~ and e 
are discretizedo The values of the loading function at these discrete points 
are computed. 
For any arbitrary point (~Je)) the angle of incidence is given by 
- -1 
a = cos (sin~ cosB) (6.19) 
and the horizontal distance measured in feet from the front face of the shell 
in the direction of the wave propagation is 
x ;;;;: a (sin~ - cosa) 
a 
(6020) 
The value of x is employed to obtain the time t d ) which is defined as the 
time required for the shock front to travel from the front face to the· point 
·under consideration, and is given by 
(6.21) 
where U 
o 
= III 7 fl + 6p so ~: 102·9 is the velocity of the propagation of blast wave 
in feet per second. 
The computational scheme consists of assuming a value for the peak 
dynamic pressure P and the duration interval t. The variation with time 
so 0 
of the local pressure qz normal to the surface of the shell is given by 
Figs. II and 12, The normal pressure rises instantaneously to the peak 
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reflected pressure; this initial reflected pressure is cleared linearly in 
time t 0 The local normal pressure at any point after the clearing of 
c 
reflected pressure is given by 
(6.22) 
where P and q are the overpressure and the dynamic pressure computed from 
Eqso (6014) and (6,16)) and CD is the local drag coefficient obtained from 
Eqs. (6.17). The negative sign is introduced since q is positive outward. 
z 
6030 Method of Analysis 
This section is devoted to the description of the numerical scheme 
used in the dynamic analysis of a spherical shell segment subjected to a 
transient pressure pulse wave. The method consists of discretization of the 
coordinates) ~)e) and t) thus interducing a set of node points on the middle 
surface of the shell) and points t l ) t 2) "0 on the time axis. 
The values of the transverse components of the normalized mode 
shapes W , and the values of the midplane and flexural stresses corresponding 
r 
to the normalized modes are supplied by the free vibration analysis. The 
numerical methods presented in Chapters 3 and 4 have the advantage of having 
no extra numerical differentiation in the computation of the stresses since 
all the necessary derivatives of the displacement functions are determined in 
the course of computations. The Holzer method) in particular, yields 
accurate values of the derivatives of the displacement functions, and thus 
the stresses. 
The procedure for the determination of the dynamic response of a 
spherical shell segment is as follows: 
10 'Jl"ne initial time) t :=: OJ is considered. to be the time that shock 
front meets the foremost point of the shell, At this time the 
shel.l is at rest ,; therefore) the vali..:i.es of F and l.ts first deri va ~ 
r 
tJ.ve is equal t ~ zerc for all :r = Let lIS nmv cons ldE:r the shock 
front at time tl" 
20 The value of the normal pressure q corresponding to a transient 
z 
pressure pulse it-iave is computed 3. t a node point Q The contribution 
of the pressure at this node point to the integrals \.vhich are 
expressed by Eq. (6.8)) :is com.:puted. for each mode. The process is 
repeated for every node point) thus obtaining the values Qr(t l ) 
for all r. 
3. Equation (6u9) is integrated by the trapezoidal method through 
the first time interval.? and. Fr(tl ) is obtai.ned for all ro 
40 The values of the midplane and flexural stresses are computed. from 
Eqso (6010) at the time tlo Furthermore" the maximu:..rn total stresses.\' 
which ha,re the me.,gni tude of the sum of the a'bsolute values of' the 
corresponding normal and flexural stresSeE ,9 are computed at several 
equally spaced discrete points in the meridi,onal directiono 
5, The time tl is increased by an increment) and the process is 
repeated from step 20 
It l,s quite important to note that in the numerical scheme presented. 
a'bove" the change in the loading function resulting from the movement of the 
shell is assumed to be negligible 0 
7. RESIJLTS OF FORCED RESFONSE CALC1JLATIONS 
7010 Int.roduction 
The results of forced response calculations of s spherical shell 
segment subjected to a blast wave are presented in this chapter. The modal 
method of analysis., which is discussed in Chapter 6, formed the basis of the 
computations. An approximate response was obtained by considering only those 
modes that contribute signi.ficantly to the response. A study of the mode 
shapes revealed that ten modes are significantly excited by the blast loadings~ 
the lowest four axisYfi~etrical modes; the lowest three skew-symmetrical modes) 
n = 1; the lowest two modes co~responding to n = 2; and the fundamental mode 
corresponding to n = 3. Although in many cases a good approximation may be 
obtai.ned. with fewer modes, these ten modes were cons idered in the entire 
numerical computations. 
Explicit functions which approximate the pressure on the shell were 
obtained from a study of the unclassified literature. These functions com-
p:letely determine the time variation of the pressure at any point of a 
geometrically known shell and depend only on values of the peak overpressure 
P and the duration of the wave, t . 
so 0 
The normalized mode shapes and their corresponding stresses were 
obtained for six different shell geometrieso A shell span of 50 feet was 
chosen} and computations were performed for two different thicknesses, 12 inches 
(-:noderately thick shell) and 3 inches (fairly thin shell). Three half opening 
o 0 0 
angles of 18 , 45 ) and 90 ,\"rere considered. The following table presents the 
geometric characteristics of the shells investigated in the dynamic response 
calculations~ 
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TABLE OF GEOME1.1RIC CHA.BACEERISTICS OF THE SHELLS INVESTIGA.TED 
18° 4,0 0 cp .) 90 
a (inches) 972 423 300 
h (i.Dches) 3 12 3 12 3 12 
/h a __ .324 81 141 35 100 25 
The materia.l properties of the shell were assumed to be those of 
concrete Iyith 5000 psi 2trength and 145 pounds per cubi.c foot unit weight ~ 
E 6 4603 x 10 psi; p and V 
T~o different values of the peak overpressure P ,10 psi and 
so 
70 psi) along wi.th t\-lTO different values of the duration of the Tt.laVe t ) 10 T 
o 0 
and 100T
o 
(To is the period of the breathing mode of a full sphere), supplied 
four possible loadings for each shell 0 A peak overpressure of 10 psi corre-· 
sponds to a low intensity of pressure asscciated TN"ith su:bsonic flow., while the 
high overpressure) P so of 70 psi) corresponds to supersonic flOl.<1o A. durati.on 
of lOT corresponds to a short pulse in the class of pulses resulting from an 
o 
air blast (although a long pulse for the shell).? TN"hile lOOT
o 
may 'be considered 
as a relatively long pulse duraticno 
7020 Sum::."nary of Calculations Performed 
For the six shell geometries considered, the transverse di.splacements 
of the Dormali.zed mode shapes presented i.n Tables 2 through 7 were obtained 
from the free vibrati.on analysis 0 Furthermore, at ten e~ually spaced points 
in the meridi.onal di.rection the membrane and the flexural stres2es correspcndi-ng 
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to the normalized mode shapes were computed, and they are presented in 
Tables 8 through 130 These data were employed in the forced response 
calculations 0 
The values of the principal coordinate F J which indicate how 
r 
significantly a mode participates in the response) were obtained and the 
maximum value that they attain are given in Tables 14 and 15. At the end of 
each time interval) the following quantities~ the membrane stresses am and 
cp 
m f f 0e l the flexural stresses 0cp and 0e J and the maximum total stresses 
acp := j a; I + I a~ I and O'e I a: I + I a! I were computed at the points where modal 
stresses are definedo 
Several dynamic stress amplification factors) which are the ratios 
of the corresponding maximum dynamic shell stresses to the membrane stress of 
P a 
a complete sphere subjected to a uniform external pressure P
so 
(a
o 
= ~~)) 
are found in Tables 16 through 22. Tables 16 through 21 present the maximum 
dynamic stress amplification factors (a) /a and (ae) /a at different cp max' 0 max 0 
points of the shell. The absolute maximum dynamic membrane and flexural 
stress amplification factors are reported separately in Table 220 The dis-
cussion of the results obtained is presented in the following sections. 
Characteristics of the Maximum Principal Coordinate (F ) 
r max 
The ratio of maximum principal coordinate) (F) ) to peak over-
r max 
Pressure P is tabulated in Tables 14 and 15. The two factors which ) so) 
determine this ratio arethe:transverse displacements of the normalized mode 
shapes and the loading functions 0 
In the axisymmetrical modes of steep shells and very thin shallow 
shells) there exists no mode whose transverse displacement is similar to that 
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of the breathing mode cf a full sphere ~7i th edge effects that die out near 
the boundary 0 In fact} the lowest axisyrn.:metrical mode of a steep shell or 
a very thin .shallow- shell has a node, a point of zero transverse displacement) 
at ab·'Jut cp := cpo/2c Therefore) a uni.form pressure) such as the overpressure 
of the blast wave) cannot be accurately approximated by a single mode} and 
thus a relatively large number of modes will be required for the approximation 0 
For moderately thick shallow shells;! the lowest axisymmetrical mode 
does not possess a node at about cp = cp /2; therefore) it is excited in a sig-a . 
nificant manner by the blast waveo 
For hemispherical shells, the reflected pressure associated with 
P = 70 psi is largest near the boundary., and it suddenly decreases con'-
so 
a 
s idera·bly near 0: = 40 0 Furthermore, the drag coefficient changes sign near 
0: 40°, Therefore) the axisymmetrical components of the reflected pressure 
for P 
so 
70 psi and the r:lynamic-pressure tend to excite the fundamental axi-
symmetrical mode of a steep shell signi.ficantly 0 
Since the reflected pressure is significantly reduced for angles of 
incidence a > 400 and for Im-Jer peak overpressure, more of the higher axi-
symmetrical modes tend to partici.pate si.gnificantly, in the motion of the shells 
with cp = 45 0 and of the hemispherical shells subjected to pulses "\ili th 
° 
P = 10 psiu 
so 
The lowest skew-sym.rnetrical mode) n = 1) 1.s the most important 
single mode in the dynamic response calculations of a steep shell subjected 
to a blast waveo Since higher values of P increase the reflected pressure 
so 
on the ltlindward side of a steep shell and) therefore., contribute more to the 
skew-symmetrical component of the load) higher relative respons.e is obtained 
for higher peak overpressures 0 This mode is also excited significantly for 
shallow shells, 
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704. Dynamic Shell Stresses 
Although the dynamic stress amplification factors presented in 
Table 16 through 21 are not computed over a wide range of the parameters 
involved J the computed values do exhibit certain general trends, which are 
discussed in this section. 
As regards the effect of the duration of the pulse) the results 
indicate that in most cases the stresses are slightly higher for the pulse 
of longer duration. It can also be observed that the difference between the 
shell stresses resulting from a pulse of short duration, t = lOT J and a 
o 0 
pulse of long duration) t := lOOT ) i.s almost always negligi.ble. Therefore, 
o 0 
it appears that for the problems investigated) the effect of the duration 
of the pulse in the range considered is not an important parameter. 
As regards the effect of peak overpressure P J in problems of like 
so 
geometry with pulses of li.ke duration, a consistent increase in the stress 
amplification factors) is observed with a higher peak overpressure for steep 
shells. For fairly thin hemispherical shell (h/a = .01)) this increase appears 
to be quite substantial. Of course) thi.s increase was expected for hemi-
spherical shells owing to the magnitude of the reflected pressure which is 
significantly larger for higher peak overpressures for angles of incidence 
less than 400 • For shells with cp = 45 0 , higher amplification factors result 
o 
from higher peak overpressure, especially for the thin shell, but the dif-
ference is not significant. For shallow shells, the higher P yields con-
so 
siderably greater amplification factors for the thin shell J but slightly 
smaller ones for the thick shell. This difference is behavior may be explained 
"{" 
by noting that the transit time is much greater for the lower peak overpressure. 
For thin shells) the periods are shorter than the transit times, so that an 
increase in response is obtained as a result of rapid loading. However, for 
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the thick shell the transit time remains a large multiple of periodo In 
general) it can be concluded that the thinner shells appear to have higher 
amplifi.cation factors 'Vlhen subjected to a blast wave with P = 70 psi than 
so 
one with P = 10 psi. 
so 
!Jihe absolute maximu..rn stress in the e -direction occurs at or near the 
apex and tends to decrease fairly rapidly as cp increases., However) in the 
cp-direction) the absolute maximum stress is reached) in general., near the 
base ror a steep shella For shells subjected to a pulse with high reflected 
pressure., such as in the steep shells subjected to a high peak overpressure, 
the absolute maxi.m1.illl stress in the cp-direction alvays occurs near the 
boundary; however) for shallower shells subjected to a more uniform pressure, 
this maximum occurs near the apexo It is of interest to note that the 
maximum stresses ((J) at other poi.nts of the shell are not significantly 
. cp max 
less tha.n the absolute maximum stress in the cp-direction. 
7.5. Conclusions 
For steep shells subjected. to pulses with high peak overpressu.re 
and for moderately thick. shallow shells) the modal method of analysis yields 
accurate results even if only the lowest two modes corresponding to n = 0, 
the lowest two modes ror n = I) together with the fundamental mode corre-
sponding to n = 2 are taken into account. Higher modes tend to be excited 
significantly only at very early stages arter the front strikes the shell; 
therefore, their contribution to the dynamic shell stresses) which occur 
later, is not sizableo 
For steep shells subjected to pulses with low peak overpressure and 
ror very thin shallow shells) more modes, specially of the axisymmetrical 
type) participate significantly in the response. 
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The most important single mode in the response calculation of a 
spherical shell segment subjected to a blast wave is the fundamental mode of 
the skew-symmetrical type) n = 1. This mode is especially important in the 
response calculations of steep shells, 
80 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
8,10 Free Vibrations 
The holzer method) as extended and refined in this investigation) 
yields excellent results for the values of the natural frequencies and the 
related mode shapes of a thin) but not extremely thin, spherical shell 
segment both in the shallow- and steep-shell range, An asymptotic method of 
analysis of a freely vibrating spherical shell segment was developed for 
extremely thin shells, This method was found to be an accurate method for 
the determination of the natural !frequencies·and the mode shapes of a steep 
spherical shell even for a moderately thick shello 
Extremely good agreement was obtained between the natural frequencies 
and the related mode shapes determined 'by the asymptotic method and the corre-
spond.ing values obtained by the Holzer method for steep shells where both 
method.s are applicable. The results obtained from these methods agreed very 
well wi th the published results where a compari.son was meaningful. . In almost 
every case) where the Holzer method ceases to be a feasible computational 
scheme, the asymptotic method is easily appli.ed and vice versa 0 
Although the nQmerical calculations were performed for a spherical 
shell segment clamped at the boundary) both methods are applicable to shells 
of revolution with arbitrary contour and for other boundary conditions 
consistent with the existence of a strain energy 0 For shells of revolution 
which are not smooth at the apex) such as a cone, the method of obtaining 
solutions in the neighborhood of the apex requires further consideration. 
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8.2. Forced Vibrations 
The modal method of analysis was employed in obtaining the response 
of a spherical shell segment to a typical pressure pulse arising from a 
nuclear explosion in the air or near the surface of the earth, The effects 
of reflection of the pulse) clearing of the reflected pressure) theoretical 
overpressure decay and dynamic-pressure decay) and drag were considered in the 
loading functions. 
For most shells considered) the modal method was found to be a 
feasible computational scheme) and the response could be approximated by con-
sidering only a few important modes (see Sec. 7.5,). However, for steep shells 
and for very thin shallow shells subjected to an approximately uniform pressure, 
many axisymmetrical modes participate significantly in the response. For these 
problems, it may be desirable to devise a non-modal method of determining the 
response, 
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APEEND1X 
DER::VATION OF GENERAL EQ,"lATICNS OF MOTION OF AN ELASTIC 
SFHEHICA.:L SHELL 
A 0 I c' Introduction 
In this appendjx a sumllary is presented of the deri.vatlon of the 
general system of li.near partial di.fferenti.al equations of motion for an 
elastic spheri.cal shell segment Q In thi.s derivation it has been assumed that 
the shell i.s made of a linearly elastic., homogeneous., isotrop:i.c material and 
und.ergoes small strains and rotation8o 
The deformat:i.on of a shell element is assumed to be governed 'by 
:Lovegs first approximati.on [4J. Thi.s approximation states that a normal to 
the mi.ddle surface of the shell remains (a) unstrained) (b) normal to the 
deformed. mi.d.d.le surface) and (c) a straight line during the deformation, The 
Love ~ s second approximation.> 1,\7hich is related to the linearization of strai.ns 
in terms of the thickness cQord.i.nate zJ is not necessary for spherical shells 0 
Furthermore} the state of stresE i.s assumed to be plane.? that is) the effects 
of tr8.nsverse shear stress and of transverse normal stress are neglIgible. 
A. system of three equations :i.n three unknowns., the d.isplacements 
of the points on the midd.le surface of the shell) is developed by the integra-
tion of the eq:uaticns of :nc:tion of a three dimensional mediu_m through the 
thickness of the shell [18] 0 The a'bove assumptions restrict the applicability 
of the obtained system to thin shells., say (h/a S 1/20) 0 
A.,20 Derivation of Equations of Motion 
The equations of :TIotion of an elastic spherical shell se~rnent can 
be deduced from the integration of the equations of motion of a three 
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dimensional medium through the thickness of the shell. In a spherical 
coordinate system (~JeJr)) the equations of motion of an elementary volume 
of a medium with no body forces are 
do d~ e dT 
. ~ + ~,2. ~ . [( ) t 3 ] r Sln~ ~ r ~ T r Sln~ dr + r Sln~ o~ - 0e co ~ + Tr~ 
r sin~ 
r sin~ 
2. d2u 0 pr sln~ 
dt 2 
dT e dOe ~+ r ~+ dcp 
d1:" dT
re ~+ r de + dcp 
~2-2. 0 W 
-pr Sln~ 2 
dt 
2 
r sin~ 
2 
sincp r 
o 
dT e 2 
_r_+ r sin~[3Tre + 2T~e cot~J - pr sin~ dr 
do 
r 
r sin~[20 cot~] -+ - a - a + T dr r ~ e r~ 
where u; v) and ware the components of the displacement vector of the 
elementary volume of the shell (See Fig. 1) 0 
2-d v 
dt2 -
(A ,1) 
For a spherical shell segment) the stress resultants are defined 
by the following equations; 
h/2 h/2 
N f h/2 a E. dz M fh/2 acp E. zdz ~ ~ a ~ a 
h/2 h/2 
Ne J a £ dz Me J ae £ zdz 
-h/2 e a 
-h/2 a 
h/2 h/2 
N~e := N 
= f h/2 " E. dz M~e :=M = f h/2 T~e E. zdz e~ "~e a e~ a 
Jh/2 h/2 
Q~ E. dz Qe fh/2 r dz T Ter --h/2 ~r a a 
(A .2) 
0 
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where z i.s a thickness coordinate relative to the mi.d-surface coordinates of 
the shell (see Figo 3). If the sY,:3tem (Aol) is integrated through the thick-
ness of the shelly and if the 2tresE resu1tants are introduced by the E~so (Ao2) 
we obtain 
where 
dNcp dNcpe 
a si.ncp de + a ~ + a ccscp (Ncp 
- p si.ncp 
h/2 
J 
-h/2 
o 
dNcpe dNe 2 
a s incp ~ +a d e + 2a coscp Ncpe + a sincp Qe + a s incp ~e 
- p 
2 
a~ 
h/2 
qincp J 
-h/2 
h/2 
sincp J 
-h/2 
h/2 
J 
. 2, d( T r') 
'. rep , 
dr 
-h/2 
o 
Q 2 . a coscp + a slncp q 
cp z 
o 
dz 
is the resultant force in the cp-direction acting upon the middle surface of 
the shell, Similar expressions can be written-for qe and qzo The inerti.a 
integrals will be evaluated later in this Appendix after the components of the 
displacement vector of the middle surface have been introduced 0 
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The rotational e~uations of motion of a spherical shell segment are 
obtained from the system (A.l) by multiplying each e~uation by z = r - a and 
integrating through the thickness of the shell; i.e.) 
dM dMcpe 
a sin~ ~ + a de + a cos~ (M~ 
d.M e 
a sin~ ~+a ~ 
h/2 
- p sinep J 
-h/2 
dM
e 
de + 2acos~ M~e 
h/2 
sinep J 2 -! P r z 
-h/2 
h/2 
sinepJ 
2 
- p r z 
-h/2 
2 . 
- a Sln~ Qe 
d2-y 
-- dz 
dt2 
d2-it., dz 
dt2 
o 
0 (A. 5) 
0 
In these e~uations it has been assumed that no external moments are applied to 
the shell or 
T 
r~ l
+h/ 2 : 
2 2 
r z = a L 
x 
l-h/2 
o 
If the shear stress resultants) Q~ and QeJ are eliminated from the 
e~uations (A.3) by substituting the corresponding values of Q~ and Q
e 
from 
the E~s. (A.4) and (A.5) in (A.3) we obtain 
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dN B dNa 
a sincp _cP- + 8. ~e -1- 2a coscp 
'. CXp 0 
'b/2 
sineI' J 
-n/e: 
h/2 
2 M 2,0 . J -;- coscp l.J<:pe + a S lncp qe - p slncp 
-h/2 
2 
d ('" 'oJ!') ~ slncp 1\1 + 
exp- cp 
·.,2~ 
2 d u 
r 
.. ? ot~' 
o 
r1M h/2 2~ 
t '-'--Bcp . (N N \ 2, • J 2, d ",1 d + 2 cc cp -\~ - a sl.ncp cp+ B) + a slncp qz - p sl,ncp r ~- z oB ",.2 
.. /~ dt 
-h. _. 
J 
h/2 d2~ 
_ d
2
; ) e. 2 ( d / U s incp) dz 0 zr dcp \~ a ct-' dt-
-h/2 (A 07) 
A 0.3 a stress Resultants in Terms of Di.splacements of the Mi.ddle Surface 
The first ord.er strain com.ponents are defined in the spherical 
coord.i.nate system in terms of the displacements of the shell particle by tbe 
equations 
1 dU w (A a 801) E _. 2cp + cp r r 
u 
cotcp 1 dv 'W ( 8'-'\ c: = + dB + \A 0 0 c) '-B r r sincp r 
rli-' 
._W (Aug,.3) E:: = dr r 
"j 
er 
"V 
I cpr 
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1 dU 1 (dV _ -v cotcp) 
r s incp de + r CXp 
d~ v 1 dW 
dr - r + r s incp de 
dU 11 1 2J-\i 
dr - r + r CXp 
(A. 8.4) 
(A.8.6) 
The components of the displacement vector of an elementary volume of the shell 
are denoted by (u) v., ;); the notation (u) v J w) is reserved for the displace-
ment vector of the middle surface of the shell. Let us make the Love1s first 
approximat.ion which states that E 
r 
O. Therefore, the assQmption 
Er == 0 results in w = w, and. the assumptions Ycpr = ler = 0 yield 
1 u 
- w + u 
r cp r r 
1 
---Wn + v 
r sincp 0 r 
v 
r 
o 
o 
(A.9) 
(A. 10) 
irhese parti.al differential equations subject to the conditions u = u and 
v = v at r = a can be solved to yield 
W z 
u .JP....- + a + z u 
a a (A.ll) 
w z 
CD + 
a + z 
v ---
a sincp a v (A.12) 
If the Eqs. (A.Ii) and (Ao12) are substituted into the Eqs. (A.8.1), (A.802)J 
and (A.8.4)J we obtain 
1 [ 
w z u 
(HZ)] Ecp -- w -~+~ a+z _ a a 
1 [w- z cotcp - wee z + ve (a+z) + u cotCP(z+a)] Ee w -a+z cp a . . 2 a sincp a 2 Sln cp 
=85= 
2z [- we we coscp ] lie v 92 co V ~:I -' + + .-1-- cotcp 
'cpe a+z 2 sincp 2 a sincp a a 
a sin cp 
The stress resultants are defined by the Eqs. (A.2). In order to 
obtain the stress resultants in terms of the components of the displacement 
vector of the middle surface) the stresses must be expressed in terms of 
strains 0 It is now assumed that the shell i.s in the state of plane stress.; 
that is) a 
r 
'1 
rcp o. 
The relations 'Ircp = 'Ire o are consistent with the Love:s first 
approximation from which it follows that y = "Ie = 00 HO~7ever.9 the assump-
cpr r 
tion E = 0 is inconsistent with a = 0 and Hookers law. The significant 
r r 
question is not the consistency of the approximation, but rather the magnitude 
of the error that it entails. The Love 1 s first approximati.on may be inter-
preted as meaning that since E is integrated through a small distance h y 
r 
w -. w is negligible 0 The assumption a = 0, on the other hand, can be justi-
r 
fied by the fact that the internal stresses of a thin shell are of much 
greater magnitude than the externally applied loads as can be shown from the 
equations of motion. Since a varies continuously between the values of the 
r 
radial components of the loads applied to the two external surfaces, the 
value of or at any point of the shell is negligible as compared with the 
magnitude of the other internal stresses. 
If a = 0, the stress -strain relationships for an isotropic J li.nearly 
r 
elastic material are 
a 
cp 
E 
--2 (E + VEe); 
l-V' cp 
+ VE ). 
cp -' 
If these equations and the Eqs. (Aol3) are substituted in the Eqso (Ao2), 
we obtain stress resultants in terms of the components of the displacement 
vector of the middle surface. 
N 
cp 
M 
cp 
Me -
-85-a 
h/2 
ve Eh [w + catcp u)J J E (E + VEe) a+z d7 V(w + --2 . 2) u + -0-+ \. cp cp 
-h/2 l-V 
h/2 J ~ (oS -!- Vt 
/ l-V 
-h 2 
-/ 
h/2 
-h/2 
h/2 
G 'Y a+z dz 
I cpe a 
E 
'I 
cpl 
a 
a (l-V . slncp 
[w ve a+z d Eh cotCP u + -- z + --+ a 
a(1_v2 ) sincp 
Eh . ue ) 
--r----c.- (-- + V - v cotcp 2a(1+V) sincp cp 
a+z Eh3 [-wcpcp J (Ecp + VEe) 2 - zdz 12a2 (1_v2 ) + Ucp l-V a 
-h/2 
J 
h/2 
-h/2 
+ V(-w cotcp- wee 
ve 
u catCP)J --+--+ 
cp . 2cp sincp Sln 
Eh3 [u catcp ve E (Ee + VEcp) a+z -- zdz + ---2 a 2 2 sincp l-v 12a (l-V ) 
G Icpe a+z zdz 
a 
Wee 
- _._+ 
. 2 Sln cp 
V(u - w )J 
cp cpcp 
2 wee + 2 W cosp lJ 
sincp e. 2 . Sln cp 
V(w u 1J + cp. 
cotcp w 
cp 
(A .14) 
Ao4. System of Partial Differential Equations of Motion in (u)v)w) 
The equations of motion can now be expressed in terms of the 
components of the displacement vector of the middle surface by replacing the 
stress resultants in Eqs. (A.7) by the corresponding values in terms of the 
-86-
displacement functions (U.9V~\.J).9 EqS3 (Ac,14)o Fu.rthermore, the inertia 
integrals of the Eqs c (A 07) and. (A 06) can now be evaluated by the a:i.d of the 
Eq,s ~ (A., 14) as follorAie ~ 
h/2 3 -2-J r d 'U a2 dz 
-h/2. dt 
? 
2h d-u O(h3) a ~ 2 + , dt . 
J 
n:j2 
-h/2 
Since the effect of rotatory inertia is of the order of h3) it has been 
neglected in this derivation. 
The resulting system of parti,al differential equations of moti.on in 
terms of the components of the displacement vector of the middle surface 
elements are 
3-V t' u ( 2 V' 2 .) 2 ve co .cp + ucpcp slncp + Ucp coscp - sincp cos cp + Sln cp 
\,,7 
"eeep coscp 
+ sincp = 2wee ,2cp SlD 
] -
( ,[l-V ( l+k) _2 'vcpcp sincp + vcpcoscp) - v 
3-V (1 V)We] + ~- u cotcp +- + 2 e 
o 
2 ~ 1) vee 1+V sincp(cot cp + --+-~U S i!1CP 2 cpe 
k [Wepepe weee ] - + wcpe cotcp + 2we + 
. 2 
sln cp 
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(l+k) (l+Vl[U si.ncp + ve + U coscp + '2w sincp] 
, " J _ cp k [U s incp + 2u coscp 
- cpcpcp cpcp 
2 u--
- u c~s cp + U cosCP(3 + cot 2cp) + ~ + 
cp slncp slncp 
U ee coscp 
. 2 Sln cp 
2 
- vcpe cotcp + ve (3 + cot cp) - w sincp - '2w coscp cpcpcpcp cpcpcp 
+ w sincp(l + V + cot 2cp) - Wcp coscp(2 - V + cot2cp) + 2(1+V)sincp W 
cpcp 
where k = 
2wcpcp' ee 
_ coscp 
sincp + '2weecp . 2 Sln cp 
- wee (3 - V + 4 cot2cp) - weeee ] 
sincp 3 
sin cp 
o 
h2 
---- and a subscript on the displacement functions designates 
l2a2 
partial differentiation with respect to the independent variable indicated 0 
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a/h 
CPo 25 50 100 200 n 
0 15·6900 7·9328 4.1134 2·3731 
5° 1 22,4477 16·9328 8.2084 4·3012 
2 35·1453 27·4140 13.4648 6.8906 
3 45·9177 39,9875 19·6662 10.0827 
0 4,1202 2.3666 1.6556 1·3996 
1 8.2610 4.2373 2·3010 1.4569 
10° 2 13·6983 6·9072 3·5682 2.0322 
3 20.0010 10.0648 5·0970 2.6972 
0 1·7827 1.4443 1.2649 1.0679 
1 2.6667 1.6004 1.1907 1.05'79 
18° 2 4.2282 2.2759 1.4398 1.1302 
3 6 .. 1097 3,1774 1,8166 1.2528 
0 1·3439 1.1439 0·9991 0·9513 
1 1·3073 '1.0759 100037 0·9690 
30° 2 1·7668 1.2348 1.0566 0·9936 
3 2·3716 1.4652 1,1283 100183 
0 1.0776 0·9585 0·9208 0·9085 
45° 1 0·9905 0·9414 0·9269 0·9211 
2 101635 1.0201 0·9703 0·9470 
3 1.3670 1,0868 0·9968 0·9606 
0 007571 0·7379 0·7263 0·7186 
1 0.5594 0.5483 0.5417 0·5373 
90° 2 0.8736 0.8633 0,e598 0.8583 
3 009434 0·9145 0·9041 0·9002 
TABLE 1. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY PARAMETER CD/CD 
° 
V = 0·3 
100 W 
r 
n=O n=O n=O n=O n=:l n=l n=l n=2 n=2 n=3 
1st 2nd 3.rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 1st 
mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode 
~ .994 1 ,,473 2.276 3.409 1.035 1.313 211>244 1,,10~~ 1.60~ 1 i1l 21 1 Ldeg) 
0 -.7'02 -.57'li .633 .692 o.noo o.noo O€il000 o.oon 0.000 O.OO() 
1 -",686 -.531 .587 .594 .146 -.171 @319 .. 01:5 - .. 033 .001 
2 -.641 -.412 .468 .348 .2.79 -.311 e543 .059 -.122 \11012 
3 -,,570 -.239 .30R .042 .391 ..... ll·OO 13 623 .126 ..... 241 &038 
4 ...... 478 -.043 • 150 -.218 .473 -.424 .544 .206 -.356 0083 I 
5 -~373 .141 .033 -.352 0521 -.378 .337 .28B -.434 Ii 145 CO 
'-0 
I 
6 -.262 .284 -.016 -.331 .532 -.273 .072 .361 - .. 449 .217 
7 '""'. 154 .364 .005 -.191 411 1508 -.126 -.170 .416 -.390 .292 
8 ..... 055 .374 .080 -.007 111456 .036 -.320 ci~44· -.264 .358 
9 .. 026 .321 • 178 .. 133 .:381 • 191 -.341 • 44'~ -.095 .405 
10 .08R .223 .263 CD 172 o ;?95 • 31 1 -.238 0414 .()84 .425 
1 1 ,. 126 .105 .307 CD 102 0:207 .382 -.054 .359 .239 .413 
12 • 141 -.004. .2q8 -.037 II> 127 .397 • 142 .288 .339 .370 
13 • 134 -.083 .243 -.178 ollI062 .359 .287 .?10 .369 .303 
14 
• 1 1 0 -. 118 .161 -.256 \lI017 .282 .339 .13 15 .329 .22() 
15 .076 -. 10C) .082 -.243 -.005 • 187 .291 .073 .. 238 Co 136 
16 .04() -.069 .()27 
- '" 155 -.010 .096 Co 1 76 .029 • 128 .064 
17 . 
• () 1 1 -.021 .003 -.050 -.004 .O3() .053 .007 .036 .016 
18 a .. 000 O.O()O o.()no f).noO Oonno a.ooo n.noo n.onn ().non n.(l()n 
TABLE 2. TRANSVERSE DISPIACEMENTS OF NOIWtLIZED MODES) cp = 18°, a/h 
. 0 324-, v O~3 
n=O 
1st 
mode 
n=O 
2nd 
mode 
n=O 
3rd 
mode 
n=Q 
rth 
mode 
100 W 
r 
n=l 
1st 
mode 
n=l 
2nd 
mode 
n=l 
3rd 
mode 
n=2 
1st 
mode 
n=2 
2nd 
mode 
n=3 
1st 
mode 
~ p .. -------.---.---.---.---- ._---_ .. -.. _-... _--_._--------- -- --.---------
cp _. 1 • 749 3. 4~ 1 12. 1 16 34.61 5 1 .. 61 7 ~ e 967 21. S2 4 ? 627 1 0 .. 829 4.4fSR 
(Qgg) ~-------.---------------------------.- --.---------------------~-.--.-.- -.--.. --.----. 
() 
1 
? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
q 
10 
1 1 
12 
1 3 
1 /.f 
lCJ 
16 
1 ' 
18 
-.578 -.434 
-.57!) -.417 
-.~48 -.367 
-.51? -.289 
-.465 -.lq2 
-.4()Q -.084 
-.347 
..... 283 
-. 220' 
-. 161 
..... l09 
.... 06:==> 
.... 032 
-.nn9 
.on? 
.007 
• ()0c) 
'" OO? 
r).O('in 
.023 
• 121 
.2()1 
.256 
.284 
.284 
.259 
.214 
.1S8 
.100 
.n49 
.n13 
o.not) 
-.714 
-.665 
-.529 
-.~'"16 
-.1?1 
• ()71 
.210 
.272 
• 251'~ 
• 1 71 
.. n/+R 
-.n7R 
-.17q 
-.?~? 
-.22R 
..... 177 
-.100 
-.n2Q 
o.nnn 
-.813 
-.7]5 
-.458 
-.132 
.1r::;4 
.'"114 
.::n 1 
• 175 
-.019 
- III 1 R 1 
-.?1+4 
-.191 
-.054 
.OGe) 
.203 
.216 
.148 
.05n 
n.onn 
o.onn 
.094 
.184 
41?65 
.:1:13 
."184 
.418 
.432 
0 4 27 
.405 
.366 
.310 
.258 
.196 
• 136 
.OR? 
.038 
.noq 
o • (')() (I 
o.Or)O 
-.194 
-.360 
-.475 
-.526 
-.507 
-.424 
-.290 
-.128 
.036 
e 1 RO 
.,284 
.335 
.3JO 
.279 
I!l 195 
€I 103 
.n29 
O.(l0.0 
0.0 n O 
.317 
.542 
.623 
.546 
413.lQ 
.071 
-.179 
-.340 
-.374 
-.281 
-.102 
.096 
.?50 
.315 
.279 
• 1 72 
.053 
n.nr)O 
o.()on 
0& 0 1 1 
.044 
.oot::) 
.. 159 
.??? 
.294 
.3CS1 
.392 
.41.1 
• l~ 1 0 
.:184 
.336 
.273 
.?OO 
4;) 1 26 
.06? 
.016 
() iii ()() () 
0.!lnn 
- .. 034 
-.124 
-.2/.1(: 
-.360 
-.4CiR 
-.480 
-.447 
-.337 
-.177 
ennl 
0165 
.282 
.333 
.314 
.238 
.. 1 33 
.()39 
(l.('\()n 
Ocone) 
.001 
.010 
.032 
.070 
• 1 ? '"1 
• 187 
.257 
*,323 
.376 
.407 
.41 1 
.385 
.331 
.25r:::; 
.160 
.OAf) 
.024 
0 e onn 
_.- .. , -.--- .-.. _---- •... _- .. _-_._--
TABLE 3. TRANSVERSE DISPLACEMENTS OF NORMALIZED ~lODES 1 cp = 18°, a/h = 81, v = 0.3 
° 
I 
'8 
100 W 
r 
n=O n=O n=O n==O n=l n=l n=l n=2 n=2 n=<3 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 31"d 1st 2nd 1st 
mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode 
~ .834 .953 1.146 1.539 .852 .q36 1.060 .q14 1.032 41951 de -.-.---~~-.. ------~~-------~~ 
0 -.532 .676 -.7R7 .777 0.000 0.000 Oe nOO OeOO O 0.000 o€lonn 
3 -.520 .617 -.665 .572 
-" 126 -.213 .332 -.028 -.051 -.003 
6 -.482 .456 -.350 .108 -.241 -.377 0535 -" 1 05 -.179 -.028 
q 
-.423 .233 ..... 012 -.285 -.3:16 -.458 .536 -.214 -.320 -e085 I \.0 
12 ..a. 347 .O()2 .22~ -.366 -.4 0 1 -.439 0348 -.327 -.402 -e 174 !--J I 
15 ..... 2CS7 -.183 .260 -.153 -.432 -.328 .061 -.410 -.373 -0~7q 
18 -.16~ ..... 286 • 1 1 q • 1 1 3 -.428 -.156 -.106 -0465 -",228 -(11374 
21 -.067 -.294 -",OG3 • 193 -e390 .033 -.320 -.453 -.010 -.433 
24 .018 -.220 -.248 ",038 -61324 • 198 -.272 ...... 386 .207 -.435 
27 .087 -.100 -.265 -.184 -!!l2'42 .303 -.091 -.278 .352 -.377 
30 " 132 .023 ..... 151) .,..269 - til 154 .331 • 125 -.154 .384 -0272 
33 & 147 .108 .015 -. 151 -.075 .287 .277 -.043 CI 31 1 -.150 
36 • 129 III 133 .. 1 .3 (') .045 -610017 .. 197 .301 .026 .181 .... 0046 
39 .084 .098 .135 • 141 0009 .096 .207 .045 .063 !!l010 
42 .02Q .036 .nC)' .077 G009 .021 .069 .022 .005 $1014 
45 o .. ono o.onn o.ono n.ono 000{)() Ooono n.noO n.()oo n.()()() o (!Jonli 
TABLE 4. TRANSVERSE DISPLlJCEMENTS OF NORMALIZED MODES, cp = 45°, a/h 141, v 0.3 
0 
100 W 
r 
------ -_. __ ._-----_.--._.- -----~.-.---.--
n=O n=O n=O n=O n=l n=l n=l n=2 n=2 n=3 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 1st 
mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode 
---------------------------.-~,---- --------.-.-------------.-----------.---------~-.--.----------------- - --_._----
"-(P"')p 1.009 1.835 2.690 5.465 ",919 1.5n2 30)366 1.11:)1 2. 197 1. L1 21 
(deg >,~_ 
• . ••. _. •• •.• _________ ._ •• ______ • __________ • _____________ • ____ •• _._. _____ ••.• ___ ,, ____ 0. 
n 
..... 615 .:irA .600 -.706 o..,onn Cloonn (\4)()OO r).(I()n n.nnn ne(lnfj 
3 -.CS97 .337 .5c)'S -.581 .. Oq r~ _ .... 207 G:l28 .01A -on41 .on? 
6 "'"".S4S .223 ,,410 -.270 1lI1R9 _. /II 373 0532 .061 ...... 1C)1 oOlc; 
a 
-.464 .,()63 .222 &073 .267 -.4A9 II c::; .J9 • l?A -.22· 7 4/) OL~q 
1 ? 
- cIl 362 -.1()4 .()47 -:>0' /II (._ .- 1 3326 -.476 .. 357 .206 -0398 e 1 (j 4 
15 -.~S(') -.244 -.061 .~(),? .363 _. e 3q8 '" 070 .?R.2 -.438 $ 1 76 
1 ~~ -.1:1Q -.327 -.np:;,) • 1 lLl e17 c) - ... ?~4 -;&.~OO .341 -.384 tiI?C)~ 
21 -.,(l4n -.341 -.()1q -.r)6-'.., • 36~~ -,,078 -.34 Q 1& 37,c3 -",241 .325 
?ll .O]G -.2G2 .ORR 
-. 193 .331 .002 -.32,s 0381 .... "'O£:)2 &371 
27 • () 91 -.2()1 " 19A - <II 167 .28;-! .222 -.167 035:-3 .. 135 .382 
.30 II) 1 1 5 -.099 .259 -.023 .221 .2·99 .047 &2q6 .27() 0353 
=~'.~ ell 1 -.014 .257 .139 61 157 110285 .215 .221 ",317 .287 
'~6 /11 0 RA .O3:? II 197 .219 .095 .222 .. 266 e 1 4() .272 ., 197 
"'10 • () 50 .('):i8 .1(,'7 .177 • n4:=-1 .127 6196 006R 4> 16A .10::3 
4:':"t 0) !l ! c::; .,r) 1 6 .01n .nA/:) 
• () 1 1 .0:-19 ,.070 e()lR ",nc::;? «I ();.::'q 
.~ C) n"nfj0 n$(lnn o.()n(l tJ.(l()O ().r)0 r ) n.onn n",nno (1~nnn ne llnn (i!!)()()n 
--P~~.--·-.----- , ___ . ___ . ____ . _. _____ . ___ . _______ _ 
... _--------._-_._-------------
TABLE 5. TRANSVERSE DISPIACENJ~TS OF NORMALIZED MODES, cp 
o 45°, a/h = 35, V = 0·3 
I 
\.0 
f\) 
I 
100 W 
r 
nrC n=O n=O n=O n=l n=l n=l n=2 n=2 n=3 
lst 2nd 3rd l~th 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 1st 
mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode mode 
~-- -----. 
. " p 
cP "-" 0 527 4)800 .880 .948 .293 .726 .848 .739 .849 ~817 
~)'. _ e __ ~ ___________ . __ . ________ . ______________ ._____ _ ___ . __ 
o -.272 0437 -e~~O .610 0.nn0 0.000 n.noo n.nnn n.nn0 o~onn 
5 -.260 .418 -.49~ .S07 .017 -.083 .183 -.007 -.023 -eOOI 
10 -.258 .361 -.347 .250 .035 -.161 .328 -.028 -.087 -~OOA 
15 -.242 .275 -.149 -.035 .052 -.225 .406 -.060 -.174 -eO?7 
20 ·.21G .170 .04] -.218 .n6R -.272 ~402 -.101 -.260 -0060 
I 
2~ -.lq? .061 .17R -.231 .083 -.2Q8 .321 -.14S -.3?0 -.IOA ~ 
I 
30 -.160 -.038 .22~ -.101 .006 -.302 .184 -.lR9 -.336 -.161 
35 -.125 -.118 .184 .072 .108 -.282 .023 -.227 -.297 -®217 
40 -.OSo -.168 .079 .180 .118 ~G242 -.123 -.256 -.209 -.266 
45 -.OSl -.185 -.044 .162 ~126 -.185 -.224 -.271 -.089 -~298 
50 -.015 -.167 -.l~O .041 .131 -.116 -.258 -.269 .039 -e307 
55 .019 -.121 -.176 -.101 .134 -.040 -.222 -.250 .148 -Q286 
60 .051 -.056 -.145 -.177 .135 .035 -.131 -.214 .215 -$236 
6S .nRn .015 -.n~4 -.144 ol~4 .106 -.013 -.162 .22R -.J62 
7n 0106 .076 .027 ~.n35 .132 .162 en92 -.Oqg .lR8 -.07A 
75 .122 .108 .OR7 .070 .127 .185 .148 -.037 .117 -.001 
AO .ll? .n96 .090 .102 .107 .156 .133 .006 .045 $038 
R5 .056 .043 .0dO .050 .053 .069 .057 .013 .004 0027 
90 o.non 0. 0 00 o.nnn n.ooo n.non G.nnn n.noO n.onn n.nnn oooon 
TABLE 6. TRANSVERSE DISPIAC:EMENTS OF NORMALIZED MODES; cp 900 , a/h 100, v 0.3 
o 
- .. -- ---_ .... ---... ~: .. ~-=.: .-.-:--=~~=~::':':'~':-::::."::":.=::--~::-:-=--:':-- -=:'-":'=~~--::---=-::-""'-=-:':::':'-=::--'::-=:.::--=-.-:-"::'=-=-=--==-::::--=---:":"::--~:':"-:"--==-.~.:::....-==:-:.=.::::..-=-=-.::.:===::::====:-: .. ==-
100 W 
r 
-----.-------.- .--.------~--- .... -.. -----.. --- --_.-. - -----_._ .. -~.- ---"'-"'-'-' - ... - ... - .. _ ....... __ ... _._- _ .. _-_._-_ ...... _----._---_ .... - .. _._--..... _._---_._-------------------------_._--
n=O 
1st 
mode 
n=O 
2nd 
mode 
n=O 
jrd 
mode 
n=O 
4th 
mode 
_._._-_._ ..... _--- ... - _ ... _-----_ ... ---
cp -'" p (~~g)'>~_____ .. 57:i .91 6 1.29,] 1. 0 70 
n 
'3 
1 n 
Ie::; 
?t) 
25 
-~n 
:V7:) 
"1 ('l 
L~ !:OJ 
C):t 
5S 
60 
6:--) 
ttl 
7S 
pn 
.os 
on 
.. -31 rJ 
" ]nc:; 
• .-;:>9::"1 
• .':'"7 ('i 
• ?4~ 
II ? r~r~) 
• 16F 
.. 1?? 
ill (J7 r:=:, 
.. n2Q 
-.rl1.~ 
-.053 
- e () 84 
.II 1 02 
10 1 r",Lj 
-.nRr:) 
e!:!leOS8 
-.0?n 
n",()f")n 
.. 47'S ~.r:::;"7 
.449 -.479 
.. 374 ..... ~?f, 
.26? -. i ,?C:; 
$l~~ .. ()c:;a 
.. ('\('1 J .. 1 7!J, 
., 1 n I~ 
- .. 17A 
-.20c) 
- .. 192 
-.1 ':13 
-.073 
-l!)n(ll 
.nS? 
anA'? 
.npq 
• f")6() 
cO?l 
O.0nr: 
41 to::; 
;) 1?? 
n.nnn 
-. 1 ?!') 
- II> 1 Ott 
-. 196 
- .. 132 
-",tY35 
.053 
... ('Ir)~) 
.n9? 
• () '-",? 
O .. f")r!(i 
./.)7] 
.384 
• 1 A.? 
-.()A4 
..... 24? 
_ ?c::c::; 
4& L.._ .j -
-.14.3 
.O(JC'::) 
.()G::; 
.076 
-.031 
-. i 56 
-.?20 
- • 186 
- iii f) g Lj. 
.GIG 
.OF.,l 
IiII)~lt-
I).onn 
-----___ • _________ • _______ • _____ . ______ --...l-. ____ ._ .• _ 
n=:l 
1st 
mode 
n=l 
2nd 
mode 
0312 .789 
n=l 
3rd 
mode 
1 e OS3 
-' __ .0 •• _ •.• ____ ~_ .• _ •••• ___ ._ ... _____ • ___ •• 
o.n00 
.. 019 
Oe0 0 0 
....... 10R 
ItIO~q -,,205 
.0!.=)P. -.2R3 
.07(, -.1:33 
,,""02 -$3£:)1 
.... 07 
.1?('I 
6 1 :1 1 
.. 14 n 
III 147 
• 1:=;1. 
" 1 S 1 
.. 145 
.. 129 
G 1 (j? 
.(lA""1 
GO?? 
G.lllltJ 
-.3'l7 
-.:::q2 
-.222 
- .. 137 
-.046 
.038 
.105 
.146 
o 154 
" 1 =-~O 
• () 81 
.0,?7 
n.o~n 
().f")(ln 
G 196 
• ~4/+ 
.4n a 
.~77 
6260 
\'b 1l 92 
-c}(jP,l 
-.216 
-.280 
-.263 
-.178 
-GO£:)6 
.060 
,,137 
., 152 
610 Q 
iii rl:]G 
n.non 
n=2 
1st 
mode 
411763 
n.on(! 
-.OOf, 
-GO?7 
-oOI::)R 
-.098 
o I ,~ 1 
-0184 
-.,??l 
- .. 24P 
-.262 
-.2Al 
-.243 
- .. 21 1 
-Ill 167 
- '" 11 A 
-.()71 
-,031 
-.007 
0..nnn 
TABLE 7. TRANSVERSE DISPLACEMENTS OF NORMALIZED MODES, cp :;:: 90°) a/h 
a 
n=2 
2nd 
mode 
.982 
li .. lifl(1 
-.02() 
-. ('1'76 
- .. 154 
-.235 
-.297 
- .. 32? 
-.3();? 
-.237 
-.137 
-",0.21 
.088 
.172 
.. 214 
.208 
e 162 
.. (1C)] 
.('128 
n .. ()r'n 
25, V 
n=3 
1st 
mode 
.R9n 
(I.linn 
Oe Oon 
-Goo 7 
-en?L~ 
-.O"'1J 
-.093 
-.14,? 
-. 1 Q? 
-.?:lR 
-.271 
-.286 
-~27R 
-.248 
-.200 
- e '1 L~2 
-.084 
-.()'If) 
-.OOR 
n.nnn 
0·3 
! 
\.0 
-t=" 
I 
-95-
cP 
(deg) 
(O:)r (a:)r f (Ocp)r (a~)r 
0 -14.5754 -14 .. 5754 -9,,4130 -9.4130 
2 -1369764 -12 0 7582 -R31441 -RehSf)8 
4 -12.2886 -7 111 8442 -qa8647 -6.A979 
6 .... 9.8196 -1$4889 -156938 -4.0821 
n=O P -r1l10559 4.2187 1.0367 -lo472G 
1st mode 1 0 .... 4.4822 7.5344 5. 1 631 .c)111 
12 -2.4728 r.67c)8 5e033() 194585 
14 -1.2085 5 0 1422 2.6486 1 a 2467 
16 -.6416 1 0 6598 -1.4596 .0129 
18 ..... e5075 - e 1548 -f)e6097 -1. q,g28 
() 
-1(").3823 -1 0 .1B23 -261113646 -26 $ 16L~ 6 
2 -8.7,255 -5.5099 -18.3142 -21.~:=;O5 
4 -4.:=:'711 5.4190 -.607r'i -lO.C:;Q74 
n::::Q 6 .3099 14.0878 13.8951 " 1427 
8 3.9584 14.2768 15.6149 503284 
2nd mode 10 5.3921 6.6734 r:;.3222 3.q867 
12 4.9148 .... 2 0 1672 .... 7.1137 -.4288 
14 3.6505 .... S.C)745 .... 10.9246 -3.10Q4 
16 2.676'4 -2.5397 .... 2.3813 -1.1721 
18 2.3095 .7088 14.627() 4.3857 
0 18.3144 18.3144 27.8423 27.8423 
2 16.6012 13,,3816 lC)e2919 20.3004 
L!. 12.7494 4 G 1 q2 1 -7.963(i 5. 28Q:=; 
n=O 6 9.1326 .8678 -17.6400 -4(18'397 
8 7.5945 6.1423 -6.2528 .... 4.3820 
3rd mode 10 8.0531 13.4254 <:11119966 1 III 5442 
12 QIl107r::1o 1.3.8760 11.8913 4.1Q10 
1 4 90 4 096 7 0 9432 ..... 2665 1.2001 
16 8.9262 2.8975 .... 8.4704 -2.()428 
18 81112349 2.4711 ?3323 .A996 
n 1().94~7 In.9437 60.80.33 6008033 
2 7.2721 .5987 2~tII4696 39.4596 
4 ..... e1520 -i5.2587 -29 ill 1578 2®3814 
n=O 6 .... 5.6260 """14.65.20 -~,l .6579 -12.,'3651 
8 6.lIo6.32(J5 -.7012 10.1932 -i .6993 
4th mode 10 .... 4.4610 4.8749 28.6930 9.0317 
1 2 -3.5269 -4.6540 .7492 ?960R 
1 4 .... 4.2920 -12.8650 -21.9787 -6 16 6904 
16 -5.1306 -7.85 l +5 -c=:;. 6787 -3.1686 
1 A -5.04QS -1 .6016 30.8334 0.2480 
TABLE 8. MODAL STRESSES in psi) CPo = 18
0 
J alh = 324. iJ = 0·3 
(Continued) 
1st mode 
n=l 
2nd mode 
n=1 
3rd mode 
11=2 
1st mode 
TABLE 8. 
cp 
(deg) 
o 
2 
4 
6 
9 
1 0 
1 2 
14 
16 
1 8 
o 
2 
4 
6 
8 
1 0 
1 2 
1 4 
16 
1 R 
o 
? 
4 
6 
P-
I n 
1 2 
1 4 
16 
1 p, 
n 
2 
I.J. 
6 
8 
1 () 
1 2 
1 4 
1 6 
1 p, 
()~OO()o 
2$9493 
592979 
6$6562 
6", 891 1 
6.1823 
4f;°4?6 
3E)6421 
2&64 t.J.9 
2.0577 
i).nooo 
-3 6 2851 
.... CS.12 q l 
.... 4.878.3 
-2",8239 
-.OJ54 
2.3218 
3.4A17 
3.4,"335 
2.872q 
Il.!inno 
6.:1,993 
8.(,,)qoO 
5.534(') 
1.2131 
.... l c 3CJ05 
-.9771 
e8:::86 
1.Q37(') 
1 III 8369 
12,,5156 
12 IJI:=:; 120 
12.3592 
11.9]4(} 
11 enJ47 
9.5q62 
7.7Ao4 
5.82q4 
4 @ 1 546 
?9670 
-96-
n.()I")Oo 
8 0 7760 
14.6816 
16,,0128 
12.9345 
783376 
1.Q6CSO 
-",9220 
-.7435 
06122 
(I.nnoo 
-9 0 1416 
..... 1 1 ",C)Q,S7 
.... 5.J()19 
5.8089 
14.747i 
16.~7qC) 
In.GRRC) 
3.7031 
101314 
(").()I")OO 
16f1l~?,05 
14 111 0770 
-1.::=)<,,")72 
.... 13.?839 
-7.1426 
8.3720 
14 e q736 
733957 
.5612 
.... 12.C)3CS6 
.... 9 .. C)672 
-3.6700 
3@3658 
8..11 O(')~j4 
8.SQ28 
5.7707 
2,0205 
Il>0828 
,,9215 
O@OO(1n 
5",6421 
91'111421 
9Q2342 
6e0876 
1 II 1884 
-3.2325 
"""1:).0303 
-2&7896 
4.0479 
OeOon n 
-1:1 41 6731 
-18.5697 
-11.9986 
1.0448 
11.5751 
1?8981 
1:).0245 
-c::;o 8255 
-1.2.1307 
O!lloonn 
3Q.9043 
36.6605 
-2.7001 
-,J2 e 1809 
-21.0713 
12.2944 
2SeS911 
2.8626 
-33.5980 
-5 oS 1333 
-3.1607 
1 .591 7 
6e494n 
8.851 1 
7e3120 
2.6429 
.... 2.551() 
-4,.9356 
"'1 0 6449 
o.on('lO 
3~24ql 
5415280 
601314 
51'1103Q7 
2.8383 
.4936 
-.q964 
- II) ,9866 
1.2143 
Oe('l()OO 
-7. 92r=.0 
-11.7602 
-9.7896 
-3.8697 
280827 
4.n954 
3.1618 
-.601 1 
-3.6346 
o.no('l() 
23t1ll:)110 
26.3664 
9.1994 
-8.3773 
-10.1203 
.6897 
8.07Jf3 
2.7604 
-10.0792 
5.1333 
t=;.6107 
6.9232 
Rcd)9S5 
8.1453 
606049 
3.8260 
.858 /+ 
-.0638 
-e4Ql t.J. 
---- ---,-----_._--
:MODAL STRESSES in ps i) cp 
o 
(Continued) 
-97-
(a:)r (cr~)r f f cp (Ocp)r (Oe)r 
.--~ 
0 -700143 7,,0143 11.2193 -11 a219] 
2 .... 6.°530 1 efl 0 24 ? 1.1 841 1 -1~e?O?2 
4 ...... 6.4.::;99 -8i)0790 -13 0 5484 -17 0 .'3643 
11=2 6 -5 0 0421 -13(1)(}708 -21 0 78(10 -17 111 R122 
8 -2.4574 -7 0 7107 -13.2677 -11.5277 
2nd mode 1 0 .7015 3.9878 5.2256 -1.1798 
12 3.3313 12.4464 17.6487 6.1489 
14 4 o l:=i168 11.,c)172 13.3703 6.C)O:==i8 
16 4 II 1931 4 llJ 338.' .... 3.7281 .72<14 
18 3 .. 1812 t0715 -20.4032 -6.1109 
0 o.nono n.onoo n.on(ln 0.0000 
2 4 iii 891 1 """'4.3407 -2.3908 3.4°86 
4 8.9152 -5.3835 -1.8179 6.C)043 
n=3 6 11.5417 ..... 2.4015 2.3024 9.4906 
1st mode 8 12.5603 2.6191 7.5451 1 1 .3732 
1 0 1 1 iii 9542 6.3438 10.2512 11.00Ro 
1 2 In.loS2 6e 4 706 R.O(ln6 Re~21C::; 
14 7.6412 3.5063 1.5196 3.8040 
16 5.2490 11/5057 -5.3899 -.3354 
1 R 3.4317 1.0179 .a7 0 7521 -?3258 
TABLE 8. MODA.L STRESSES in psi) CPo ::: 18° , a/h 324, V 0.:; 
(Concluded) 
TABLE 9. MODAL STRESSES in psi, ~ = ISo, alb = 81, v = 0.3 
o 
(Continued) 
cp (CY:)r (CY:)r 
(degl 
n==l 
1st mode 
n=l 
2nd mode 
n=l 
3rd mode 
n=2 
1st mode 
0 
? 
4 
n 
8 
10 
1 2 
14 
16 
1.0. 
() 
2 
4 
6 
.q 
1 0 
1 ? 
14 
16 
1 8 
o 
2 
4 
6 
10 
1 2 
1 4 
1A 
1 p. 
o 
2 
4 
6 
R 
1 () 
12 
14 
16 
18 
TABLE 9. 
n.nOO0 
1 e9046 
31.15689 
4.R080 
5.5015 
5.6267 
5.?589 
4.5547 
.l €I 72.17 
2. 0 940 
().,OOOO 
-3.6650 
.... 6.0766 
-6.5£329 
.... 5.25?1 
-2.8513 
...... 4367 
1 0 1463 
1 .6315 
1 .4251 
niinonn 
4.5°19 
5.9075 
3.3413 
- 1 0 1 742 
-4.6B64 
-505771 
-4.4G?1 
-3.2119 
-?~7474 
1 1 .7259 
11.6864 
11.5270 
11.1843 
10.5324 
Q04996 
8.1()74 
6.4908 
4.8817 
3.5656 
fJ.rl000 
5.06,9 0 
10.7268 
13 e :l5()2 
13.4534 
1 1.2808 
7.6°46 
3.8 Q 23 
1 .2.274 
.8°47 
OeOOOO 
-1 0 05,Sc)7 
.... 14.7597 
-1()eO,~99 
.646° 
10.8t~80 
1 4 198374 
1 1.22:=1.3 
3.9700 
04277 
o.oono 
15. 0 370 
14.31 0 0 
-2e?lL~f., 
-14.4?O~ 
-9. 194C) 
5.9370 
13.(,)1+94 
n.04E31 
-.9?/.t2 
.... 11.7259 
.... 9.7751 
-4.8104 
1.2q21 
6.J084 
8.1::)438 
7.,:=)451 
4.3537 
1 iii ~3 66 
1.0696 
MODAL STRESSES in psi) ~ 
a 
(Continued) 
f' (0~)r 
o.onn0 
9.,3506 
16 e 60Qn 
?n.053o 
lR e 0 2()S 
1:1.5286 
5 • 1352 
.... 4.4227 
.... 1:302536 
.... 10.9798 
r')o(J()n(i 
-C)?" 392:':, 
-7r::::::..039Q 
-56.25 n 8 
-9.2R5n 
3(:::, e 3597 
5~1 Ie .3266 
32.3385 
-14 0 5977 
-6(; G /.~ 105 
0.000n 
lC')7e Q 058 
147a9115 
-f).1666 
-126.C)323 
-R0.440S 
42.1767 
102.2352 
17.2396 
-137 41 3279 
-1C::;.1140 
\ -10.4914 
1" 2279 
lS.10c;n 
2C::;.3139 
?7.?509 
19.32RA 
3.4105 
-16.2648 
-35.4306 
f (CYe)r 
n.rinno 
51.13719 
q.8353 
1?G44 CJ R 
12.78.32 
iO.R927 
7 (,) 2E,C/:=; 
?416978 
-1.n585 
-C:;.0941 
n e rl0.()n 
-30 •. ]021 
-46. ,g250 
-42.c:;q4c) 
-?? lQ77 
1 • ,91 1 0 
16.4230 
15. 1969 
e :=;76P, 
-l Q 09231 
o.nnnn 
029 Q 613 
105.6363 
3R.90JO 
-31.0128 
-t:Jl.6781 
-.OO~7 
:3 1 • :l'tR3 
12./-!-69J 
-41.1983 
15f)1140 
16.2410 
19.C::;4()0 
?3.17?3 
24. q68 LL 
?J.29?5 
17.6652 
R.9373 
-1.1080 
-lO.A2°1 
-100-
cp 
(deg) 
(CJ~)r 
() 
? 
I~ 
n=2 6 q 
2nd mode 10 
1 2. 
1 4 
1 6 
1 R 
(l 
2. 
4 
n=3 6 
8 
1st mode 1 () 
1 2 
1 4 
i 6 
1 R 
TABLE 9. 
-R.:3057 
-Rg13 a tS 
-7.L~6R~1 
.... 6. 0 78:< 
-J.8173 
.... 1.()o55 
1.3905 
2. e 7966 
'?92~9 
2.J1S1 
o.rH)(lO 
4.5 4 80 
8.3370 
1().Q?61 
12,,()5~7 
11.7?OLf 
10.2023 
7.990C::; 
:::;.,6725 
3.7902 
R.~()57 
J e r; 75 {.j. 
-ll.'10Cl1 
-9,,?62.1 
1.8227 
10.q548 
11.?7R9 
L~. 5202 
.7(,)42 
n.nnOO 
-/.1 • 1 (iSS 
-;::;.4301 
"-"J.l'S1? 
1.4211 
5.S:l43 
64117'177 
4. Sa6'1 
1.1913 
1 • 1171 
45.0198 
1:-3e4247 
-4Cl e C)2:34 
-RC:: 0 p./-'tyO 
-5 0 .2859 
1 0 411 2 7c) 1 
65.2533 
5C.le18~5 
-6.3922 
.... °1.0.976 
0.nn(in 
-.0.,.0307 
-7.2974 
44118866 
??oR3R4 
]C::oq57~, 
J/.l .62 Q () 
lCj.6904 
-10.?376 
--5.].2589 
-4S.01Q8 
-C::;?@C::;11/+ 
-6R.77n 7 
-7??1?Q 
-c::n.~O:l7 
-II.q4?? 
20.?3.?2 
26.3826 
C).C::l~? 
-27" o26P. 
1 i 0 1306 
21.26R6 
31.3810 
:'.A.e.389 
1100 ~2 17 
~J.722f-, 
lC) • .s933 
1 • he~J 
-11::).0 7 7[=-, 
MOffiL STRESSES in psi" cp = lSo" a/h = 81, v = 0.3 
o 
(Concluded) 
cp 
(deg) 
0 
5 
1 0 
1 ::i 
n=O 20 
1st mode 25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
0 
5 
1 0 
15 
n::::O 20 
2nd mode ?5 
30 
35 
40 
45 
() 
5 
1 () 
15 
n=O 20 
25 
3rd mode 30 
35 
40 
45 
0 
5 
10 
15 
n=O 20 
4th mode 25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
TABLE 10. 
-101-
(am) . 
cp r (a:)r 
-23a()?54 -23.0254 
.... 22 6 3438 -2('1.7265 
-2().3419 -1 4 1!l253J 
-17,2792 -4.9732 
-13.5400 5.0 0 28 
-9.6052 13.4420 
-6.()185 17e:1700 
.... 3$3171 14.7523 
-1.8A?9 6. 19r::;q 
.... 1.4930 -G4477 
3161382 3161:182 
27.6133 20.,3748 
18.4507 .... 4.1567 
7.5971 .... 24.6302 
..... 900n -27.?687 
.... 4689°4 -12.4192 
.... 4.8607 6G4544 
..... 2.9784 14.3442 
-l e 4639 7.5527 
-1.0681 -G3?06 
-36.9865 -36.0865 
-29.6853 -15.47:10 
-13.5053 2().4823 
-.6609 24.0S14 
2.2419 -5.3675 
.... 1 19 45Gn -2:-3 II OP,69 
..... 4.5889 -10.9317 
.... 4.1396 1 1 e 9558 
-2.3674 11.0C::;78 
-1.7423 -05216 
3486164 34.6164 
22.4670 .0716 
.36?0 .... 30.4965 
-8.8605 -R.F3q49 
-4.8071 19,.5783 
-1 e 8786 -5.5458 
-4.4721 -24.7475 
-6.()858 .2194 
-4.6665 12.5572 
-3 .. 7542 -1.1262 
MOD\L STRESSES in psi, cp o 
(Continued) 
---.----.-~-.. -
----~----~--.-----
f (Ocp)r f (<1e)r 
----_._------
-4 Q 3148 -4 !II .3 1 Lt R 
-3.9467 -4 e o021 
-?e9720 -3 6 C::;O().] 
-1 .5252 -2.M164 
.2654 
-1 .5163 
?2253 -.2944 
:3. 0 266 .Rono 
{-J. It 1912 1.4787 
.4565 filI::)730 
-11.0269 -3.J080 
20.8975 20 ill .o,Q75 
14.8525 178.314:=1 
1 .3358 8.9275 
-10.1789 .C::;OO5 
-12.2899 -3 • .0,250 
-a.934() -~.OAq5 
4.9268 .?609 
8.7145 ?C::;016 
201374 leL310 
-13.4688 -4· Ii! () 406 
-44.5476 -44.C::;476 
-21.1933 -.10 .. 6."328 
18 •. 3296 -4.2175 
21:').7268 0.2586 
-1.,3094 3.4540 
-20.79q2 -5. 6t~86 
-7.6720 -4.0554 
13.9218 3 It 2:=;95 
.0,.8166 3.?1Q3 
-2.l.34()8 -7,,0022 
77e5121 77$~1?1 
17.9466 41.6089 
-48.18 0 9 -0.1169 
-9.6061 -0.81:)07 
36.4692 10.2905 
-e1726 3e2589 
-30.3209 -9.3587 
6.8896 .2338 
20.7178 6.5842 
.... 3c:=;.8613 -10. 7 583 
n=l 
1st mode 
n=l 
2nd mode 
cp 
(deg) 
10 
3~ 
4() 
45 
n 
C) 
Hi 
15 
2n 
30 
35 
4(') 
4:=:i 
o 
10 
25 
3r d mode JO 
35 
40 
4'5 
n~2 
1st mode 
10 
30 
35 
40 
4C::; 
TABLE 10. 
o.nnnn 
-411)(\]38 
-7&_1766 
-gIll4C?f·P 
..... l()e lC!21 
-Q.?S44 
<!!'!o~3G(\76?' 
-11i18L~Rq 
I). nCl(ln 
"-"7111 Q 800 
-1?~8R6~, 
-1.3.1520 
-9.4:178 
.... 4.r'l501 
.4331 
2.5801 
2.5441 
le6()22 
Olllilnoo 
11 .. 7426 
lC:;$L~qR7 
Q.oR72 
11\l0?41 
-4.36(}2 
-3.0(')49 
-til 670q 
1.2CS23 
ll1J f1 (i04 
-?7.C:;"17"'3 
-27 & 4 4? '.j. 
-26.9506 
-('C).lIn7] 
-226126(1:) 
-178~,A:'?·4 
-i2.?()6R 
-7.:1978 
-4 iii 1 876 
-,? • 6l~]() 
-102-
fJennno 
-t4",r1r:;03 
.... 24 e {474:j 
-28ef)n?L1 
-17. r1 !,,)?'3 
-6e:?FlRl 
1.f.J)90 
? <I Pll()O 
-o4!.).Q0 
n.()nnn 
-?2 41 50()q 
-?Q. p,? '2'+ 
-17.164q 
6.8233 
?f-,.4Q6F3 
3n.4355 
19.3260 
4.ilf)4? 
-.(1127 
nenOOo 
3:3.7864 
:lne!J.14.? 
-4.r1R?? 
"'28. f,lf+ 1 
-16,,>H'L39 
15 s Q]07 
29 11l eCS87 
1 4 e 4.C)33 
27er:;~7~, 
2n.C::-:;?06 
J c 7.1C-ji 
-1"3.(\645 
-?0.4:?6 CJ 
-1C)o1640 
-2. St=;,90 
6<11C)f;5~ 
-9 7 998 
-~o6236 
-4<115727 
-{f <II 5 Lj,58 
-?3248 
.8692 
:-3.7140 
~. L\.29::; 
-q II 6.:36,S 
Il.()n("l(, 
-11.2249 
-1C::;.3396 
-10.0978 
04733 
P o 0817 
9,,9323 
.1.44(,)3 
.... 4 .. 78r:::,5 
-6.8532 
o"oonn 
2Q.0615 
,?f, III 9937 
-1<117214 
-2l.4718 
-1C).5412 
8.80(,18 
1R",4513 
i.7311 
.... 2l.85(')2 
C:;.34n.4 
2.8979 
-?8834 
-Q.3239 
-0.7660 
_r:;. 9017 
1.2115 
08 7834 
4.. f~56E: 
-In.SR1? 
oll/nono 
-1&S560 
-? 4) 7,'4.:14 
-3. "':l,02C:; 
-3.2420 
-? 'l:~n S 
-.8663 
(,) (.., 148 
l e 026q 
-1.40c:;? 
0.0000 
-6 .. 6293 
-Q.q()o2 
-8.1653 
-3.?R2c) 
1 ell C::;4 0 1 
.Je~422 
2.1428 
-o':=lJ6 
-2.0504 
o.nnno 
17.4040 
19.~569 
6.Rlrs9 
-6. 179,1 
-7.'1912 
.50 68 
5. Rt.j.Ro 
1 iii 7404 
-7.1~50 
-~" --\4(,}4 
-6 II n74l~ 
-7,,071 
-0.0737 
-Fi a c)4()] 
-~e/01J 
-1 e 77~3 
1 " C::;2 04 
1 q; 7t:)t+~ 
-3.1744 
t.'ICmL STHESSES in psi, CPa. = 45° J a/h = 141, \) = 0·3 
(continued) 
-103-
m (0':) r f f cp (CTcp) r (Ocp)r (ue)r 
(deg) 
0 -12*7613 12 0 7613 10@ 1146 -10~1146 
5 -12$5709 /1>3327 1 iii 0577 -1206991 
10 .... 11 0 2095 -22.0319 -15@3080 -16t>Q062 
15 -7.0664 -27.4380 -lq.4217 -15.4773 
n=2 20 -.2719 ..... 7.2146 -:=;.2455 -6.t:j9S2 
2nd mode 25 6.6084 19.3914 12.6505 3.5171 
30 10.4461 27.3245 11::).5460 6.°878 
35 101112050 13.q815 1 .9799 2.7313 
40 7416071 .4656 ..... 9/.l14335 -201928 
45 5.1225 1 .5247 3.5176 1.0550 
0 (Jeonno O/JI()OOO (JII.lOO(,)(,) (1.0000 
5 .... 11.9676 10.3054 ?6961 -30 7 369 
1 0 """'21.6401 11.2178 1.2210 -7@7204 
15 .... 27.2650 1 iii 3431 .... 4.5675 -1 1 .3643 
n=3 20 -27.9625 -10w Q 956 .... 10*2693 -12.906Q 
1st mode 25 ..... 24.1A~2 .... 15.2q96 -10.5153 -1().R024 
3() ..... 17.7411 ""(".13.3222 -3.8878 -5.7182 
35 -11.1431 2.3136 4.9827 -.0771 
40 "'6$3841 Lt.8621 h.88R5 2.1?'~62 
45 ..... 3.8146 -1.lLf·91 -R<!l8438 -206:=:34 
TABLE 10. MOn4L STRESSES in psi" CPo 45°" a/h 141" V 0·3 
(Concluded) 
cp 
(deg) 
-104-
--------------_._-_._---_._--------_ ..• ---
n=O 
1st mode 
n=O 
2nd mode 
n=O 
3rd mode 
n=O 
4th mode 
~ 
1 () 
is 
20 
?'l 
30 
3'::; 
4() 
45 
o 
1 0 
1 r.::; 
20 
?CS 
]0 
40 
4~ 
() 
:=; 
10 
lt::j 
20 
25 
.3(i 
35 
4·0 
4C:; 
o 
5 
1 0 
15 
?() 
25 
30 
35 
40 
4c) 
-:~7e68?0 
-26@71C"-,? 
-23$9314 
-lG.B632 
-15.2473 
-ln o 8524 
-7.3035 
-4.Q401 
-]@7352 
-.3.2817 
1()",]042 
7f/J°tS7B 
1076gB 
..... l:')oA678 
-1?o~011 
.... 15.8F\()7 
-16.5125 
-13.7834 
-1?06.231 
38.2376 
.35.?702 
27.8062 
10.6871 
14.43q7 
13.257(j 
14.7996 
16.6789 
17,,2849 
16.6i46 
-?4.3753 
.... i7.9966 
-3.5866 
8.2369 
11.ICS70 
7.5096 
3.8259 
3.6186 
5.2594 
60i ("1190 
-27.6829 
-?4$40G7 
.... i5$~~.g7 
-.1 e ,94c)6 
beqR96 
1].7084 
lL~.C::;235 
9.030B 
2 e QA70 
-.C)848 
1.0 G 3042 
2 $ 7R 76 
.... 14.fl568 
-,?G.P,Q,?4 
-1f?8626 
-22.(;569 
-7.f,?6n 
8L~192 
-3 0 7850 
38 111 2376 
28.C::;700 
8 e 'l215 
... 3 411 ?6GQ 
3.1:=;43 
19.oP20 
3("'102446 
24.9439 
1103740 
-24~175J 
-1.(/.110 
31.0.337 
30.7798 
.4AOO 
-14.4052 
4.n6A3 
23.4CS93 
15.3.312 
1.R(,)41 
-,?409860 
-21. 0 488 
-1J e 7815 
-2@0236 
7.3711 
1_3.9607 
14.6449 
8 0 6223 
-1 .. 6003 
-20.8740 
~961641 
4.l®10C:;7 
13.<;1196 
-?7.6954 
-~n.R823 
-19.1604 
n e 6620 
2:l .. ]O~4 
10~7956 
-27.7326 
7F3 .. 3458 
4ge793n 
-0.851 1 
-48 <II 1 121 
.... 3~.651n 
7 e ,S8sn 
3,c,.3753 
.'2.'3.6665 
-11.1632 
"""']Sa71 07 
-18408733 
-81.3339 
83.1642 
100.8122 
-21.408,2 
-A7.3729 
.... 12.4709 
68.5505 
23ei917 
-96e 5·311 
-?4.0RA0 
-?le17PO 
-lR.?6C::;C::; 
-11.4649 
-LL.4:52.S 
1 • t c::; 1 c::; 
4.0529 
3.6679 
e06 /-45 
-fl.262? 
59.1641 
49. A6f~O 
26.7578 
.'2. "7~R6 
-1 () 411 .Q5 7 Cj 
-10.4 Q fd 
-1.714A 
3.88q1 
-A e l107 
7R • .34C::;R 
61.4384 
?J e "784P. 
-A.aSAP, 
-15.0R02 
-3.8765 
q.LL8R7 
9.0643 
-1.1657 
-10.7132 
-1~4.P7.'11 
-124.:3'17 
-11. 0 5 t .!.1 
39.03()7 
R.C:;280 
-?A.2106 
-11.49.38 
18.1644 
10.4118 
- .? A ., 07 l+ 3 
-----_._---------_.-.---------._-----------_._----------_.----.-._.----
TABLE 11. MOffiL STEESSES in psi" CPo = 45°, a/h = 35, V = 0.3 
(Continued) 
-105-
(cr:)r (cr:)r f f cp (acp)r (ae)r 
(deg) 
0 O~O()()O n.onan ()",oonn (') ~ n (Hi () 
5 21il8498 1100231 6e6705 3@0801 
10 562917 1911)7605 11e847() 702306 
n=l 15 611>9924 24.,4745 1462908 91110836 
.20 7.7CSQ6 24.4"342 1J",4326 q.2253 
1st mode 25 7.5774 201111180 9.4464 7.6983 
30 6;')6040 13.1364 3.2237 4.8938 
35 5.1360 5.8847 .... .3.7975 1.4719 
40 31)5453 419008 -9.8905 - 1 Oil 761 9 
45 2.2007 .6492 .... i3.3024 -3.9910 
0 o®(')non o.()noo n@0(1('\() nta('1o(!o 
5 -7a512() =-21.8540 -37",8799 -22. 337t::; 
1 0 .... 12e6606 .... ,30.qQ15 -5/+.8518 -34.5533 
n=l 15 -14 f1 0774 .... 22.2837 -4201158 -31.6057 20 -11.0278 -1.2485 -8.5653 -16.,,7617 
2nd mode 25 -796999 19 111 5580 25.1005 .0157 
30 .... 304001 28.4421 38.8325 1 1 G 8458 
35 -.5926 21.9552 2/+ (I 6763 11.0763 
40 ,,2566 7.4641 ""'10el076 II> 1 8Q2 
4C) -el097 -fjn]C)3 -50.6924 -15®?077 
0 n@(ioon n.()()()o Oen()n(") O.()()(")O 
5 904222 32.6164 113.1964 67.6784 
1 0 12.3592 29.6 0 14 lOg e 4255 78,,1'500 
n=l 15 7.2277 -4.4005 .3880 30 0 44(')3 20 -1.8604 -31.1470 -90.()626 -21.9084 
3rd mode 25 -R.9359 -22.5139 -69&0552 -30.9493 
30 ..... 1(").9027 8&2890 24.5615 -1.6148 
35 -9.1057 24.8848 73.0411 2 1 .0759 
II t'\ 
-60;9427 1 ? _ /II"'I.QO 1~,;pt!/~81 Q.14CS2 
-r U J. L- liP -r V \"J ." 
45 ""t'6 III 1 467 -1 0 8510 -101.8123 -30.5438 
0 24 41 9993 .... 24.9993 -12$0746 12 111 0746 
5 24@8946 --20.8996 -8.1262 13.300CJ 
1 n 24.5251 -10.4029 1 .883(') 16.4395 
15 23.6339 2.2818 13.422(') 19.A6c)2 
n=2 20 21.9533 12 111 2387 21.1309 20.8958 
1st mode 25 19.3707 16.0080 21.1842 18.7227 
30 16.0353 13.1469 13.0142 13.1006 
35 12.3563 6.5017 -.3463 5.4650 
40 8.8789 1.0484 -1:1.4230 -1.7718 
4C:; 6.0578 1 it 81 68 -20.3935 -6.11R1 
TABLE 11. MODA.L STRESSES in psi, CPo == 45°, a/h == 35, v == 0·3 
(Continued) 
n=2 
2nd mode 
11=3 
1st mode 
cp 
(deg) 
1 (J 
1 1:::) 
2\) 
1() 
35 
4!l 
45 
o 
c:::; 
l() 
1t:; 
?n 
.25 
10 
1C:::; 
40 
4~ 
-106-
.- -'_' __ ·. __ .-0_'- .. _ .. ______ . ____ . __ ... ____ .. ____ . _______ ._. _______ 0 __ • __ • ________________ _ 
-16~(l337 
.... 14.8115 
-11o,SR63 
--7,.f'J508 
-l.2Q14 
3.5822 
619044r) 
5 1il 8637 
Li.?O:l8 
n.00nn 
Qt>](")05 
17.296R 
.2,? ROc:::, 1 
2::1.Ltn6n 
.24617051 
21.3437 
11.3902 
7f!!cR O l 
1(;.3514 
6en?n7 
-15.r"l777 
-?7$~A62 
-19.,1020 
J.46P,3 
22.4113 
23.n673 
8...,0775 
i.?601 
n.n0nn 
..... ,Q.4c::6~ 
.... ll.·lC)q.J 
QIJIhe76.J4 
?C)(i7Q 
10 9 6:380 
12.6Jl{~ 
7.P.Qp,q 
1 • if? 9 9 
?\!.j.?5 
32.7731 
0.9746 
-36.9159 
-640 0 995 
-44.3354 
.9.1434 
,4Q.5409 
44.2692 
-61110196 
=70 e 199.3 
n.nonn 
-f-,@3516 
-~.5386 
4 9 5121 
t8.9839 
~~A. 8623 
26.4283 
10i1?OP7 
~lJ.R424 
"-<36.07(':6 
-3.2. 7 731 
-3Q@3920 
-'12.1162 
-1:)511)0150 
-37.9603 
-i.0031 
16.44,30 
,20 e 2075 
3e/fAgl 
-21.0599 
n.n(l(")(,) 
P e l()f:] 
16,,7589 
2:=1.:::;7:10 
32.()7Iil 
33.1.322 
26 0 Q 7 83 
14 .. 7 ?P,Q 
,,4162 
-lOIllR.l2 c;:; 
TABLE 11. MODA..L STRESSES in psi} cp = 45° J a/h = 35} V = 0.3 
o 
( Conel uded) 
-107-
(cr:)r (cr:)r f f cp (crcp)r (a - ) t1 r 
(deg) 
0 -10.,59Q1 -1 (jet::)991 -.6669 -.6669 
1 ('j -lflo4634 .... 9 0 6762 -.,621n -$6353 
20 =1060643 -7 0 0306 -.,5080 -@c)568 
JO .... 94)4538 -3@0304 -03381 -04401 
n=O 40 .... 8.7038 1 .7754 -.1286 -.297'5 
1st mode 50 e,7 a 9020 6 e 7032 .0829 -411504 60 -7~136c) 1 1 &I 1476 .1271 -.0667 
70 -6.4571 15.0563 .6805 • 1534 
AO -5.9463 13 6 7437 4.6828 1.4C)05 
qO .... 5.7787 -1 III 7,:::'Q4 -21.0185 -6.30C)S 
0 25~7123 25$7123 4.7791 40 7 791 
10 23 e 7127 18 e 7446 31'16998 461176 
20 18.3631 1 .709 t f, 1.1580 2.CS192 
30 11.4352 -15.0012 -1.5330 .6935 
n=O 40 4.9396 -24.7805 -'1.0434 -.1'S2?? 
2nd mode 
c:;o .3327 -;:?(I.0458 -(~.7229 -1 .01 73 
60 -1.9401 -4&6192 -e6975 -.es072 
70 -2.4122 11.4593 2.6943 .6775 
All -2411942 12.6475 t+ '" 3552 1 'iii lc)72 
90 -2~O973 - & 6,293 -1:l.9375 -4.1812 
0 -34.7917 -34.7q17 -1:1 0 8761 -L1.8761 
10 ..... 28 .. 5442 -15.4505 -7.3924 .... 9.°747 
20 -14.2442 19.6885 4.4114 -2.2040 
30 -1.3946 29.9856 8.680.1 2.S964 
n::::;O 40 3.8751 6.1891 2. 1 571 1 .74 1 0 
3rd mode 5(') 2.6144 .... 20.3472 -5.7241 -1.2772 
6() 
-.2285 .... 18.1334 -4 0 8895 -1. 7 31'3 
70 -1 0 4465 4.7258 3.0211 .6816 
80 ..... 1.3957 1 1 It 9574 5.3946 1 .. 6587 
90 ~le30q4 -.393q -12.7492 -3.R2 a 7 
0 39.4327 3g e 4327 26~8219 26.8219 
10 27.5536 468889 6 0 9684 14.8174 
20 5.6085 -33 41 9537 -16.4285 -2.8061 
10 -4.6676 -8.C:;382 -S.0725 -3.7884 
n=O 40 -i.6503 25.0272 12.6132 3.3460 
4th mode 50 
1 .8808 3.4133 2.4082 1.6717 
60 .5q47 .... 2].6839 -10.9170 -3 41 1770 
70 -1,,2395 -3.8152 .2365 -.2654 
80 -1.4257 13.6078 8.8063 2.6647 
90 -1.3263 -.4002 -16.3450 -4.9035 
TABLE 12. MOffiL STRESSES in psi" CPo = 90°, a/h = 100, \i == 0·3 
(Continued) 
n=l 
1st mode 
n=l 
2nd mode 
n=l 
3rd mode 
11=2 
1st mode 
cp 
(deg) 
n 
?O 
30 
40 
5(') 
60 
70 
1 F3 0 
00 
() 
In 
20 
]() 
4() 
50 
50 
70 
flO 
90 
o 
1 0 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
C10 
90 
o 
1 (') 
20 
30 
l~ () 
C:;O 
6() 
70 
80 
90 
.... a7Cl70 
""'1.1114 
-1.5833 
-2.1504 
""'2. 85n4 
-3.7?47 
.... 4<;10026 
-6.3R9() 
nerJO()() 
-J.7?42 
..... 6.71?3 
.... ,S04440 
-8 .. 7729 
.... 7.9419 
-6 8 468() 
-4$9738 
-4@lCS35 
-4®2291 
(l.nooo 
q.77]9 
14.4368 
12.3434 
6.0~79 
4b n l13 
-268667 
-2.8238 
-2.1150 
"'2.0339 
"""22.7~81 
-22197205 
.... 22.5051 
-21.8074 
-.2(j" ?7()7 
-17.6810 
-14.n876 
-9.9367 
-6.0986 
-3.1743 
-108-
( (J~)r 
n.()\lOO 
1 $ 8736 
3 0 6782 
51!J3106 
A.7170 
7.8::143 
8.7035 
Q.682.8 
8;&0215 
-1.9376 
'1e nn oo 
-ll.C::;()76 
-.;"120 4 754 
-?J.R7Q8 
.... 17,,?np6 
-/..J.e5S44 
1I'J e 'lQ()7 
22(}5~~Ol 
19&4272 
-le269 0 
tl.I')0.no 
.10.8173 
]C).1.]2f) 
1(j.4533 
.... 21.?R20 
.... :31.0:19 4 
-13.3148 
14.1279 
1761Q,?7 
-liIAI i8 
? 2. 7:-:i8 1 
19.6621 
11.4892 
1&1566 
-7.6]88 
-11.6070 
-r:lo?lR? 
-.7.';)26 
6.,?1l57 
- (} 0.994 
Oe()O(,)0 
90335 
.0714 
00962 
• 1 1 75 
II 1 38Ci 
.0753 
.0787 
J.5421 
-20.82tJ9 
()$oonll 
-1.2430 
-?0838 
-';)1/12647 
-1.7456 
-.7815 
1113678 
2.8597 
6110018 
-2]03065 
0"oonn 
7.1531 
8.41(,)8 
3.0316 
-4.1042 
-6.8059 
-2.7275 
L} 07485 
6.2713 
-17i188~8 
418712 
e 61 1 5 
-.0918 
-.9577 
-1.6588 
-1.9716 
-1.7.351 
-.lifl2 
3.7020 
-7.477n 
0.nnno 
@0294 
"OC) o 9 
$()842 
.1033 
.1184 
• 10?? 
.0 9 65 
1 • 1 633 
-6.?463 
OOlnnoo 
-.7762 
-1.3278 
-1 • C)044 
-1.2792 
-.7746 
-.1540 
.8730 
1 .oR9c) 
-6@q919 
o.nonn 
4.3438 
5.A621 
3.3840 
-.2839 
-2.3337 
-1.4017 
1 .2640 
?/ll()llC)O 
-"1,,3657 
-.,0.712 
-.9821 
-1.2738 
-1. AO 1 q 
-1.7970 
-1.7419 
- 1 ,,~6R0 
-.4400 
1 fII 1273 
-? ,?43,9 
TABLE 12. NOliiL STHESSES in ps i J cP == 900 J a/h :.= 100 J V = 6.3 
o 
(Continued) 
-109-
(a~)r (cr:)r -p f' cp (cr~)r (Oe)r 
(deg) 
0 -19.5026 19.5026 3. 1 541 -3.1541 
1 0 -lq~3334 8.5.305 e86q2 -31119272 
20 -1861(}056 -14<21?A7 -~eR177 -Sllllf:dC::; 
3(J =14.3041 -?7.2R12 -6.3086 -5.S4(}4 
n=2 40 ..... 7.7368 -18.2446 -3.8829 -3.4583 
2nd mode 50 ..... 3581 5.2391 1\)6740 -. 1 146 60 4.8135 21.8183 5.4483 2. 1 847 
70 6.0528 17.2595 3.3222 1 .. 6895 
80 404048 1 0 8? 4 '5 ..... 3.1670 -.7608 
90 2.1761 .6287 1 \)85 1 1 .5548 
0 0$0000 o.nooo o.on(1(l n@on()o 
1 0 .... Q1Il5743 8e5279 .7020 -11)0216 
20 -17.9759 10.6984 .501 1 -2.0229 
3Q .... 23.0459 a.6221 -.8347 -3.2255 
n=3 40 -26.2943 -5.6166 -?6342 -4.1008 
50 -(?4.4060 ..... 12.3785 -.1\)7.338 -4.130 7 
1st mode 60 .... 18.8576 -Q.368R -2.9784 -2.9405 
70 -11.7685 2.6220 .6753 -.4770 
80 .... 6.21?3 9.7498 5.29()8 1.8371 
90 -3.3238 -1.0496 -11.4871 -3. 44SC::; 
TABLE 12. MOrAL STRESSES in psi, CPo = 90°, a/h = 100, V = 0·3 
(Concluded) 
-110-
(Ci:)r I ill) 
..c> 
J f) ( 1. \ cp l.,Cie r O'cp}r tOe r 
(deg) 
0 12.9952 12$9952 ],,5705 3.5705 
10 12@7R66 11&7408 ]®3434 3 IlJ Lq 60 
20 1 2 Ib 1681 8.1390 2 0 7186 2.0884 
n=O ]0 1162064 2,,6990 1 e 7795 20.J474 
40 9.9977 ,s,3 e 8018 .5097 10:=i240 1st mode 50 8.6730 -lC").2187 -1.3560 .4616 
60 7.4104 ..... 14.6470 -4· ell 26 -.8989 
70 604773 -14.(')986 -6.5852 -?QaCS? 
80 6e 00 18 -he2920 -21155(')1 -.Q724 
90 5.7747 1 G 731 9 2201205 606361 
0 28.3490 2803490 2508094 25.8094 
1 () 25.6C:;26 iq~:d,)182 18.9470 ?1.hr:::::..7? 
2() 18.r:::::..86:l ef.!&2.7J04 2.9399 11.60Q4 
n=O 30 q.88R5 ..... 22.?823 -1 1 • 79 1 :=; 1elCSRl 
40 2.44:18 -2.7.()627 -16.0620 -4.c)601 
2nd mode 50 -?()875 -LS.:l.?:=iO -8,,1394 -J.Q524 
60 -3.7801 2.70':=18 5.0797 .3886 
70 ..... 3.8720 12.5022 12.3999 31115756 
80 .... 3.6113 7.1285 I.~ II 5509 1.5737 
gO ..... 3.4016 -1.r)?cJ5 -22 0 7117 -6.RIJC:; 
0 -3.1$6658 -.13 e 66c:;8 -1::)8.2216 -C=:;R.??16 
1 () -27.5401 -13.8()77 -28.7379 -1+0.1::)381 
20 -1307?6.3 20.0532 23.0i86 -6.00lLO 
n=O 30 -1/;19209 24!l!6538 35.4248 12.2178 
40 2.0122 -3.5821 1.1633 5.0646 
3rd mode c:=;n 
-.3287 -26.126,2 -27.8904 -7.:la09 
60 -3 41 8321 -15.0136 -1.1.6984 -5.nO O Q 
70 -5 0 5046 7 III 55 1 1 17.8659 4.61P3 
AO .... 5.6631 9 it 7642 lLl.7663 4.A4C:;1 
9() -5.3381 -1.5970 -.36.7069 -1 1.0120 
0 25e1005 25.1005 92414174 92.4174 
1 () 15.7924 -4 41 1686 2Ll.3388 ::1 1 iii 3303 
20 ..... 2 e 1606 -37.()R90 -56.7279 -9.,c,017 
n=O 30 -1109471 -15.4545 -1 7 lit 1 1 72 -12.8772 
4th mode 40 -10.7174 12.3232 44.0477 I 1 .8586 50 -7.8491 -7.5134 706418 C:;.66So 
60 .... 9.1599 -31.1nOl -3Q.02C'l6 - 1 1 " 40 1 9 
70 -121)2343 -12.9762 -.55n4 -1.4229 
80 -13.7619 4.7510 29 9 4311 8e9230 
90 -13.5455 -4.0632 -45.977 t+ -13.7 0 l? 
TABLE 13- MODAL STRESSES in psi, CPo = 90°, a/h = 25, v = 0·3 
(Continued) 
-111-
(cr:)r (cr:)r f f cp (Ocp)r (cre)r 
(deg) 
0 o.nn 00 fJ.Oc)OO () 4) ·0·(\ C) () OIllO()()O 
10 .... 03317 2.1384 III 1 722 I) 1441 
,20 -06859 401702 03244 .2782 
n=l 30 -1.0852 6.0134 .3900 .3652 
1st mode 40 -1.5466 7.6706 .3954 .4096 
50 -2.()Q02 9.1684 .6697 .5317 
60 -2.7726 10.lIS0 1 .9778 .9998 
70 ~3.7213 8.8392 4.2322 1 e 75i8 
SO -5.n29S 2.0586 1 .50n7 III 774R 
90 --6.4424 -1.9333 -2:1. ,9309 -7.1492 
() OeOOna n.oooo o.oonf) o.n0nn 
1 0 &.P5i()578 -17.7620 -,0,.05'78 -4.Q701 
2(') 
-R.RQ10 .... 2R.(')887 -1?9158 -8.2()49 
n=l 30 .... 10.7053 -26.6494 -12.5725 -R.Cj84A 
2nd mode 40 -1().4200 -14.1800 -7.0491 -6.()93R 
50 -a.6A90 3.CS283 1 e 6033 -1.8022 
60 -6.5222 17.6446 0.7246 2.4221 
70 .... 4.Q966 20.0676 12.2963 {+o269Q 
80 -4.4964 94;1406 2 41 4924 1 • 2657 
90 -4 0 5150 -1$3551 -2R e 560n -Ao~680 
0 0.0000 O.O()OO ().oo(')n () <!I () (H') 0 
10 9.9047 32 • .3313 35.7848 21.7401 
20 13.8172 32.3618 37.5384 26.1230 
n=l 30 1().2480 e7847 5.5538 11.°190 
3rd mode 40 2.a019 ..... 30.0136 -.26.5174 -5.6033 eso -3.4060 -3().1797 -27.0698 -10.A272 
60 -5 lit ,SQ40 -3.?~17 1 ,,0473 -,~"O162 
70 -5.7474 18.oC:;88 24.0700 7.1542 
80 -5.1908 13.1223 11.0414 3.0629 
C)() .... 4.9126 -1.4896 -4?0292 -12.AOGO 
0 ..... 23e1064 23.1064 ~.3655 -3 • .:1655 
1 (j -23.0C:;24 20 0 0826 2 e 3468 -3e 7 q75 
20 -22.8003 12.1.254 -.3565 -4.'-1180 
n=2 .30 -22.067Q 2.0741 -3.7554 -fa 2040 
1st mode 40 .... 20.5438 -6.4()28 -A.5326 -6.'-1847 50 -18 e 0738 -!0~d}489 -7 .. 3474 -6.6271 
60 -14.5995 -8. 1 152 -5.0730 -4617419 
70 -1(').6780 -2.4309 .0665 - 1.6464 
80 -6.9498 1 III 8348 C:;.6391 1 .3256 
90 -·3 III 6789 -1.1041 4.7270 1.4180 
TABLE 13· MOML STRESSES in psi, CPo 90°, a/h = 25 J v == 0.;; 
(Continued) 
n=2 
2nd mode 
n=3 
1st mode 
cp 
(dCH'l" ~ \ '-61 
o 
1 0 
?(J 
~o 
40 
:=;0 
60 
80 
00 
o 
1 0 
2() 
.30 
40 
50 
f,() 
70 
80 
00 
-18.3154 
-18.0P&::)7 
.... 16e8 0 08 
.... 13.6997 
..... 8.2679 
-1.9999 
2.9971 
/.! .. ,9939 
3$8951 
1" 7CJ07 
(l,nf')(\n 
.... OeOR1? 
...... 17.1350 
..... 2J.()9S4 
.... 25.°870 
-25.3195 
-21051.l0 
-15.0887 
-1().5701 
=6e()535 
-112-
18.:"3154 
R&f)6:=37 
-11.Roc::;S 
-2.5 e .9238 
-?i.n?36 
-.0625 
17.<=)703 
,?()Q1510 
7.75Q2 
.5270 
ngnnon 
Alii 1705 
In.R63S 
6 €I '1275 
-2.16~6 
-8e5~73 
-8.?c::,6? 
.... 2.2019 
2.6824 
=lAR144 
10.9808 
3 0 6576 
-11eR534 
-21 0 5815 
-16.0762 
1.1806 
10.4664 
16e3866 
-1.2191 
.... 26.659 0 
n.non("l 
?4305 
1.8128 
.... 2.6466 
-,q.6097 
-11.9670 
-Q.4RR7 
-1.3682 
7,.1693 
.(.:..1537 
-10.0808 
-Lle40a2 
-1 R e 17C::;1 
-1C'J..,7132 
-13.8:=;87 
-:1.0213 
6.1355 
7!!5812 
e q /4? 1 
-7.G978 
(l.n0nn 
-3 iii 197,? 
-7.0064 
-11.1767 
-14.?OlC) 
-14.r-:;?8? 
-10.<l3 7 C::; 
-4.C::;C::;C:7 
1 • ?4 00 
1;0 ?4A/I 
TABLE 13· MODRL STRESSES in psiJ CPo = 90°, a/h = 25) v 0.3 
(Concluded) 
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TABLE 14. MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL COORDINATES) P ::: 70 psi 
so 
n=O 
1st mode 
2nd mode 
3rd mode 
4th mode 
n=l 
1st mode 
2nd mode 
3rd mode 
n=2 
1st mode 
2nd mode 
n=3 
1st mode 
n=O 
1st mode 
2nd mode 
3rd mode 
4th mode 
n:::1 
1st mode 
2nd mode 
3rd mode 
n=2 
1st mode 
2nd mode 
n=3 
1st mode 
~o 
a. 324 h = 
-114-
;:: 18° 
a 81 11 ;:: 
P ;:: 10 psi 
so 
P 
so 
a 
h 
CPo 
;:: 141 
= 45° I 
a la 
;:: 35 IIi h 
t IT ;:: 100 
o 0 
CPo ;:: 90° 
a 
= 100 - ;:: 25 h 
.4640 
e6947 
1.0195 
.3321 
1 .3239 
.4577 
.0874 
.0197 
.6788 
.33 0 4 
.1875 
.2753 
.7244 
.AO~~ 
1i1786;~ 
.1828 
'iJ7494 
.48:=39 
.3898 
021 61 
.7836 
."C::;409 
.1:)4::13 
.7480 
.5874 
.7Y63 
G 19S5 
• 430r=; 
.4016 
• 1 7? 3 
p 
so 
.7032 
.00(45 
.OlOf, 
.1598 
10 psi 
.8076 
.60S7 
.290° 
.607? 
.5237 • 8 t .;. 74 
elA25 .7422 
.R19S 1.0785 
.2397 .8093 
.5742 J .9927 
tjTo ;:: 10 
.5163 
1 • () 6q9 
.5927 
.4~90-----1-.-3-0-1-_-3~--.--7-8-3-7-------.7236-~1~1-.-1-~-_)-1-1-----1-.-1--1-5--6 
.6R36 .4448 .43SR .7721 I .5998 .~7l4 
.9962 iii 0851 • loA7 .7508 I .4QC::;Q • C::;324 
c3?2R 00191 .2691 .1722
1 
.3~~; .60R6 
.6140 .724A ~9R?R .8343 ,3.8985 3.A653 
.8191 .1032 1827? .5569 I .9768 .8843 
.lR7~ .0186 .4360 .182~ .8450 .A358 
.430Q 
.4055 
III 1862 
.4241 
.0469 
• 1656 
.980 8 
.6083 
.7573 
.0462 
.2555 
.5945 
1 .7000 
1.()030 
1 It f)~3() 
.7489 
.9817 
TABLE 15. MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL COORDINATES, P = 10 ps i 
so 
cp 
(deg) 
0 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
0 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
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(J 
°e ° ~ 
-
.-T. 
a 
° ° a 0 0 
t 
P = 70 psi, 0 100 P 70 psi, = = so T so 
0 
5.753 5.607 5.534 
4.073 5.215 3.949 
4.099 4 .. 121 4.027 
3.194 3.425 3.213 
1 .941 2.378 1.956 
2.608 2.919 2.645 
2.342 2.480 2.373 
! 2.342 1 .609 26)1 1 7 I 
I 
i 
2.202 0.683 2.282 
2.604 0.789 2.330 
! ----t 
-S2. = 100 P = 10 psi: i, P = 10 psi) I so T so I 
° ~O9 3.696 3.637 
3.743 4.017 3.618 
3.559 4.202 3.063 
2.298 2.898 2.134 
2.753 3.161 2.526 
2.716 3.288 2.526 
3.028 3. 198 2.720 
2.290 2.340 2 (I 1 10 
20542 0.867 2.356 
2.780 0.846 2.604 
----.- -------.--
TABLE 16. MAXlliUM-STRESS AMPLIFICATION FACTORS 
cp = lSo, a/h = 324) V = 0.3 
o 
°e 
-a 
t 
0 
= 10 T, 
0 
5.4qR 
4.996 
4.,027 
3.386 
2.40"5 
2.907 
2.3qR 
1.553 
O.6Q3 
0.707 
t 
0 
= 10 T 
0 
3.720 
3.807 
3.761 
2.413 
3.058 
3.156 
3.006 
2.195 
0.806 
0.793 
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I 
a 
I 
°8 I ° cp .J£ 
I 
~ 
(deg) CJ ° a 0 0 
° I 
t I P 70 psi, ° 100 P 70 psi) = T = I = so so 0 
-------L 
0 4.250 40206 ! 3.914 I 
I 
2 4.085 4.344 I 3 0 757 
4 361716 41)047 I 361808 
6 49509 3.7:3~ I 4.578 
·9 3111927 .3.459 I 3",978 
I 
10 3.573 3.121 I 3.30Q I 
i 
12 20629 20550 i 2.370 ! 
14 2.404 1 II 382 1 2.516 
I 
16 2.352 0.479 
I 
2.068 
18 4.237 1.271 4.037 i 
····-·+···-·-----------·------r-------·--t·----
I 
I 
I 
() I 
I 
? 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
Pso 10 psi, 
0 100 I P 10 = T - = psi, so 
0 
3.083 3.462 2.960 
3.439 3.714 3.174 
4.308 4.36C::; 4.014 
4.761 4.768 4.544 
4.646 4.5A5 4 I) 41 1 
3.878 .l.RIS 31/160Q 
2.602 2.635 2.325 
2.202 1 .276 2.03;3 
3$386 0.627 I 3.076 ! 
4.?55 1 e 276 ~ 36734 
TABLE 17. MAXlliUM-STRESS Al-t1PLIFlCATION FACTORS 
cp = 18°, a/h = 81, v = 0.3 
o 
0 e 
a 
° 
t 
° 10 = T 
0 
4.082 
4.288 
3.896 
30783 
3.482 
2.Q01 
2.39.:1 
1.394 
0.519 
1 ,,? 1 1 
t 
0 
= 10 T 
° 3 .. 305 
3.531 
4. 151 
4.568 
4" .378 
.1.607 
2.445 
1 • 139 
0.541 
1 • 1 :15 
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I 
i o o 
I 
cp ! 
(deg) I 
3: 
o 
° 
.J£. 
cr 
° 
----r·---------:-t------t- t 
I P = 70 psi) TO - 100 P
so 
= 70 psi, TO = 10 
________ +-I ___ S_O_ _ ___ o ______ -t-_____ . ° 
o I 1.110 2.471 1.146 2.185 
I 
5 ! 1.282 2.227 1~220 1.980 
1 () 
1 5 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
() 
5 
1 0 
15 
20 
25 
30 
3S 
4(,) 
4S 
1.303 2.230 1.087 1.890 
1.132 1.815 0.827 1.579 
09804 
0.642 
0.780 
0.573 
0.492 
1.009 
t 
1 e 342 
1 • 1 1 7 
1.643 
1.421 
1').5:19 
0.303 
P = 10 psi, TO = 100 
so 
° 1.453 2.271 
1.137 
1.155 
0.778 
1.152 
1 .242 
1., 209 
0.849 
0.868 
1 • 1 94 
1.589 
1 .403 
1.032 
0.759 
1 .. 532 
1.650 
1.012 
0.621 
0.361 
~ 
t 
I 
0.661 1.207 
0.581 0.964 
0.432 0.99Q 
0.482 1 .. 189 
0.318 
1 It 034 0.309 
t 
P = 10 psi, ~ = 10 
so To 
1_463 
0.997 
1 • 1 6 1 
0.872 
1 .189 
1 •. 307 
0.821 
0.738 
1 .. 151 
2e201 
1.451 
1 e 30 1 
1 III I? 3 
0.860 
1 e 522 
1 e 455 
1.228 
0.S8Q 
0.347 
TABLE 18. WUCIHUM-STRESS AMPLIFICATION FACTORS 
~ = 45°) a/h = 141) v = 0.3 o 
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I 
_-cp_l ~-----------:: ---l.---!-o I t t 
! P = 70 psi ° = 100 I so ) T 
----.L.---.--.--.......... -.-.. -.---~-.. --... ----_+_-
(') 
5 
10 
15 
20 
2'S 
30 
I 
i 
2.562 
3.368 
3.603 
2.469 
2.454 
2.876 
3.517 
2.831 
3.3~8 
4.241 
3.870 
2.631 
1.996 
?2q2 
3.324 
2.7()"] 
a P = 70 psi) T so = 10 0, __ _ 
203 7 0 
2.795 
3 III 187 
2.235 
1 & 920 
2.590 
2.323 
2.591 
3.29] 
2.303 
1 .804 
1 • 954 
2.445 
! 40 i 1.961 0.670 1 .464 O.~57 
45 I 4.669 18400 i 3.242 O.q71 
--- .. -.. -·····--T---···-------·-- -_ ... -...... -- --- .'--. ····-t---······- . ·-·-·····-.. ---····-t-·------'-----'-·-.. -----t---
. j P = 10 ps i) TO = 100 i P = 10 ps i, TO = 10 I so 0· i so 0 
________ --L... _______ .~" ___ .~_. ___ •. __ ._ .•.... ".-.- ... _________ .. __ .. _~ ..• _ _'_ .... - ... -... -_-.--... --~.--.... ----.-. ____ . __ ._. ___ ... ___ ._ •... ___ _ 
o I 2.551 2.611! 2.336 2.:372 
5 i 3.354 3.717 3.020 ~.45q 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
3.742 J.940 
3.782 3.218 
4.124 3.4:,)0 
3.739 3.069 
2.482 2.059 
2.963 0.606 
45 L 3.727 1.1 16 
---- -------_._. __ . __ .. ---------
3.274 
?834 
3.336 
3.·405 
2.619 
i 1 a 887 I I 
I 2.04C) 
L 2.682 
TABLE 19· MAXIMUM-STRESS AMPLIFICATION FACTORS 
~ = 45°, a/h = 35 J V = 0.3 o 
3.530 
2.443 
2.674 
2.7?R 
2.135 
1.., 580 
CI.49° 
0,. 80.1 
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============================_ .. _-- .... __ ._---------_.--_._. __ ._-----._----
I ~ °e ~ 
_( d_:_g _) -L---o : _________ 0 ~ ___ L--a-o--___ ... 
I tit 
a 
° 
I ° I ° 
II P = 70 psi, T-- = 100 II P = 70 psi} = 10 
____ --+1 __ so _ ... __ 9_____ I so To. __ _ 
o I 1.263 2.438 I 1.209 1.731 
10 I 10184 20119! 10113 1.420 
20 1 e 279 1 ill 677 I 1 & 1 79 1 e 182 
30 10549 10484 1.340 1.266 
40 
50 
6el 
70 
80 
1 4} 548 
1.535 
i e4 31 
1.045 
1 II 399 
1.737 
2.235 
2.501 
I 
I 
I 
I I 1.628 2.380! 
1.226 
1 .303 0.990 
1 .284 0.968 
1 .061 I.S80 
1 ,,804 
i I 
. 4.632 1.291 I 39878 1.167 I t I --'--t---90 
I p = 10 psi, TO = 100 I' P = 10 psi) TO = 10 so ° I so ° 
-----t.-----------.-... ---.-------r--------.. --... ---.. ----
0 I 0.869 1.569 I O.9~0 1.658 
10 '1  0.7Ql 10107 j 
20 I 0.620 1.072 I 
:~ I ::::: I.3QO! 
0.866 1 1& 60 1 
00685 1.469 
0.998 1 (158 C) 
O.QQ3 1 • 1 1 2 161378 
50 0.615 0.863 1 0 143 0.979 
60 0.635 1 II 277 1.180 1 .558 
I 
1 III 120 Oll929 1 II 71 8 
0.886 1.495 1 • R 1 4 
0.516 3.796 1 I) 143 
70 I 0.437 I 
80 I 0.723 
90 
.1 1.718 
TABLE 20. r.m.XIMU1v1-STRESS AMPLIFICATION FACTORS 
~ = 90°7 a/h = 100) v = 0.3 
° 
cp 
(deg) 
0 
1 0 
2() 
3() 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
0 
1 0 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
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a as a 
...52. 
-
....Sl2. 
a a a 
0 0 0 
t 
P 70 psi) 0 100 P 70 psi) = = = so T so 
0 
30166 3.789 21) 71 1 
2.293 2.830 2.433 
3;;;462 10678 2.899 
3.002 1.949 2.691 
2.529 1 .723 20317 
2.449 10879 1.q63 
2.741 2.65q 
I 
2.044 
1.570 2,,480 l 10979 
'='_'='1'1' 0.781 I ;2 Q 276 L-9JL.-r.L I 
3.727 1 ell 8 I 40790 
----
t -1------
10 psi) ° 100 10 psi, P = T= I P = so so 
° 1 3.339 2.85 /+ 3t11?.96 
2.027 1 .. 78n 2.200 
2.765 2. 1 1 1 2.915 
2.048 10 q 16 2.398 
1.819 1.238 2.043 
1 .370 1 .. 388 1 (1693 
1.549 1 01827 1.936 
1 .240 1 e 167 1 _ 877 
1.504 0.757 2.200 
2.554 0.766 4.859 
-
TA.BLE 21. MAXIHUM-STRESS AMPLIFICATION FACIDRS 
~ = 90°, a/h = 25) V = 0·3 
° 
aa 
-
a 
0 
t 
0 10 = T 
0 
20836 
2.039 
1 e 83(') 
2&038 
1 .661 
0.909 
18294 
le340 
l.;OiO 
1 .417 
t 
° 10 -= T 
0 
2.789 
2.044 
1.687 
1.627 
1 .51 0 
1 .154 
0.926 
1.134 
1.003 
1 .45P, 
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(cr:)max (O~)max f f t (cr~)m8.x (cr e \nax 
p 0 
so T cr cr 0" 0" 
(psi) 0 0 a 0 0 
CPo == 18
0 
a/h = 324 
70 100 1 0 9.33 2.372 3.820 4. 182 
70 1 0 1 • <;:174 2.306 3.830 4" 163 
1(') Ino 1.760 2.R40 J.02~ 2.123 
10 1 0 1 ,,638 2.704 2.937 2.233 
---_._+ -------
180 I. 81 CPo == a/h = 
----- --------_.-._-_._----_._--
7() 100 1 .64P 1 II 771 .:1.990 3.033 
70 1 0 1 .767 1 Ii! 866 3e933 30875 
in l()() 2.165 2 I)) 1 1 4 J.07O 2.·'165 
In 1 0 .2 e 1 1 7 2.017 2.773 2.R67 
------------ -----_._---------
CPo == 45° a/h = 141 
---_._------_ ... __ .-._-
70 lOO 1 • n 4 7 1 .OG9 0.993 00696 
70 1 n 0.812 1 .70() 1 .015 O.6R5 
1 i} 100 1 .280 1.432 1 .. 033 0.873 
10 I 0 1 .003 1 e 538 0.973 00 7 13 
cp == 45° a/h = 35 0 
---------------- -------_._---_._----
70 lOO 
7() 1 0 
1 () IOO 
10 1 () 
1.556 
1 • 154 
2.420 
1 • RRB 
cp = 90 
o 
o 
2.214 
10674 
2.4f)] 
2.()01 
a/h = 100 
4.1()6 
2 0 766 
2.756 
2.421 
?.Q62 
2.578 
1 • q78 
1.781 
----
._--------.--------_. __ ...• _---
70 
70 
1 () 
10 
70 
70 
10 
10 
100 
10 
Ino 
10 
100 
10 
100 
10 
1 .484 2.427 3.656 
1 ;» 264 1 til 603 2.923 
n.669 1 .438 1 .343 
1 .. nIl 1 .593 2.947 
----------
CPa = 00° a/h == 25 ./ 
~--.-.. -.-.-----.---------.----------. 
2.237 2.336 3.068 
1 .921 1 .6q3 3.603 
1.278 1 .463 2.064 
1 It 678 1 .540 .1.721 
TABLE 22. ABSOLUTE MAXIMUN MEMBRANE- AND FLEXUPAL-STRESS 
AMPLIFICA.TION FACTORS 
1 .0 0 7 
O.R77 
0.403 
0.884 
----._-
1 .6~q 
1 .36n 
2.207 
2.n76 
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FIG. I STRESSES ON AN ELEMENTARY VOLUME 
-- --- -... 
--
FIG. 2 DEFLECTION AND LOAD NOTATION 
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_~Mcpe fjf-. _ __ 7L-----
d8 /" 
M, //'--( I 
qJ / 
..,// 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~"-.\~ 
----- _____ dt\ I ~\J 
I 
FIG. 3 STRESS RESULTANTS 
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\ 
\ 
I~ 
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, \ \ ~ 
\\ \ ,\3 
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FIG. 4 FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, a/h =25, 11=0.3 
FIG. 
_I -.0 
.::II ..:; 
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1.0 
n :2--L.-----
0,9 ~~--
---
n - 2 .-
0,8 
n::O_ L.-----
0.7 
0,6 
n = \ 
0,5 
° 
0,1 0.2 
I (.D..)2 
a 
5 FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, 
7,0 
6,0 
5.0 
'°1 
3.0 
2,0 ~--~---+~~-+ _____ ..e::--+---+----=~==+----+----l 
1.0 L-__ t::::::::._---L __ ---L __ --.l... __ --'-__ -'--__ --L.-_-----' 
o 0,01 0,02 
h 
a 
0.03 0.04 
FIG. 6 FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, o ..J. =18 '1/=03 
""'0 ' · 
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n = 0 I st Mode 
v=o 
-I~--~----~--~--~ 
o .50 1.0 
¢ 
CPo 
n = list Mode 
o~--~----r----r--~ 
.50 1.0 
~ 
<1>0 
n=2 1st 
n=O 2nd Mode 
v=o 
_Ib-__ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 
o 
n = I 
-I 
0 
Mode 
.50 1.0 
~ 
CPo 
2nd Mode 
.50 
¢ 
CPo 
1.0 
FIG. 7 MODE SHAPES, ¢ =90°, o/h=IOO, 1I=0.3 
o 
o 
-I 
0 
-I 
0 
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n=O 1st Mode n=O 2nd Mode 
\ w 
i\ 
~ 
--- V u ~ 
-I 
.50 /.0 0 .50 1.0 
f .t. 
CPo <Po 
n = I 1st Mode n=1 2nd Mode 
-I 
.50 1.0 0 .50 1.0 
~ <P 
CPo 
n=2 1st Mode 
<Po 
v 
-I~--~----~--~--~ 
o .50 1.0 
<P 
<Po 
FIG. 8 iv10DE SHAPES., cp =30°, a/h=IOO, v=O.3 
o 
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n=O 1st Mode n =0 2nd Mode 
~ 
K ~ 
o 
-I 
0 
L 
o 
-\ 
o 
u 
n = I 
V 
/ 
u 
v 
FIG. 9 
~ ~ o \ 
u \ V ~ 
-I 
.50 1.0 0 .50 1.0 
cp J:... 
<Po <Po 
1st Mode n=1 2nd Mode 
~ 
'~ 
-I~--~--~----~--~ 
ID 0 1.0 
n = 21st Mode 
o ~ u ~ 
v 
-\ 
0 .50 1.0 
¢ 
4>0 
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